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Robotic perception has become an important research area with increasing demand of autonomous
systems. Omni-directional (O-D) infrared (IR) vision is an effective capability for mobile systems
in robotics. The most common applications of O-D cameras are primarily focused on from
traditional visible and infrared band, as well as O-D visible band 3D reconstruction, mapping, and
tracking. O-D IR sensors provide a number of advantages over other passive sensor modalities
such as illumination invariance, wide field-of-view, ease of identifying heat-emitting objects, and
long term tracking without interruption. Unfortunately, O-D IR sensors have not yet been widely
used due to the following disadvantages: low resolution, low frame rates, high cost, sensor noise,
and an increase in tracking time. This disadvantages makes to detect the features of target hard to
distinguish from other objects and requires precise prediction methods. We propose an
autonomous system application in indoor scenarios which mitigates these disadvantages to enable
xxiii

an O-D thermal IR camera equipped with a mobile robot to track a human from 3D reconstructed
view. Our goals in this research are to build a 3D reconstructed view of the targets from their
thermal signatures, and to track the targets’ trajectories from 3D a model of the targets with
multiple unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs); utilizing the multisensory fusion and interaction
between human-robot and robot-robot. In order to achieve this goal, we pursue the following four
steps. In the first step, we investigate the Dynamic 3D Reconstruction (D3DR) of the target view
in real time images from the O-D thermal video for intelligent perception of unmanned systems to
improve the robot’s perception with minimal data. In the second step, we explore Human
Behavior-based Target Tracking from O-D thermal images to increase the tracking accuracy and
decrease the computational time. In the third step, we propose Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF)
for tracking the targets from multiple robotic platforms while improving the accuracy of two
different sensors with maximum a posteriori (MAP)-based estimation approach. In the last step,
the proposed method helps to identify the human targets and receive gesture commands to assist
the human target while improving the human-robot and robot-robot interactions for social
cognition.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Robotic Perception (IRP) provides precision for localization of dynamic subjects to
enable tracking and agent interaction. Without recognition of the structure of the scene, the agent
will not be able to adequately interact with the human targets and the robots in it. Many existing
techniques handle 3D reconstruction of the 2D O-D images by using color O-D images or
traditional color and IR cameras [1]–[5]. Others place several sensors to obtain the stereo vision
or measuring the distance of the targets and obstacles [6]–[11]. These approaches have a major
drawback as they do not address the limited light conditions for color cameras and limited view
condition for IR or color perspective camera cases. Under each environment and specific
application, the common problem is how to detect target object and how to actively track the target.
There is a demand for robots acting in direct support of humans by developing sensory mobile
robotic agents that will directly and consistently monitor human activity. In the future, personal
robots will become an increasing presence in households and factory environments. Although such
human activity monitoring is known to be essential to enable Human-Robot Interaction (HRI),
establishing a strong relationship between human and robots has been difficult to achieve due to
the lack of comprehensive methodologies and feasible strategies on sensory intelligence. One of
the basic sensory systems is “robotic vision” for human tracking. We proposed an UGV application
in indoor scenarios with an O-D thermal camera mounted on the mobile robot so that we can
investigate how to effectively and reliably track a moving subject. Thus, our goals in this research
are to build a 3D reconstructed view of the subject from a thermal signature of materials in the
environment, and to track targets trajectories from a 3D model of the target. We enhanced robotic
perception by using multiple sensor fusion of O-D thermal camera with stereo and single
1

perspective thermal cameras for multiple target tracking from multiple robots. The detected targets
interacted with the robots by using natural gestures. The proposed 360-degree thermal camera
system will successfully perceive the target scene consistently, and mobile robots will follow
targets based on thermal distribution using advanced robot vision algorithms with HRI.
1.1. Problem Statement
Versatile, accurate, and interactive tracking will build a trust between humans and machines,
which can establish a symbiotic relationship. Improving the customizability of the robots can
further improve the rapport of HRI. The problem with current state-of-the-art HRI from O-D IR
sensors is under-developed human tracking due to the sensors being prone to error. Utilizing
multiple robots can potentially improve human target tracking, but there has been no
comprehensive research on the interactive mechanisms between robots with O-D IR sensors.
Successfully creating a mechanism for inter-robot communication can improve the scalability of
utilizing multiple robots in various environments. The first problem is to create a reliable and
accurate sensor for robust human tracking by increasing the field of view (FOV), i.e. the sensory
coverage areas among robots. O-D IR sensors will increase the FOV with low resolutuion and
noisy images. The second problem is to develop a resilient and smart network between robots for
multiple purposes and various environments. O-D IR sensors will provide human orientated
applications in any scenario. The third problem is establishing a trust between human and machine
by using sound designs and safe materials for customizable and personalizable co-robots.
1.2. Impact
The significance is that our proposed method utilizes O-D thermal camera will improve the
accuracy of tracking the target human without losing the trajectories. Thermal imaging is a very
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active research area that aims at improving detection performance for target human thermal
signature. To maximize target detection performance, we propose sequential data from other
mobile robots. This helps detection of target scene for 3D reconstruction with higher accuracy and
precise and faster prediction. Multiple panoramic thermal images will be integrated so that the
tracking performance can be improved with the merged sequences. Using extensive views from
multiple panoramas, the mobile robots may detect and track multiple targets. This may solve the
obstacles of current limitations of tracking problems, and improve availability of HRI, since the
multiple mobile robots will maintain a merged perspective.
Goal Statement
The goal is to establish a new framework on versatile tracking of humans by heterogeneous
infrared cameras by using O-D and traditional IR sensor combination. The proposed method with
O-D IR camera system will successfully perceive the target scene consistently, and robots will
follow targets based on thermal distribution using advanced robot vision algorithms. The utility of
O-D IR cameras on Ubiquitous Collaborative Robots (UCR) will be explored to determine the
effectiveness and scalability of multiple robots and multiple humans interacting in a dynamic
environment.
An increased use of UCR will come to factories and homes for realization of co-robots acting
in direct support of individuals and groups[12], [13]. Under each environment and specific
application, the common problem is how to detect the target object (e.g., human) and how to
actively track the target (e.g., following)[14]–[17]. We adopt an existing pioneer mobile robotic
platform, which is widely used for many UCR applications in indoor scenarios[13], [18]–[20]. An
O-D IR camera is mounted on the UCR so that we can investigate how effectively and reliably the
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mobile robot can track a moving human target. Under this setting, when the human target moves,
UCR simultaneously follows the target by estimating the next target location through prediction.
Significance
Since the human is the significant target in many application such as pedestrian tracking in
autonomous driving, it is important to use O-D IR and multisensor fusion, for tracking human
targets for a long time. Multiple robots and multiple humans can interact, collaborate effectively,
and facilitate large-scale, reliable operation. Thermal imaging is another significant component to
improve detection performance by utilizing human target thermal signature [4], [18], [21]–[23].
We enhanced target detection performance from Heterogeneous Infrared Cameras, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Multiple humans will be always around the autonomous systems for the application in
real life and our proposed method mitigate the problems of detection and identification of the
targets by using extensive views from multiple panoramas.

Fig. 1. Heterogeneity of three sensory configurations of the proposed 3D target reconstruction and tracking 1)
OD-IR camera, 2) stereo IR, and 3) single perspective IR camera.
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Heterogeneous Sensory Configuration
Each sensor has some advantages to predict the target’s next position for precise tracking, but
none of sensor has all advantages. Omni-directional (O-D) camera images, for example, provide
360-degree vision for the robot so the target can be tracked continuously. O-D IR images of the
surrounding environment produce the “panoramic” view, which provide perceive target thermal
distribution. O-D sensor, however, has complex distortion, and quite costly. Kinect sensors provide
high resolution images and good frame rate, but the dis-advantage is FOV, view up to 45°, thus 8
sensors are needed to cover the entire field (without blind spots) and do not work in sunlight . The
advantage of the optics with a single viewpoint is unwrapping, allowing the software to operate at
video rates in a low power FPGA-based embedded hardware so that O-D can provide distortionfree panorama and perspective image displays. We adopt O-D IR camera, stereo IR, and single
perspective IR camera configuration suitable for UCR tasks so that acquired object detection and
tracking may cover the full observable field for human oriented applications.
1.3. Innovations
A camera used for robot vision has the potential to provide several autonomous capabilities
such as object detection, improved localization and mapping. The majority of current research in
these areas has focused on images collected using classical, visible-light cameras. In many
Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) applications, color cameras actually provide little to no
information due to limited light availability (e.g., night-time operations). In order to operate under
these conditions, a UGV must acquire useful biometrics of target human, such as a thermal
distribution (e.g. 87-110 °F). Far-infrared image sensors (a.k.a. Thermal Camera) are able to
perceive thermal distribution (not color distribution) only if the target is within the field of view
from the sensor. In the “outside” of the observable field, the acquired measurements are not
5

suitable for common computer vision tasks such as object detection and tracking. The O-D IR
sensor provides multisensory fusion with stereo IR and single perspective from multiple robot for
HRI in our proposed method with the following four aims, shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 gives the
details of each step with the Significance, Innovation, and Technical Merits.
TABLE 1
SIGNIFICANCE, INNOVATION, AND TECHNICAL MERITS OF FOUR STEPS
Step
1

Significance and Innovation



2





3




Technical Merit

Use the combination of SURF and 
MinEigen feature detections.
Apply triangulation from multi 
observation points with different
baseline distances and rotation angles
around the target.


Detect target human thermal signature using
panoramic views to calculate 3D distribution.
Provide a more robust, precise, and lower
computation time methodology for 3D target
reconstruction from infrared omnidirectional
images.
Provide a basis for tracking target in the
second step.

Use behavior analysis with Curve 
Matching (CM) and Kalman Filter
(KF) based position prediction.
Build Maximum a posteriori
estimation
to
update
CMKF 
prediction.
Extend sequential data to predict
human target’s trajectory with 
efficient planning of the next mobile
robot position trajectory.

Reduce computational time with a new
positioning criterion of the next imaging so
that the mobile robots can avoid unnecessary
movements.
Provide a robust tracking from 3D target scene
map to better identify object materials in the
scene and identify passable obstacles.
Prepare the system for better achievement for
tracking of multiple targets.

Extend
the
individual
3D 
reconstruction from O-D IR sensor by
fusion of stereo vision sensor.
Merge the predicted target positions 
from Stereo IR and O-D IR
multisensor fusion via Maximum a
posteriori estimation method.


Improve the 3D reconstruction results via
Multiple Heterogeneous Sensory setting,
Stereo IR and O-D IR.
Merge panoramic view and perspective views
from multiple mobile robots to track human
target by optimizing the position.
Increased field of view of standard Stereo
vision system.
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4





Human behavior analysis by utilizing 
human kinematics and trajectory
analysis.
Human gesture command cognition, 
for human-robot interaction.
Robot-robot interaction to follow 
human targets by human commands.

Integration of multiple heterogeneous
systems, O-D IR, Stereo IR and Single
Perspective IR sensors.
Human gesture analysis from thermal
signature of human body.
Human-robot interaction from robotic
perception for co-robot mission.

Fig. 2. Four main objectives of the proposed 3D target reconstruction and tracking 1) 3D reconstruction, 2)
tracking, 3) multisensor fusion, and 4) human-robot interaction.

1.3.1.

Dynamic 3D Reconstruction of Human Targets via an Omni-Directional

Infrared Sensor
We develop Dynamic 3D Reconstruction (D3DR) of the target view in real time images from
the Omni-directional (O-D) thermal video to improve the robotic vision which is significant for
intelligent systems, shown in Fig. 3. The thermal O-D images do not provide high resolution as in
color vision cameras due to texture and mirror distortion. We proposed the D3DR method that
dynamically detects the target region and densely reconstructs the detected target region to solve
the low resolution issue. We analyzed several different imaging positions, different baseline
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distances, and target distance with respect to robot position for the best coverage of the target view
with minimum reconstruction error. We also look at the optimum number of observations for
reconstruction using an optimization to find the compromise between accuracy, methodology, and
number of observations. The benefits of this method are accurate distance of the target from the
camera, high accuracy, and low computation time of 3D reconstruction.

Fig. 3. Algorithmic flow of 3D reconstruction using representative three steps.

1.3.2. Human Behavior-Based Target Tracking With an Omni-Directional
Thermal Camera
We investigate Human Behavior-based Target Tracking from Omni-directional (O-D) thermal
images for intelligent perception in unmanned systems, shown in Fig. 4. Current target tracking
approaches are primarily focused on perspective visual and infrared band, as well as O-D visual
band tracking. The target tracking from O-D images and the use of O-D thermal vision have not
been adequately addressed. Thermal O-D images provide a number of advantages over other
passive sensor modalities such as illumination invariance, wide field-of-view, ease of identifying
heat-emitting objects, and long term tracking without interruption. Unfortunately, thermal O-D
8

sensors have not yet been widely used due to the following disadvantages: low resolution, low
frame rates, high cost, sensor noise, and an increase in tracking time. This method outlines a
spectrum of approaches which mitigate these disadvantages to enable an O-D thermal IR camera
equipped with a mobile robot to track a human in a variety of environments and conditions. The
CMKF (Curve Matched Kalman Filter) is used for tracking a human target based on the behavioral
movement of the human and MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) based estimation is extended for the
human tracking as long term which provides a faster prediction. The benefits to using our MAP
based method are decreasing the prediction time of a target’s position and increasing the accuracy
of prediction of the next target position based on the target’s previous behavior while increasing
the tracking view and lighting conditions via the view from O-D IR camera.

Fig. 4. Algorithmic flow of tracking using representative three steps.

1.3.3. Thermal Multisensor Fusion for Target Tracking
Multisensor configurations for monitoring and tracking human targets have attracted interest
from the field of intelligent systems. The fusion of different types of sensors embedded in robotic
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systems achieves high quality information and contributes to significantly improve robotic
perception. However, current methods have not deeply explored the capabilities of multisensory
configurations in human-oriented tasks and their sensory setups have a limited field of vision. We
propose Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF) for tracking the targets from multiple robot platforms,
shown in Fig. 5. Thermal vision helps to utilize thermal signature of the human body for human
oriented tracking. An omni-directional (O-D) infrared (IR) sensor provides a wide field of view to
detect human targets and Stereo IR helps determine the distance of the human target in the oriented
direction. The fusion of O-D IR and Stereo IR also created a multi-sensor stereo for an additional
determination of distance to the target. The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) method is used to
predict the distance of the target with a high accuracy by using the distance results of TMF stereo
from multiple platforms according to the reliability of the sensors. We proved that TMF increases
the perception of robots by offering a wide field of view and provides a precise target localization.

Fig. 5. Algorithmic flow of multisensor fusion using representative three steps.
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1.3.4. Visual Perception for Social Cognition of Human Targets from Motion
Behavior
Visual perception is an important component for social cognition processes in robotics.
Interaction between humans and robots depends on the reliability of the robotic vision systems.
The variation of camera sensors and the capability of these sensors to detect many types of sensory
inputs improve the visual perception. The analysis of activities, motions, skills, and behaviors of
humans and robots have been addressed by utilizing the heat signatures of the human body. Human
motion behavior is analyzed by body movement kinematics, and the trajectory of the target is used
to identify the objects and the human target in the omni-directional (O-D) thermal images. O-D
thermal view increases the robots’ line of sight and ability to obtain better perception in the absence
of light. The human target is informed of its position, surrounding objects and any other human
targets in its proximity so that humans with limited vision or vision disability can be assisted to
improve their ability in their social environment. The proposed method helps to identify the human
targets in a wide field of view and light independent conditions to assist the human target and
improve the human-robot and robot-robot interactions, shown in Fig. 6. The experimental results
shows that the identification of the human targets is achieved with a high accuracy.
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Fig. 6. Algorithmic Flow of human-robot interaction using representative three steps.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF HUMAN TARGETS VIA AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL INFRARED SENSOR
2.1. Introduction
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL (O-D) vision systems in recent years have been key elements of many
applications such as robotics, automotive, home automation, security, and mobile systems. These
camera systems offer the advantage to view a wide angle of environments of mobile systems and
to assist in tracking targets [3], [6]. O-D cameras decrease the required number of sensors in
comparison with standard camera systems [24]–[26] since O-D covers a much wider field of view.
Most studies, however [3], [8], [27]–[29], are based on “visible-band” O-D systems. Those
systems do not allow light independent tracking and 3D reconstruction for critical missions such
as military and rescue operations. Since the main interest in such missions is human, obtaining
additional information about a human target for longer time operations is critical [30], [31]. O-D
infrared cameras help to obtain more human-target features since IR images provide a clear pattern
for human body temperature with longer time. O-D view helps to track any orientation of the target
around the robot. One drawback of infrared sensors is that infrared O-D has lower resolution than
visible-band camera sensors [21]. This problem makes improving the visibility of a human target
from the thermal images significant. 3D reconstruction of thermal view is an efficient way to
improve visibility and provides an enhanced view of a human target. 3D reconstruction is refining
the visibility and maximizing obtained information [32]–[34], so that shape and distance of the
target is being done by stereo cameras. A stereo O-D IR imaging could be considered an efficient
way for 3D reconstruction to develop the target scene; however, another problem is occurring with
larger size of the thermal sensors with respect to visible-band sensors. In this study, we use O-D
infrared images from the O-D thermal sensor mounted on the robot so that multiple images in the
13

O-D thermal sensor can capture additional spatial information for 3D reconstruction of the robot’s
environment and its static target.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 7. The O-D Infrared Camera (a) the mobile robot equipped with O-D IR camera (b) the out looking image of
the O-D camera with the placement map, (c) representative inner structure of the O-D camera with the mirror
coordinate system. Symbolic reflections from an object point P(x, y, z) and its reflection coordinates on the mirror are
given as ρ(r,θ,φ).

A single O-D infrared sensor, mounted on top of the mobile robot, as shown in Fig. 7(a),
obtains the infrared images for 3D reconstruction while the robot is in motion. Fig. 7(b) displays
the O-D camera used in our application and the configuration of its parts. Fig. 7(c) shows the
coordinate system of the camera, and the reflection of an object point on the parabolic mirror and
its representative coordinates. The parabolic mirror reflects rays from objects towards the camera
sensor which is placed on the mirror’s z-coordinate axis.
Many different approaches have been proposed on O-D cameras for 3D reconstruction in
previous articles. Using different mirrors with distinct orientations of the camera is proposed in
[1]–[3], [6], [27]. Several cameras are utilized to reconstruct, in [6], [8]. Another way to reconstruct
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a 3D view of O-D images is by using several images from one O-D sensor [35]–[38]. However,
reconstruction of O-D “infrared” images is rare in this area of study.
The academic contribution of this study, called Dynamic 3D Reconstruction (D3DR), is to
propose the O-D 3D reconstruction approach using a thermal camera with respect to current
methods, which are limited to O-D visible-band sensors. The thermal images do not produce sharp
edges as visible-band cameras would have for textures of equivalent temperature for background
objects in source images. Passive objects such as desks and chairs do not provide any contrast in
the detection of thermal boundaries while human-like objects provide contrast. Far regions also
contain noisy feature points which are not consistent in consecutive O-D images throughout the
robot’s trajectory. The parabolic mirror structure of the O-D camera causes these noisy feature
points. Parabolic coordinates have distortion mostly in the outer and inner region of the O-D
images. These regions correspond to the objects that are far or that are very close in distance from
the robot. As a result, the reconstructed points do not represent the real object points accurately.
This affects both the distance and shape of the objects being tracked by the mobile robot. The
newly proposed method will address this by using a combination of two algorithms correlation
based target detection and dynamically orientated feature selection that will focus on a target
region in order to increase the number of feature points around the objects of interest instead of
the noisy regions. Since the target position on the image is moving, the target region in the robot’s
view is being dynamically searched and detected as a 3D reconstruction region. We used four
datasets with different object orientations and environments for the experiments. To find more
accurate results, we selected the best number of observations and chose baseline distances between
these points.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 discusses previous related works on O-D
cameras and 3D reconstruction of O-D images. Section 2.3 describes the geometrical mathematics
for the O-D camera and 3D reconstruction from these cameras. In Section 2.4, we proposed our
method on 3D reconstruction of O-D infrared images captured from the robot. Section 2.5 presents
experimental results of our method. Finally, in Section 2.6, the conclusion and future work is
presented.
2.2. Related Works
We cover relevant studies on 3D reconstruction of target scenes using a 360 degree thermal
imager on a mobile robot. The following subsections will first describe Section 2.2.1 O-D cameras
based on their methods and mechanical designs to reconstruct images in 3D both for color and
infrared cameras. Then, in Section 2.2.2 covers 3D reconstruction from O-D cameras to obtain
better results in terms of 3D reconstructed robot view that returns improved results compared to
previous methods [3], [6], [8]–[10], [35], [36], [39].

TABLE 2
O-D SENSORY IMAGING APPROACHES
Operation Requirements

Resolution

(Light Conditions)

Sensor or Mirror
Requirement

Color O-D single mirror [5], [39]

High

1

High

Color O-D multiple mirrors [1]–[3], [6]
[27]

High

>2 Mirrors

High

Stereo O-D [6], [8]–[11]

High

>2 Sensors

High

Low or High

1

Low

Sensor

IR O-D [4], [22]
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2.2.1. Omni-directional Camera
Among the existing O-D cameras, for 360-degree reconstruction, several approaches exist: 1)
a mirror [4], [5], [39]–[43], 2) multiple mirrors, stereo case by mirrors, [1]–[3], [27] 3) one mirror
with perspective camera combinations or multiple camera sensors in a hemisphere pattern, [6], [8],
[9], [11], 4) and the O-D imaging from infrared cameras with the same approach, [4], [22]. Table
2 shows the details of four different O-D sensory settings: their lighting requirements for
sufficiently low noise, required number of camera sensors, and resolution of images from the
sensors. There exists several approaches for the use of mirrors. The image is taken from a parabolic
or similar type of mirrors via a camera offers advantages to better analysis of the environment.
The first approach, using a mirror with a traditional color camera to reconstruct the O-D images,
is one of the most broadly used methods [4], [5], [39], [41], [42]. A color camera captures the
image from a catadioptric mirror fixed across from camera. A spherical camera model and its
calibration methods are explained in [1]. A new O-D mirror design can also take panoramic
images as proposed in [27].
The second approach obtains a 3D view of the monocular image using multiple mirrors. The
method [3] describes a 3D reconstruction via four parabolic mirrors. Another method [6] uses two
mirrors and a camera to capture two images from these mirrors. These mirrors, the inner part and
outer part of the single camera, provide two images to be reconstructed. In order to get a good 3D
reconstruction result, stabilization is a key factor as motion can easily affect the 3D reconstruction
process. The trajectory estimation problem is discussed in [2] as well.
The third approach is to reconstruct the 3D view using stereo camera sensors [8]–[10] similar
to the stereo perspective cameras [44]. Methods [8], [9] use a perspective camera in addition to
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an O-D camera. The geometric constraints for the placement of these cameras are discussed [8] in
a previous work. A hybrid method is an effective way to match the feature points in the hybrid
images from an O-D camera and perspective camera automatically [9]. Images from O-D cameras
have a wide vision range with low resolution, so the perspective camera helps to enhance the 3D
reconstruction. The variations of using two O-D cameras in vertical and horizontal configurations
represent another O-D stereo vision setup [10]. A method [11] is also proposed the multiple sensors
in a hemisphere pattern to obtain the 3D scene.
The fourth approach includes infrared cameras to obtain a 360 degree O-D image that are the
same as the methods as the previous two methodologies [4], [22]. The difference applied in this
method is the replacement of the color camera and mirror material in the O-D camera system by
an infrared camera. Thus, the O-D infrared cameras use the same mirror structure to attain the
infrared images. However, using an infrared camera has certain physical limitations to provide a
good resolution and information to track objects. We adopt the O-D camera setup with one mirror
and infrared camera to explore [3], [23], [45]–[48] in an intense 3D information manner as shown
in Section 2.4.
2.2.2. 3D Reconstruction from Omni-directional Camera
3D reconstruction from infrared O-D cameras is feasible using similar methods as the O-D color
camera approach by utilizing mirrors [1]–[3], [6], [27], or using several cameras, and stereo
methods [8], [9]. The 3D reconstruction is also possible by the means of one O-D camera and
numerous images along with camera and robot movement [29], [35], [42]. In this method, the
camera captures several images at different positions. This method may be considered the same as
the stereo method or using several mirrors instead with only one camera. The accuracy of 3D
reconstruction for O-D images is obtained from an image sequence that is better than using two or
18

less images such as a single view reconstruction [36], [42], [46]. Unlike the predefined position of
the cameras in a stereo setup [6], [8], [49], method [38] uses the robot’s odometer.
Studies about infrared O-D cameras are rare [4], and resolution is low in infrared images. We
propose instead a 3D reconstruction approach to acquire a high density 3D reconstructed view
from infrared images. The robot captures images through an O-D camera from multiple positions
to reconstruct the 3D scene by the proposed algorithm. Improving the density of 3D reconstructed
feature points assists in tracking objects as opposed to tracking in 2D infrared images.
2.3. Geometry for 3D Reconstruction
Section 2.3 gives the mathematical fundamentals of 3D reconstruction in the basic foundation.
First, we examine the geometry of the O-D camera by obtaining the projection via a parabolic
mirror in Section 2.3.1, and we then formulate a 3D reconstruction by employing the O-D camera
in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1. Geometry of Omni-directional Camera
This section explains the geometry of an O-D camera and the reflection of a projected point in
space from a parabolic mirror. Fig. 8 shows the projections and parabolic mirrors [28], [39].
Equation (1) derives the coordinates of the real points, e.g. PW  ( x

y

z ) in Fig. 8, on the O-D

camera mirror;
Pm   xm

ym

zm     Rm ,  Rmtm  PW

(1)

where Rm , tm is the transformation from world to the mirror.
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Fig. 8. Projections of the parabolic mirror. Simplification of 3D to 2D geometry is done by using r representing x
and y axes, and symmetry about z axis.

PW  ( x

y

z ) is a 3D real point in space and p  u v

T

is the projection of said 3D point

from the parabolic mirror onto an image. The point’s reflection on the parabolic mirror has a ray
vector of rm   xm

ym

zm  and this ray vector is converted into another point p  u, v  on
T

the image. The properties of our camera’s mirror meets the single viewpoint condition by using
parabolic mirror properties. The properties for a parabolic O-D sensor model provide a ray vector
from the mirror center point to the real world point [43]. Equation (2) provides the image pixel
point p  u, v  by using the real world point PW  ( x
T


 x

 
 1 0 0   R ,  R t   y  
m m
 z 
p  KRc  0 1 0  m

 
1 



1



y

z) .

(2)
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where parameter K, the intrinsic matrix, calculated by the camera calibration process, and Rc is
the camera sensor rotation. The real world coordinates are  x

z  and equation (3) calculates

y

the scale  .

 2   x2  y 2     2bz   b2  0

(3)

where b/2 is the distance between the focal point F of the parabolic mirror and the vertex of the
mirror.
The point Pm   xm

ym

zm  which lies on the mirror surface can be obtained by using known

image point p  u, v  from (4).
T

 xm

ym 1  RcT K 1 p
T

(4)

We can find the third coordinate from zm 

 x

m

2



 ym 2  / 2b   b / 2  , and the mirror point

Pm   xm

ym

zm  , [43]. The coordinates of mirror points provide the ray vector

rm   xm

ym

zm  of the real world point from the focal point of the camera.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. View diagram and geometric principle of the O-D camera. (a) The elevation angles, (b) the reflection of the
ray in the O-D camera.

We illustrate the mechanical architecture and view diagram of the O-D IR camera and the
geometric principle of the camera in Fig. 9. The effective vertical view range is 55 degrees in total,
5 degrees upper view and 50 degrees lower view.
2.3.2. 3D Reconstruction from an Omni-directional Camera
3D reconstruction of the O-D image is formulated by using rm   xm

ym

zm  ray vectors of a

feature point from different images. This ray vector, given in section 2.3.1, displays a reflection
point of a ray on the mirror from the projection center [35]–[37], [43]. The method selects the
points by focusing on the target region, which gives reliable tracking of feature points and precise
calculations compared to previous methods. First, the essential matrix E is the required factor
which satisfies;

r2T Er1  0
where r1,i   x1

(5)
y1

z1  and r2,i   x2

y2

z2  are the ray vectors of corresponding points from

two images. The essential matrix offers information about the orientation and positioning
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differences between these observations. The matrix E is the key element for calculations, since the
3D object coordinates are measured by the changes of the camera position [50]. The singular value
decomposition from the essential matrix E is proposed in [35], [36] that finds the translation vector
T and rotation matrix R .

Fig. 10. 3D reconstruction from two observations.

3D coordinates of real points are obtained by triangulation of the position of observations. To
find the 3D coordinates of feature point Pi , we used the rotation matrix R and translation vector
T , the ray vectors r1,i , and r2,i , as shown in Fig. 10.

2.4. Target Oriented Dynamic 3D Reconstruction (D3DR) from a Far Infrared Omnidirectional Camera
A new method (D3DR) for 3D reconstruction of images from infrared O-D cameras is
implemented with target region detection. The reconstruction region is dynamically searched in an
image sequence while the robot moves. The low resolution of infrared images makes the
requirement of 3D reconstruction significant for infrared images to get higher density for 3D
reconstructed robot view. Section 2.4.1 shows the reconstruction of images from two observations
with triangulation, and multiple observations while updating the 3D coordinates with bundle
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adjustment as in Section 2.4.2. Then, Section 2.4.3 explains the target orientated reconstruction
with the sensor position by using the feature points. Finally, we determine the optimal numbers of
observations in Section 2.4.4.
2.4.1. Triangulation from Omni-Directional Image
A high number of observations increases the density of the 3D reconstructed robot view. Fig.
11 illustrates the calculation of 3D coordinates of real points from two observations. Thus, the
improved information of low resolution infrared images helps to improve tracking the objects. The
previous work uses n observations to calculate the essential matrix. We use this matrix to find the
translation and the rotation information for the camera position. The purpose of using the essential
matrix E is obtaining the precise position of n observations. After the position analysis, we apply
a triangulation as in a stereo setup.

Fig. 11. n observations for the calculation of 3D coordinates. P1   x1
coordinate from the first observation position while P2   x2

y2

y1

z1  is corresponding feature point

z2  is the same feature point on the second image

from a second observation.

In our proposed method, we use each consecutive image pair to calculate the 3D coordinate of
the ith feature point Pi by triangulation until the last observation. The baseline distance between
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the observations and the ray vectors, r1,i and r2,i , of the feature points are used for triangulation,
Fig. 10. The feature point Pi   x
are points P1   x1

y1

y

z  and its coordinates from the first and second observation

z1  and P2   x2

y2

z2  .

1

  P1 
 z1    P1 
 z      RP   P1  RP2     RP  T
 2 
2
2
 

(6)

R, the rotation matrix and T, the translation vector provide the relationship between coordinates of
the feature points from the first and the second observations.
relationship between

 z1 , z2 

The solution of (6) gives the

for depth information of the feature point from two different

perspectives. The world coordinates of the feature point are obtained by using the first observation
coordinates as a reference and the results of the depth calculations.
2.4.2. Multiple Observations for Omni-Directional Images
For higher density of a 3D robotic view, we perform the reconstruction with two or more
different sensory settings, Fig 11. The previously proposed methods [35]–[37] uses these kinds of
techniques. However, those methods take a longer time to estimate the general shape of the robot’s
environment rather than the precise distance of a target. The images taken from these observations
get us a high density 3D view of infrared images rather than using the method with only two
images.
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Fig. 12. Flowchart of updating a 3D coordinate of the feature points.

Triangulation of image pairs provides 3D coordinates of the first image pair. Then, bundle
adjustment finds the optimal coordinates from each extra image, shown in Fig. 12. Another
reconstruction method is merging partial reconstruction. This method uses more than two images
to find better results for 3D coordinates of the feature points. In order to get more precise results
after bundle adjustment, we use the output of the merging partial reconstruction method instead of
triangulating image pairs at each iteration.
During the reconstruction of the feature points up to the last observation, we have n-1 numbers
of 3D coordinate information for the same feature point. Since some of these coordinate results
are far from the average value, the algorithm removes those irrelevant outlier values. Finally, the
candidate of 3D coordinates of each feature point Pi are calculated from consistent results for the
calculation from n observations.
After finding the 3D coordinates, we apply bundle adjustment to obtain the optimal 3D
structure. Bundle adjustment utilizes observed image points as well as projected 3D points to find
the optimal 3D point and projection matrices [35]–[37]. This process is specifically for the
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minimization of the Euclidean distances between observed and projected points. Each new feature
point updates the 3D coordinates through bundle adjustment.
Projected coordinates, pi , j observed points, jth image ith feature point and pˆ i , j reprojection of
reconstructed 3D points, are derived by multiplication of M j  K  R T  and point Pi . Minimum
Euclidean distance is calculated using observed, pi , j , and reprojected feature points, pˆ i , j . R is a
rotation matrix and T  t x

ty

T

t z  is a translation vector of the camera. The M j projection

matrix and K matrix (7) are given by the calibration matrix including intrinsic camera parameters
focal lengths,  u ,  v aspect ratio s and principle point p  u0 , v0 ,1 .

 u s
K   0  v
 0 0

u0 
v0 
1 

(7)

From every n image sequence, we update the rotation matrix, the translation vector, and use
them to obtain the projection matrix for each image sequence. The methods previously proposed,
[35]–[37], calculate the orientation of the robot in a similar way; however, the error is relatively
high to which causes a weak 3D reconstruction and does not work for O-D IR images. If the
estimations are not made for the shape of the environment for the precise distance of the target,
our method gives an improved result. The algorithm constructs the robot trajectory from the
rotation matrix, the translation vector, and removes inconsistent values from the trajectory of robot.
This helps to avoid the effects of localization error on reconstruction. Once we have the camera
orientation, the first image and last image are sent to the triangulation step to find new 3D
coordinates of the feature points. The bundle adjustment step updates the reconstructed 3D
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coordinates with a projection matrix for every n image sequences. The optimal value of n will be
determined by comparing the errors of a 3D calculation from numerous images in Section 2.5.6.

Fig. 13. Flowchart of merging 3D coordinate from subsets of n images and triangulation of the first and last image
by using projection matrix of all images.

After reconstructed coordinates of every n image’s subset are updated via bundle adjustment,
it is expressed as the highlighted box in Fig. 13 and is shown by Fig. 12. The algorithm uses the
first and the last image for triangulation with the projection matrix from all images. A comparison
applies these calculated coordinates, the rotation matrix and the translation vector with the values
from n image reconstruction and the position matrix. For the final updated coordinates, we merge
these two methods to find the optimal point for available feature points for n images. Every image
pair in the sequence is used for the reconstruction, then the first and last images of this sequence
are used to compare the robot orientation consistency between two positioning results. The
algorithm also includes the reconstruction results for the first and last image pair as well. Thus, we
obtain the major feature points sensitively.
2.4.3. Target-orientated Reconstruction with Sensor Position
The proposed D3DR consists of two steps. The first step is detecting the target region, and the
second step is detecting while tracking the feature points within this region. D3DR reduces the
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region of interest to get rid of noisy background for the next step. We do this noise reduction by
dynamic separation of unreliable corner points from the target region. Green feature points are
considered as the noisy feature points because of the O-D mirror, reflection noise of the camera
structure in the IR images, and the texture of the objects which have the same temperature. These
noisy points, caused by the problem of low resolution and non-sharp edges of objects with similar
temperature, are shown in Fig. 14. After detection of the target region, the algorithm restricts the
O-D IR image to the area with virtual rays for the next feature point detection process shown in
Fig. 15. These limitation rays dynamically move with respect to the next target position in the
following images. Therefore, target region candidates are detected and considered into the target
detection method; based on the correlation between the target templates data base that includes a
set of human targets and the original image as the first step. We then use normalized 2D crosscorrelation.

Fig. 14. The candidates of the target region are represented with the red point clouds that have intense feature
detection applied on to them. Noisy feature points are not included for 3D reconstruction in the target regions.
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The algorithm determines the target regions automatically by using highly correlated regions.
The method selects the highest correlation result from each template and analyzes human body
characteristics in the candidate target region. The scaling is not used as a criteria to find the highly
correlated regions. Instead of scaling the templates, we analyze the correlated regions since the
target view was consistent with our data set. A threshold with respect to human body temperature
applies to the images and selects accordingly the big blobs by the size of the human target. We
also use a ratio of height and width for a possible target to eliminate those blobs that do not
correspond to human target region characteristics. Then, we localize the region of interest from
the direction of the highly correlated pixels according to a retrieved target size.

Fig. 15. Reducing interest region to avoid noisy background and achieve better reconstruction of the target.

The feature detection method uses the eigenvalues of each pixel in the image, which finds the
green feature points and more intense corner feature point information. Since noisy background is
removed from the interest area of the image at the previous step, the detected points are mostly
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from the target in the region of interest. The green area in Fig. 15 is assigned as an out of interest
area so the focus is on the target region. The algorithm increases the number of feature points in
this obtained target region and tracks this region dynamically across the images in the data set.
Thus, the noisy green feature points that are not detected before the target detection step stay out
of the target area. We then detect the feature points which are in the target region in the second
step, known as the feature point detection process. We use the feature detection method from the
Matlab computer vision toolbox [51] using the minimum eigenfeature method. The feature points
are selected from well localized pixels of minimum eigenfeatures after more intense feature point
coordinates are obtained.
Algorithm 1: Target region detection algorithm
For each image I in the image sequence
TC ← Target region candidate via Template Correlation (Highest correlation);
T ← Compare the human body characteristics in thresholded image (Size > 10000, 0.9>human body
temperature>0.5, target ratio>1.53);
TR ← Find the Target Region (center and ± 𝛷 range for Target Region);
For each target region (T)
TF ← Find the Feature points in Target Region via feature detection

with respect to eigenvalues;

Pi ← Reconstruct Feature Point (TF) via Triangulation
Pi’ ← Update the Reconstructed Point (Pi) via Multiview Triangulation

The position of the target on the images updates the coordinate setting of the camera as part of
dynamic 3D reconstruction. This process is given in Algorithm 1. If the robot (camera) is moving
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away from the target, we update the rotation matrix R in order to have a parallel movement to the
target for the best reconstruction angle. We then add the rotational angle θ, in Fig. 15, about the z
axis to the R rotation matrix by the following equation,
 Rxx

R   Rxy
 Rxz


Ryx
Ryy
Ryz

Rzx  cos 

Rzy   sin 
Rzz   0

 sin 
cos 
0

0
0 
1 

Fig. 16. Flowchart of obtaining essential matrices for each n images sets to calculate rotation and translation
matrices.

The new rotation from R updates relative coordinate settings for the sensor position. Finally,
we calculate the second rotation matrix and translation vector from the first and last images to be
used for the second triangulation process to merge the two results. A flowchart of the process is
given in Fig. 16.
 Rxx

M j  K  R T   K  Rxy
 Rxz


Ryx
Ryy
Ryz

Rxz t x 

Ryz t y 
Rzz t z 

(8)

The projection matrix M j can be calculated by (8) where K is an intrinsic parameter matrix and
can be derived from the calibration process with focal lengths parameters,  u ,  v and principle
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point p  u0 , v0 ,1 . Since we have square feature point pixels, we consider aspect ratio s as zero and
express K by (9),

 u 0
K   0  v
 0 0

u0 
v0 
1 

(9)

The current coordinate of the camera is calculated by intrinsic parameters, as well as the rotation
and translation matrices. Thus, we can construct the projection matrix to calculate 3D coordinates
by triangulating after the update for the projection matrix of every n images.
2.4.4. Optimal Number of Observations
The optimal number of observations is selected by several criteria within the reconstruction
process such as accuracy of the reconstructed coordinates, and the limitation of the system memory
to save images from different observations. Some other studies [3], [6], [9], [39] use such criteria
, which we adapted into our O-D camera setting.

Fig. 17. Feature points Pi,j are seen from the first observation in blue, from second observation in green and last
observation in red.
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First, we calculate the accuracy of reconstructed coordinates from the difference between real
coordinates and the retrieved coordinates in Fig. 17. We then measure the real coordinates of the
feature point with a tape measure in the experiment environment and use average distance of the
human body as approximated real coordinates of each reconstructed point. For this process, we
select continuous featured points, then, we track them during the image sequences. The algorithm
reconstructs each feature point pixel from the first observation to the end of the sequence. The
number of images in a sequence for a feature point depends on the maximum distance between the
object and camera in an efficient reconstruction limitations. In Fig. 18, we can see the change of
error between the reconstructed points and the real world points as the number of observations
increases. At the beginning, the error is high and gets smaller while the number of observations is
getting larger. However, when the object is far from the camera then the changes in feature points
are not measured precisely, so, reconstruction error increases.

Fig. 18. An illustration of error change from the first triangulation to nth triangulation.

In these image sequences, we sum up the errors of each feature point. We obtain a cost function
for the average of total error and number of images at the end of the process. In order to find the
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optimum number of observations, the algorithm selects the minimum error. This process is applied
for different data sets to find the optimized number using (10).
n

m

arg min  D ( Pi , j , PiW, j )
n

(10)

j 1 i 1

where m is the total number of feature points in images, Pi , j , that is a retrieved feature point
coordinates of real feature point coordinates, PiW, j . The minimum total of differences of these two
coordinates, the reconstruction error, provides the optimal number of observations as n.
The required computation time, the second criterion, is tcomp, which is required to calculate 3D
coordinates for each image pair. The number of images, n, also varies with the baseline distance,
 base , of the imaging position of the robot, n   x  base where  x is the total displacement of the

robot.
As the last criteria for the number of images, we consider RAM consumption for the data set
with respect to RAM consumption of the system, RAM cons . If the data size exceeds the RAM
consumption of the system, the algorithm determines the number of observations, n, by the RAM
limitation of the system. Each image has an average size of 0.156 MB and the total size of the data
set is calculated by, Sizen  n  0.156 MB. Three constraints decide the optimal number of images;

tcomp  base VRobot ,

2  n   x base ,

n  RAM cons 0.156

For these constraints, we want to find the minimum number of images n, for the minimum value
of the cost function, arg min  f (error 2 , n  tcomp , Sizen ) which is the sum of three objectives: the
n

RAM consumption ( Sizen ) of data, reconstruction time (n  tcomp ) , and reconstruction error of the
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feature points error  D( Pi , j , PiW, j ) . Since reconstruction error depends on its distance from the real
coordinates of the feature points, there is the possibility for it to be negative or positive. For that
reason, we calculate the reconstruction error during the calculation of the cost function for each
iteration. Reconstruction accuracy is the most important criterion to determine the number of
observations.
2.5. Experiments
The experiment section of this paper is organized in the following subsections: First, we discuss
the information about the data sets in Section 2.5.1. Second, we compare 3D reconstruction of
multiple views for different target objects with respect to the number of feature points of objects,
as in Section 2.5.2. Then, Section 2.5.3 analyzes the reconstructed points according to distance
from the camera. Consequently, we compare the reconstruction with different baselines of
observation positions in Section 2.5.4. Then, we organize section 2.5.5 as the decision of the
optimal number of images in the sequences with respect to accuracy of the 3D coordinates, the
memory requirement, and computational time. Finally, in Section 2.5.6, we compare the proposed
method along with other methods in terms of sensory settings and reconstruction processes.
2.5.1. Hardware and Data Set Information
The hardware of the mobile robot platform consists of three main components. First component
is the mobile robot Pioneer 3-DX with an on board PC for fully autonomous intelligent control.
The second component is a Windows 7 computer with an Intel i7 processor that runs the image
processing with Matlab. Third main component is the O-D IR camera sensor that captures 360
degrees omni-directional thermal images [52]. IR images have a gray level corresponding to the
temperature of objects with 480x640 resolution and the imaging frequency of the sensor is 30fps.
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In Section 2.1, Fig. 7 shows the mobile robot platform with the O-D IR camera sensor and its
mounted windows computer. The calibration of the O-D IR camera was done by implementation
of the O-D camera calibration toolbox [53]. Since the current toolbox works for only visible-band
cameras, we use a heated grid pattern constructed from metal based materials in order to reflect
the heat instead of light.
We obtained the data sets for reconstruction from several different environments and object
orientations. One of the data sets contained more texture and complicated objects in a room
condition. We can see these objects near the human target or around the O-D sensor, Fig. 19(b),
(c), and (d). The warm objects were used to represent the outdoor interference such as vehicles
with their hot tires, reflection of sun rays or other warm objects. We also obtained some data sets
in a small area with a moderate number of surrounding objects. Another data set included images
while the robot was moving through a corridor with less texture where objects were easy to detect.
And the last data set included the rotated path around the detected main target to extend the
trajectory length with a stable distance from the target. The human target was static in all data sets
in order to obtain the correct tracking of the target feature points and to produce precise 3D
reconstruction results.
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TABLE 3
INDOOR OBJECTS SCENE
Object Type

Temperature

Contrast

Reconstructability

High

High

Easy

Middle

Normal

Possible

Desks Shelves

Low

Low

Difficult

Heated Grid Pattern

High

High

Easy

Human
Electronic Devices

The data set images include four different object types for reconstruction, as shown in Table 3.
The first object was a static (non-moving) human, which was the primary target to reconstruct
primarily for future tracking processes. The human body temperature was relatively easy to detect
and gave a higher resolution compared to other surrounding objects. The second object type were
electronic devices that had relatively high temperatures depending on their power such as
computers and the display monitors. The third type was the objects having low temperatures such
as desk, shelves, and chairs that had a very low temperature and thermal signature in the images.
These objects were difficult to detect and reconstruct by the IR O-D sensor. Another object was a
heated grid pattern. It appeared as a sharp pattern due to its high temperature, so it gave us good
results in order to find the position of the robot and the reconstructed points.
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9m
(c)
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Fig. 19. Representative imaging conditions, (a) long time, (b) long path, (c) large area, (d) rotation throughout the
path in the large area.

TABLE 4
FOUR IMAGING CONDITIONS
Recording time (sec)

Robot path (m)

Covered area (m2)

Long time

35

0.96

4.8

Long path

35

3.20

6.4

Large area

10

1.06

80

Rotated path

20

2.20

80

26.66

1.74

30.4

Imaging Condition

Average
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We chose imaging conditions of four types, a) long time, b) long path, c) large area and d)
rotated path around the static target with respect to an indoor scale. As shown in Fig. 19, the first
data set was taken over a long time, 60 sec, in a relatively small area and over a short distance.
The second data set had a longer path of 3.2 m, in a small area. A longer data set was considered
as the robot path increased with respect to the short path dataset for the indoor scale. We recorded
the third image sequence in a larger area, about 80 m2, with a short path. This data set was used to
represent a small scale outdoor environment by imitating vehicles and heat reflections using indoor
objects. A larger outdoor scene had the maximum visibility of the area boundaries with thermal
vision. The last data set includes a large area with a short path and the rotation would be toward
the target when it is getting far from the robot. Table 4 shows the characteristics of the data sets
for each image condition.
2.5.2. Reconstruction of Target Objects
The algorithm used a generic triangulation process for a reconstruction made from two images,
which were taken in a large area data set. In our method, we used multiple images to find the
camera world coordinates for each image sequence while using the triangulation process at the end
of these sequences. The sum of the reconstruction error for each feature was calculated for
reconstruction from two, three, five, ten and twenty observations. The reconstruction error in
metric values was defined as the average of the difference between real distance and the calculated
distance of the feature point. Our method updated the reconstructed points with respect to error
and removed irrelevant points.
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Fig. 20. (a) A depth map of the reconstructed scene from two images. The target feature points are shown in four
colors; Shelves (Yellow), Grid pattern (Blue), Human (dark blue), and Control Desk (Light blue). (b) 3D plots in the
world coordinates of those target points, and (c) Reconstruction error for four representative target objects with respect
to the number of feature points.
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TABLE 5
TARGET RECONSTRUCTION FOR DIFFERENT OBJECTS

Number of Feature Points
Average Reconstruction Error (%)

Small

Middle

Large

[1-10]

[11-20]

[21-100]

30.0

20.0

15.0

Fig. 20(c) shows the results for a generic triangulation method and a multi view reconstruction
is given for four different objects. The difference among those objects was the number of feature
points that were being tracked by the feature tracking process, given in Fig. 20(a). Reconstructed
coordinates of different objects are depicted as different colors with respect to their distance in
Fig. 20(b). The objects that are far away from the camera had an inconsistent and smaller amount
of feature points than the others. This caused a tracking problem in the image sequence and a
removal of the problem for the reconstructed points is giving a high error. Reconstruction error
became smaller around 15.0-20.0% for the objects that had more feature points. The closest objects
and middle distance objects are shown by dark and light blue in Fig. 20(c). Table 5 also shows the
objects that offer more and consistent feature points have around 15.0% error. The error
percentages were calculated by using two distance values. We measured the real distance value,
ground truth, in our experimental setup, and the calculated distance was obtained from the
proposed 3D reconstruction method. It is shown in Fig. 20(a) that the heated grid pattern has more
than 20 feature points and has around 15.0% reconstruction error.
2.5.3. 3D Reconstruction over Distance
With three different distances, in a large area data set, of objects were compared to see the
efficiency of the reconstruction method pertaining to camera-object distance. Three different
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object distances with Blue represents close objects, Green is for middle distances and Red is for
objects far away from the camera. This is shown in Fig. 21(a).

(a)
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0
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-1500
-2000

0
-2500
-1000

-3000

(b)

(c)
Fig. 21. (a) Depth mapping of the reconstructed scene from two images. The target feature points are shown in three colors;
(Blue-close, Green-middle, and Red-far) (b) Reconstruction mapping the camera path based on the distance values. (c)
Reconstruction error with respect to different distances (Blue-close, Green-middle, and Red-far) of the object position to the
camera.
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TABLE 6
TARGET RECONSTRUCTION WITH DISTANCE
Metric

Close Distance

Middle Distance

Far Distance

Average Distance between the Target and Sensor (m)

0.5

1.0

3.0

Average Reconstruction Error (%)

30.0

20.0

40.0

We compared the reconstruction of the objects from three different distances and the average
reconstruction error is given in Table 6. If the objects were very close to or too far from the camera,
reconstruction error would increase. We obtained the best result from the middle distance objects
approximately 1 meter apart from the camera. The average reconstruction error was increased to
40.0% for the objects set to a range of more than 3 meters to the camera position. These are shown
by the red color in Fig 21(b). The average reconstruction error gave the lowest value of 20.0% for
the middle distance objects after using the fifth and sixth images which corresponded to the fourth
or fifth reconstruction process for the triangulation at those observation positions, Fig. 21(c).
2.5.4. 3D Reconstruction over Baselines
We compared three different baseline distances to find the minimum error for the reconstructed
points in a large area data set. First, we selected a short distance of 0.139 m, to find the
reconstructed points. Then, the baseline was increased to 0.197 m and finally 0.4 m to see the
differences for those three different baselines. Our method used the values averaged from those
distances for the next process to obtain the minimum reconstruction error.
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Fig. 22. (a) The feature points of the target on the original image (b) Reconstruction map for the camera path with
respect to different baseline distance between the camera positions, Red line shows the large baseline value Green line
is the middle baseline value and Blue is the small baseline value. The feature points of the target are also shown with
green. (c) Reconstruction error based on the different baseline values.
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TABLE 7
TARGET RECONSTRUCTION WITH BASELINE
Metric

Small

Middle

Large

Average Distance of Baseline (m)

[0.03-0.15]

[0.15-0.25]

[0.25-1.00]

Average Reconstruction Error (%)

9.50

7.68

15.0

A small baseline, shown in Fig. 22(b) by the blue trajectory, between 0.03 m and 0.15 m is
visualized by a blue color path in Fig. 22(a). The middle baselines between 0.15 m and 0.25 m as
well as large baseline distances greater than 0.25 m are visualized with green and red color paths
in Fig. 22(b) and (a), respectively. For the small baseline case the average reconstruction error was
2.0% higher than for the middle baseline. The feature point matching the reconstruction became
inefficient and missed the tracking of a few points when the baseline was 0.4 m or larger values.
Thus, this high error increased the average error over 15.0% for the large baseline case since the
target was lost in the view of camera. The best baseline range is at the middle range values, between
0.15 m to 0.25 m, which are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 22(c). The best reconstruction error was
for the middle baseline case with 5 to 7 images by 7.68% average value.
2.5.5. Optimal Image Number for Memory and Time Efficiency
The method in Section 2.4.5 determined the optimal image number for each sequence. The
optimal number of observations, n, was determined according to maximum accuracy, minimum
error of reconstructed coordinates, maximum computational time, and system memory. This
method obtained the minimum error when the system was working with full memory capacity as
well as the maximum number of images possible to take along the trajectory. Each image had an
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average size of 0.156 MB, so the maximum number of images is given by n  Sizesys 0.156 .
However, the time was the more important criterion for the reconstruction process.

TABLE 8
NORMALIZED COST FUNCTION FOR NUMBER OF OBSERVATION POINTS
Data Set

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

15

1

0.56

0.50

0.44

0.38

0.38

0.49

0.47

Middle baseline

0.88

1

0.84

0.81

0.81

0.86

0.87

0.80

Size (MB)

0.31

0.46

0.62

0.78

0.93

1.09

1.56

2.34

Computational time (s)

1.29

2.42

3.65

4.96

6.25

7.67

11.1

15.8

Short path

The computational time for different quantities of images is given by Table 8. We considered
the time to compute the 3D coordinates of each feature point from each image. The computational
time was increasing almost linearly around 1 second for each image pair. The bold numbers give
the minimum error for the common reconstruction error values of the datasets. The cost function
values were derived from the average reconstruction error curve, computation time, and data size;
given in the first two lines of Table 8 with a minimum value of 6. The triangulation process gave
the best value around the fifth triangulation using six observations, and we selected this value to
be the optimal number for the reconstruction subset. Since, we obtained the best reconstruction
error at that point, 6 images were used to get a minimum computational time and data size. The
computational time for the 5th reconstruction step with 6 images was 6.25 seconds and the data
size was 0.93 MB with a minimum calculated error of 3.34%.
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2.5.6. Comparison among Data Sets and Other Methods
We compared the other data sets listed in Fig. 19 with the average reconstruction error and
computational time. Table 4 also gives these four data sets. Table 9 gives the average
reconstruction error and the average reconstruction time comparison for each data set. The
reconstruction process was 18.7813 seconds for the long time data set and 15.4669 seconds for the
rotated path data set. The reconstruction accuracy was sufficient with 3.34% and 5.20%
respectively. The reconstruction time was faster with 7.7334 seconds for the large area data set;
however, reconstruction error was 7.58% which is lower than the previous two methods.
Reconstruction time was 23.2004 seconds for the long path with extended tracking; however, the
reconstruction accuracy was the lowest, at 10.30% in Table 9. We averaged the reconstruction
error of four imaging conditions to get a 6.61%, and a reconstruction time of 16.2955 sec/data set
and are shown in the Table 9.
TABLE 9
DATA SET COMPARISON USING THE PROPOSED METHOD
Imaging Conditions
Reconstruction error (%)
Reconstruction time (sec / data set)

Long time

Long path

Large
area

Rotated path

Average

3.34

10.30

7.58

5.20

6.61

18.7813

23.2004

7.7334

15.4669

16.2955

We compared the proposed method taking into consideration our sensory setting of the O-D IR
camera, which has only one lower resolution sensor with respect to the compared works [6], [8],
[39]. We compared the proposed method to the Color O-D + perspective camera setup, and the
Stereo O-D camera setup in terms of the average reconstruction error, the required data size, and
the computational time in the case of using only two observations of the proposed method. The
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three sensor settings were able to track fairly close in order to find the reconstructed pixel
coordinates. The size of the data was small for the IR O-D case since the color information was
not necessary and the image sizes were lower. The computational time was relatively lower for the
color case and stereo case as they only require one observation from multiple sensors.

TABLE 10
OTHER SENSORY IMAGING USING THE PROPOSED METHOD (SECTION 2.4)

Average Result

Proposed

Multiple Sensor (Color O-D) [8]

Stereo O-D [6]

0.156 low

0.936 High

0.468 High

Reconstruction Time (s)

0.7

0.0014

0.35

Reconstruction Error (%)

10.64

8.44

7.51

IR O-D
Data Size(MB)

The IR O-D sensor had similar results as the other color camera and as the stereo methods, with
a reconstruction error shown in Table 10. The proposed method gave very close results for average
reconstruction error at 10.64%, to Color O-D Methods [8], and had a 3.13% higher error compared
to the Stereo Method [6]. However, we increased the reconstruction accuracy by raising the
number of observations. The minimally required data size based on Section 2.5.4, was 0.156 MB
for IR O-D, which was 80.0% smaller than Color O-D + perspective and was 60.0% smaller than
the Stereo O-D for the triangulation case. For the Stereo case the computational time process was
completed in half of our proposed method’s time since it uses only two images.
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TABLE 11
METHODOLOGICAL COMPARISON TO OTHER ALTERNATIVES
Single Mirror

Perspective +

[39]

Color O-D [8]

0.936 MB

10.92 MB

0.936 MB

0.468 MB

(6 IR images)

70 images

2 images

1 image

Reconstruction
Time (s)

6.25

18.0

0.0014

0.35

Reconstruction
Error (%)

6.61

10.00

8.44

7.51

Average Result

Method Proposed

Multiple Mirror [6]

Data Size

Four methods were compared in terms of the minimum data requirement for the minimum error
result. The proposed method was 0.90% better than the average reconstruction error and 7.51%
better than the Multiple Mirror Method [6]. It was 1.83% better than the Color O-D Method [8]
and was 3.39% better than the Single Mirror Method [39]. The data size for the proposed method
was around 90.0% smaller than [39] and was 50.0% larger than the average data size of [6]. The
average reconstruction time of the Single Sensor Method was 18 seconds, which is longer than the
proposed method by 7.67 seconds; however, the Multiple Sensor method had a shorter
reconstruction time of 0.35 seconds. Concerning the data size required for these reconstruction
methods, the proposed method used an average of six IR images and 0.936 MB of data size for
reconstruction, which was significantly smaller than the single mirror method and almost
equivalent with other methods, and reconstruction error improved, shown in Table 11. The sensory
setting of the proposed method increased, which in turn extends the conditions for use (daytime
and night time) in addition to improved 3D reconstruction results in spite of having lower
resolution and less camera sensors than compared works.
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2.6. Conclusion
We proposed Dynamic 3D Reconstruction (D3DR) that used correlation based detection and
corner feature detection methods to find the best feature points in noisy thermal O-D images. We
first used the target detection method to find the central position of the objects and determined the
target area. Then we used the second method to detect more intense feature points for the
reconstruction of the low noise region. The best number of observations, the baseline distance
between observations, and the distance from the target region were also calculated in the
experimental section to improve the results of 3D reconstruction. We were able to show that the
comparison of the results between the proposed IR O-D and the color O-D camera was on average
1.38% improvement in the reconstruction error while being 3.39% better than the Single Mirror
Method; even though 90.0% less data size was required compared to other studies and it took
approximately an equal amount of computational time. We plan to track target trajectories using
the 3D reconstruction results and recalculate the distance of the target region as a future work of
this research.
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CHAPTER 3
HUMAN BEHAVIOR-BASED TARGET TRACKING WITH AN OMNI-DIRECTIONAL
THERMAL CAMERA
3.1. Introduction

TRACKING targets with path prediction from Omni-directional (O-D) Infrared (IR) sensor is
proposed to increase the accuracy of tracking for unmanned systems. Current approaches are
primarily focused on perspective visual band and O-D visual band for 3D reconstruction, mapping,
and tracking; furthermore, a literature search found no significant research in our area of interest,
the O-D IR images and human behavior-based tracking prediction. O-D IR sensors provide
numerous advantages to predict the human target’s next position for precise tracking. O-D images
provide 360-degree vision for the robot so the target can be tracked continuously. The thermal
imaging feature of the O-D IR sensor provides a light independent observation of the target scene.
The light independent observation and the 360-degree vision present an advantage for the robot by
providing nonstop tracking of a target. Utilizing a human body heat signature is another advantage
of O-D IR sensor which yields an easily obtained human target oriented detection. Since the other
objects can provide an inconsistent heat pattern, the tracking of non-human targets delivers
unsuccessful results in the complex texture of thermal images. Thus, the O-D IR sensor can
continuously detect and track the human target in this complex texture of thermal images.
However, O-D IR sensors have not yet been widely used because they have several disadvantages
as well; O-D IR sensors have noise, low frame rates, and are quite costly. Since the IR sensors
provide low resolution images, noise, and low frame rate combined causes high prediction as well
as tracking error. In order to increase the accuracy of the predicted target position, we use a
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) based Curve Matched Kalman Filter (CMKF). CMKF improves
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the prediction accuracy for short term tracking; however, the advantage of continuous tracking
with the O-D IR sensor becomes a disadvantage with its increasing computational time of CMKF
approach. The low resolution and frame rate of the O-D IR camera causes a higher prediction error
with the current visible band based methods since they cannot handle O-D IR images. Thus our
method is necessary to overcome the higher error. MAP based CMKF helps to improve the
prediction results and decreases the increasing computational time for long term tracking. We will
look at the O-D IR view to predict the precise target position and tracking it in a faster manner by
MAP based CMKF.
The 360 degree view of thermal images for target tracking are obtained by a single O-D IR
sensor, mounted on top of the mobile robot, as shown in Fig. 23(a). O-D images for the tracking
process are taken while the target is in motion. Fig. 23(b) shows a closer look at the O-D camera
used in our application and the configuration of its parts. Fig. 23(b) also shows an O-D IR image
of the target in the scene. The spherical mirror reflects rays from objects towards the camera sensor
and camera sees itself in the middle of the O-D IR image. The camera sensor is placed on the
mirror’s z-coordinate axis.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 23. The O-D Infrared Camera (a) the mobile robot equipped with O-D IR camera (b) the O-D camera with the
placement map, and an O-D IR image.

Our work shows that the fusion of target tracking for short and long term modified for the far
IR view of targets with the curve matching based tracking minimizes the tracking error and time.
Behavior-based tracking for the human target is examined and the target position is estimated by
Curve Matching (CM) and by Kalman Filter (KF) for short term target movement. The human
target’s behavioral movement is considered so that we can analyze the human target’s trajectory
history and its walking behavior. In this period, analyzing movement helps our method to decide
what kind of possible path the target can travel. For the recent short term trajectory, the walking
behavior of the human target is continuously modeled by the CMKF method during the entire path
progression of the target. The combination of these methods is updated by a MAP estimation based
statistical analysis for long term tracking. The contributions of our human behavior-based method
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are decreasing the prediction time of target position and increasing the accuracy of prediction for
the next target position while increasing the tracking view and lighting conditions via the view
from O-D IR camera.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 3.2, related works are discussed. Section
3.3 explains omni-infrared camera data. Target tracking via omni-directional Thermal Images is
proposed in Section 3.4. Then, the experiments are given in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6
presents the conclusion and future work.
3.2. Related Works
We cover relevant studies on target tracking for mobile robots with a 360 degree thermal imager
on a mobile robot. The following subsections will first describe target tracking through mobile
robots in Section 3.2.1 by comparing representative prediction methods. Then we explore, in
Section 3.2.2, human tracking methods based on their algorithms in order to get better results in
terms of tracking than those discussed in previous methods [14], [54], [15], [55].
3.2.1. Target Tracking via Mobile Robots
For various years, human behavior-based target tracking has had an enormous increase in
research and popularity [17], [56]. Prevalent target tracking interest has been for the human body;
there are several existing methods: processing 2D or 3D reconstructed images by Normal Kalman
Filter based methods [16], [57]–[62], or by manipulating several sensors, or laser-based via onboard laser range finder [16], [63], or by utilizing an ordered Kalman Filter [59], or by quaternions
[64]. Several human features may be employed [65], [66], for tracking, likewise the robot’s
placement in the environment can be used for tracking as well. Some other works have been
applied: For detection and classification of abnormal movement [67]. The ability to recognize a
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human from afar through motion energy mapping [68]. In order to detect movement, extraction
features are applied spatially and through chronological templates [69]. Target activity recognition
is attained by a sequential silhouette analysis based on human behavior [70], [71]. But, not one
algorithm implements a technique such that the robot is trained to mark and learn the target’s
trajectory.
TABLE 12
TARGET TRACKING METHODS
Method

Camera Sensor

Sensor Requirements

Prediction Error

Curve Matching [67], [76-82], [86-93]

IR or Color

Camera + Range

Moderate

Kalman Filter (KF) [15-16], [57-62], [94-98]

IR or Color

Camera + Range

High

Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) [14], [54- 55]

Color

Camera + Range

Low

Target trajectory application in some studies has shown that robots may be trained to learn from
a target’s motion as in [58], [72], [73] and then tracking the target’s path [61]. Other research for
unfamiliar environments are modeled by a robot as in [74], [75]. However, any prediction and
estimation algorithms of a target’s trajectory have not been applied to those methods aimed at
target behavior analysis. Table 12 displays the details of the three different tracking methods that
we will focus on for our target tracking methodology; Curve Matching, Kalman Filter, and
Maximum A Posteriori based method in conjunction with sensors and prediction accuracy.
3.2.2. Human Tracking Algorithms
Curve matching based tracking has various applications in the field of robotics. The most
common methods in curve matching is recognition of some known curve from images, and
tracking these corresponding paths [76]–[80], whereas [81] does not utilize any parameters in order
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for it to record images by the elasticity theory. Also, [82]–[86] are responsible for seeking contours
in the images to detect as well as categorize the targets. Curve matching can be achieved with
splines, another extensive area of study [87]–[89]. Other curve matching studies utilize the
polygonal arc methods [90], while curve characteristics matching is conducted in a curve
measurement of unary and binary [91], Fuzzy Logic in [92], and Sethian’s Fast Marching method
in [93].
The KF consists of an equation pack which keeps the system state up to date. The system state
is derived from its latter state which is being extensively used in target and trajectory tracking [94],
[95]. The KF method has access to a universal solution to a quadratic mean estimation problem in
terms of a rectilinear estimator [96], [97]. The KF based curve matching algorithm, CMKF, is
another method that checks the reappearance in the target’s movement behaviors and sections in a
certain extent with the curve matching techniques of [15], [98]. CMKF is a low computational
cost method in comparison to previous methods.
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation has been applied to Kalman Filter based tracking in
recent studies [14], [54]. The MAP estimation method helps to resolve the problem of target
tracking by using the extended Kalman Filter approach such that it selects the most probable local
hypotheses. A bank of MAP estimation tracking is proposed in [14]. The method introduces a
solution to the linearization problem caused by extended Kalman Filter tracking. The least
probable hypotheses are pruned to control the computational cost. The method proposed in [54] is
another multi target tracking method from a moving camera. A range sensor and Particle Filter
(PF) is used to detect the moving targets and distances then the tracking problem was solved by
MAP estimation. In this method, both target and robot positions were estimated by MAP. An
infrared camera for tracking small target’s is used with another MAP application in [55].
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3.3. Omni-infrared Camera Data
WP   X

Y

Z  is a real world point in space and p  u v

T

T

is the projection of said 3D

point from the spherical mirror onto an image, as shown in Fig. 24. The point’s reflection on the
spherical mirror has a ray vector of Pm   xm

ym

zm  and this ray vector is converted into
T

another point, p  u, v  , on the image. Equation (11) calculates the projected image point
T

p  u, v  given by [28],
T

u   f u
v    0
  
1   0

0
fv
0

u0   tan  cos  
v0   tan  sin  

1  
1

(11)

where the first term of the right hand side, known as the camera intrinsic matrix, consists of focal
lengths, f u , f v , and the coordinates of principle point, u0 , v0 . The angles,  and  , are calculated
by utilizing cylindrical mirror coordinates 

rm

zm  which include rm  xm 2  ym 2
T

and

zm  Rm 2  rm 2 . The parameter L, the distance from the sphere center to projection center, is
used to find the angle  from (12). The angle,  , is derived by using the real world point
coordinates from tan 1 (Y X ) . It can also be found by using the mirror coordinates of xm , ym
since the direction of the ray vector to the world point and the mirror point is the same.

  tan 1 (rm ( L  zm ))

(12)
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Fig. 24. Projections of spherical mirror. Unified model for projection of a space point WP   X

Y

Z

T

to

p  u v image point. The image shows the view of the coordinates from the top of the camera.
T

The angle,  , is obtained by using the radial distance from the optical axis to a real world point,

r  X 2  Y 2 , and the Z coordinate of the real world point (13). Since the reflection angles,  i
and

 r , on the spherical mirror surface are equal, another relationship between the angles,  and

 , is expressed as (   ) 2  tan (rm zm ) .
1

  tan 1  (Z  zm ) (r  rm )    2

(13)

Finding  ,  and  offers us the transition between the mirror coordinates, Pm , and image
coordinates , p , which is our target’s position from experimental data set.
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Fig. 25. 3D reconstruction from moving stereo.

The calculation of 3D coordinates of real points based on the moving stereo is illustrated in Fig.
25. The improved information of low resolution infrared images helps to enhance the tracking of
objects. The 3D target coordinates for precise target tracking is obtained from our previous work,
n observation points are used to calculate the target coordinates. The number of observation points,
n, is adjusted with respect to the experimental results.
The solution of equation (14) gives two depth values (z1 , z 2 ) by utilizing ray vectors of the
mirror coordinates, Pm,1   xm,1
The

calculated

pW2   x2

y2

world

ym,1

zm,1 

coordinates

T

of

and Pm,2   xm,2
the

feature

ym,2

zm,2 

T

from both images.

points, pW1   x1

y1

z1 

T

and

z2  are found from the middle point of those depth values. If the middle point
T

depth value is calculated by xm and ym coordinates of the reference image, 3D coordinates can be
obtained for each triangulation step. The reconstructed points are plotted in a form of a point cloud
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in Fig. 25. Any change to the target’s 3D coordinates can be tracked by our proposed tracking
algorithm more precisely.
2

Pm,1
 z1   
z    
 2    RPm,2 , Pm,1


Pm,1 ,  RPm,2
 RPm,2

2



 


1

 Pm,1 , T

 T ,  RPm,2





(14)

where R is a 3x3 rotation matrix and T is a 3x1 translation vector between two camera positions.
The dot product operator, 3x1,3x1 , utilizes two 3x1 column vectors and a 2x1 column vector
is obtained for the depth values of two feature points. Mirror coordinates are normalized so that
they do not have units and rotation matrix and translation vector provides the units for real world
coordinate, given in (15).
 P 2 T ,  RP   RP , P
Pm,1 , T
m ,1
m ,2
m ,2
m ,1

2
2
2
 RPm,2 Pm,1  Pm,1 ,  RPm,2
 z1  
z   
2
 2    RPm,2 Pm,1 , T  T ,  RPm,2  RPm,2 , Pm,1

2
2
2

 RPm,2 Pm,1  Pm,1 ,  RPm,2











(15)

After the depth coordinates are obtained from (15) by utilizing the transformation information,
the coordinates of the target are attained as pW   x

y

z

T

from the average triangulation

results.
3.4. Human Behavior-based Target Tracking via Omni-directional Thermal Images
A new method of tracking targets from images from an O-D IR camera is implemented using
the behavior analysis based tracking. Nonlinear movement of the targets makes the requirement
for the infrared O-D images significant for behavior-based and long term tracking in order to make
a precise prediction in addition to providing tracking results. The advantage of an O-D IR is that
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it provides for an easier way to detect a target as well as tracking for a long period of time; however,
visual band sensor based methods have high prediction error and increasing computational time
problems that make tracking difficult, making our method necessary. We are developing a new
tracking algorithm for O-D thermal distribution in the following three steps; First, behavior
learning by using Curve Matching (CM) in Section 3.4.1. Second, Section 3.4.2, prediction for
short term tracking. Then, long term tracking with Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation in
Section 3.4.3, and finally, criteria to follow a human target from a mobile robot in Section 3.4.4.
3.4.1. Behavior Analysis
For human targets, we considered the data sequences of longitudinal trajectory rather than a
static scene. For the first behavior analysis, a nearby target is detected and separated from the
background, Fig. 26. The human position trajectories in the video sequences are determined by
assembling the extracted features described in a static scene of O-D reconstruction (as new cases
are accrued over time into multiple frames).
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Fig. 26. Near target position is selected for trajectory history analysis.

Behavior learning is acquired from the patterns of target’s trajectories in an O-D thermal
distribution. The human target’s behavioral movement is the algorithm’s main criteria for making
a decision. The next movement of the human target considers both its present movement, and the
prior walking behaviors of the target’s entire trajectory in the short term prediction window.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 27. Bearing tracking, a) O-D angle trajectory curve of the target, b) unwrapped image trajectory of long term
and current trajectory of the target.

The target’s position on the O-D image is recorded for the bearing tracking first with respect to
the O-D geometry coordinates which is given by the angle,  . The starting point,  1 , is the target’s
position angle from the first image,

 c is the starting point of the current motion of the target, and

 t is the last position of the target on the last image seen in Fig. 27 (a). We converted an O-D
curve to an unwrapped image trajectory line given in Fig. 27 (b). O-D image angles,

 t , are

calculated from the horizontal, xm , and vertical, ym , coordinates of Pm mirror coordinates for the
angle prediction process (16). The image trajectory positions are obtained from the horizontal
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coordinates of PW (t ) until, pW (t ) , the last pixel position of the entire movement, at time t , and

pC (m) is the last position of the current motion trajectory.
  tan 1  ym xm 

(16)

Fig. 28. Distance behavior analysis from 3D reconstruction results.

Target distance tracking is applied to a current position to find the best recent distance of the
target, in Fig. 28, when we have the distance value from each reconstruction step. The calculated
distance coordinates, z (t ) , are used from PW (t ) and PC ( m) strings for the entire distance and the
current distance values of the target. Distance behavior analysis results will be combined with the
bearing behavior results and will be sent to PW (t ) and PC ( m) strings, then (17) and (18), for the
curve matching process.
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Fig. 29. Curve Matching for behavior analysis.

TABLE 13
CURVE MATCHING ALGORITHM
For human behavior modeling via curve fitting

PW (t) ← Past trajectories;
PC (m) ← Current trajectories;
Match ← Find PC ( m) in PW (t) ;
Assign the best curve modeling to evaluate PC ( m) in PW (t)
Length ← Find the best length of the match;
Frequency ← Frequency of the match;
Learns the curve string sequences of the target behaviors for prediction.

The CM method [15] acquires the motion characteristics of a human target by modeling the
movements of a human through the mathematical CM equation in order to relate the target’s
movement at the precise instant it happened to some similar motion in the past, Fig. 29. Table 13
shows the learning algorithm CM. For modeling the behavioral movement of the human target, we
consider two curves, the first curve is used for the target’s whole trajectory from the beginning of
its motion or the target’s past trajectory curve, and the second curve is used for the target’s current
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trajectory or the target’s current trajectory curve. The current target’s curve in the trajectory
represents the recent walking behavior of the human target. Similarity detection of a current target
curve is searched in the target’s whole trajectory. In order to use these trajectory curves for a
similarity search, we constructed two trajectory strings from the curves, the current curve string
PC ( m) and the whole trajectory string PW (t ) respectively. The matched part of the whole trajectory

string, PW (t ) , with the current string, PC ( m) , provides the time length of similar movement
characteristics of the target. The matched part of these strings are taken from the last position of
the target, the last element of the string PW (t ) . The two empty strings are beginning to be filled
with the target’s positions from when we start the tracking mission of the robot. The target’s entire
trajectory is constructed as the past curve in string PW (t ) . The specific length of the entire
trajectory string PW (t ) is matched with the recent movement string PC ( m) , and this is considered
a matched curve. If the CM algorithm cannot find any matched part in these strings, the current
curve string PC ( m) is restarted as an empty current curve string. The strings PW (t ) and PC ( m) are
represented by;

PW (t )  [ pW (1)

pW (2) ... pW (t )]T

(17)

PC (m)  [ pC (1)

pC (2) ... pC (m)]T

(18)

The human target behavior-based modeling utilizes the targets recent walking behavior in the
interested trajectory. The matched parts and the number of matches during this period models the
target behavior to make a decision for the future position of the human target according to this
walking behavior model. The weight of CM represents the recent behavioral walking of the human
target in the trajectory. The position coordinates in the strings are searched and a weight for CM
is determined by two criteria; the length of the match, and the frequency of the match in its history.
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The CM method uses the weight from this search with the given criteria and the equation for the
weight of the CM framework is shown by (19).

CM  k

lC ,matched
lC , string



1
f (lC , string ) 1 

 l
(
s

1)
C
,
string



(19)

lC ,matched is the length of the exact matched part in the strings, lC ,string is the length of the current
curve string, while f is the sigmoid function to keep the weight bounded, and the amount of
matched strings is s . The final weight of the CM algorithm is obtained from (19).
The position of the target from the CM quadratic curve fitting and the weight of the CM is
multiplied to find the next target’s coordinates. The most recent target coordinates are used for
tracking by CM and estimation of the next position using the CM weight.

Fig. 30. CMKF estimation of adjusting each short term period tracking of the target.

3.4.2. Prediction for Short Term Tracking using Curve Matched Kalman Filter
In Step2, the next position of the trajectories are estimated by the trained patterns in Step1. The
learning space along with longitudinal analysis is now time-indexed as a possible expansion of the
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prediction window size. After obtaining the recent position of the target, the trajectory is analyzed
for its previous path history to estimate the future position information of the target. This prediction
is used to update the target’s position which allows for the possibility to forecast the subsequent
behavior of a human target from data sequences with time by comparing incoming online data
sequences [t, t+1] and the existing data sequence [0, t]. Curve Matched Kalman Filter (CMKF)
[15] is used in our proposed method as illustrated in Fig. 30. The KF method aims to track the
motion of a target by accumulating the amount of CM states that depend on the extrapolation.
Table 14 is representative of the modules on how the CM makes relation between the target’s
prompt movement and any related movement in the entire trajectory, and this makes an improved
extrapolation for the KF framework over the time sequences. Module1 calculates the probabilities
of each method and Module2 forms the weights of CM as well as KF. Module3 creates the matched
curve from the target’s trajectory and Module 4 updates the matched curve probability. Module5
estimates the next position information of the target. The flowchart of the CMKF is obtained
through MAP by using n images for target positions and tracking from those reconstructed view
can be seen in Fig. 31.
TABLE 14
CURVE MATCHED KALMAN FILTER MODULES
Module1

Calculate the mixing probabilities.

Module2

Form the weighted average using the mixing probabilities.

Module3

Create CM state matched filtering.

Module4

Update CM state probability.

Module5

Estimate and covariance combination.
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Fig. 31. Flowchart of Curve Matched Kalman Filter via MAP.

KF predicts the next position at time (t+1) for the system model with the following equations,

 dt 2 2 
1 dt 
xt 1  
x

 ut   t
 t 
dt
0 1 



(20)

yt  1 0 xt  vt

(21)

where xt is the velocity and the position vector at time t, u t is the acceleration, yt is the measured
position of the target.  t is the process noise and vt is the measurement noise. If we define transition
matrix A  1 dt; 0 1 , input matrix B  dt 2 2; dt  , measurement matrix J  1 0 when
the measurement of the position is done every dt seconds. KF equations Kt , the Kalman gain, xˆt
, an estimation of next position can be given as,

Kt  Gt JT (JGt JT  W )1

(22)

xˆt 1  (A xˆt  But )  K t (yt  Juˆt )

(23)

Gt 1  Gt JT ( I  Kt J)Gt AT  Q

(24)
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where Gt is the estimation-error covariance for the system, W is the measurement noise
covariance, Q is the process noise covariance of the system. Exploiting the greater predictive
power of the higher feature space, online data sequences effectively update the CM described in
Step1. The update is used to identify the future curve parameters at time t  1 , by minimizing the
prediction error, called the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE), between the
predicted and actual position trajectories. The weight of KF for the Curve–matched KF process is
calculated from the Curve Matching algorithm weight by  KF  1  CM . The target coordinates are
applied to KF and the next position of the target is obtained by (23). KF weight  KF is multiplied
by the estimated KF coordinates to find the weighted KF coordinates for the short term tracking
process.
PCMKF (t  1)  CM PCM (t  1)   KF PKF (t  1)

(25)

After finding the accurate estimation of CMKF, the MAP is applied to the trajectory of the
target. In order to find the next position of the targets, the MAP estimation will become more
reliable and is then applied proportionally to the CM weight. This proportion is calculated from
the length of the CMKF frame. Thus we can predict the lost data depending mostly on long term
prediction than short term CMKF.
3.4.3. Prediction for Long Term Tracking using Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
Estimation
The MAP estimation method is a probabilistic estimation for the next target’s position for their
entire trajectory path, which we called long term tracking. CMKF prediction has an error problem
and an increasing computational time problem, since this approach only considers the limited or
short term trajectories. MAP estimation method helps to solve this error and time problems for
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long term trajectories. We would like to increase the horizontal time window by considering a
longer window size.
The combination of MAP and CMKF is used in our proposed method to find the minimum error
and the best estimation of the target’s position. Next target position is first predicted by the KF
method with respect to the CM for the last matched trajectory part. Then the MAP estimation is
applied to the whole trajectory with all the matched trajectory curves in the past. Thus, the next
position is predicted by a probabilistic estimation approach rather than solely searching for the last
matched curve. The entire trajectory is represented by PW (t ) and the characteristics, such as
weights and probability, of CM for all CMKF frames. The CMKF frames are represented by PC (t )
for every current trajectory in that instant with the prior of matched curves, PC (0) . The entire and
the current human target trajectories were substituted for all MAP estimation processes with the
equation

( PC (t ) | PW (t ))  ( PC (0)) ( PW (t ) | PC (t )) . We want to maximize the left hand side to

get the best weight of a matched curves in the entire trajectory arg max ( PC (t ) | PW (t )) . The right
PC ( t )

hand side of the equation is also maximized similarly arg max ( PC (0)) ( PW (t ) | PC (t )) . The
PC ( t )

approximations to obtain the weight of CM for the next position of the target are calculated by
(26), while we maximize the product of the entire trajectory and the current trajectory with the
prior, PC (0) , in the short term frame. The optimum frame length will be specified when the
minimum error is satisfied by (27).

( PC (t ) | PW (t ))  ( PC (0)) ( PW (i) | PC (t ))

(26)

it

The size of the CM and the KF frame for short term tracking is determined by the prediction
error when it is less than the predefined threshold value as the estimation process is initiated from
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the beginning. The time length of short term CMKF tracking frames is calculated by (27) in order
to keep the short term frame on the most recent part of the trajectory. The running average
prediction error during the frame is calculated from the difference between the CMKF prediction
and the actual position. This short term frame helps to keep the prediction error minimum while
the prediction time is bounded.
t

 P

l  arg min

l t l frame

CMKF

l frame [0,t ]

(l )  Pw (l ) 

(27)

l frame

Fig. 32. MAP estimation scan the whole trajectory and CMKF frames moving through target trajectory to estimate
next position for best weighted update for Curve Matching Algorithm and KF.

Then the weights of each frame are stored from t  l to the end of the last predicted target
position corresponding to the sample of time t , Fig. 32. The stored weights of CM and KF aid in
finding the posterior probability of the subsequent weight. Thus, in addition to the prediction of
the following target position, we also predict the weight of the combination of two estimation
methods one step prior to its application. The process of the moving CMKF frame along the
trajectory and the MAP estimation applied on the whole trajectory is given in Fig. 32. The
Maximum A Posteriori estimation is given by the Bayes’ Rule equation while MAP estimates the
best

application

of

CM

to

the
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KF

frame

by

maximizing

( PC (t ) | PW (t ))  ( PC (0)) ( PW (t ) | PC (t ))

( PW (t )) . The Posterior equation involves prior of

matched curves in the trajectory history, which is the first term of the numerator in equation, and
the maximum likelihood, the second term of the numerator. The denominator is evidence for the
change in weight of the whole trajectory.
The weight of CM, ˆCM (t ) , is updated according to the maximum result of the posterior
probability by (28);

ˆCM (t )  arg max ( PC (t ) | PW (t ))  arg max
PC ( t )

PC ( t )

( PC (0)) ( PW (t ) | PC (t ))
( PW (t ))

(28)

Since the evidence portion is not dependent on ˆCM (t ) as well as the result of the maximization
process, we then can drop the denominator portion.
t

ˆCM (t )  arg max ( PC (0)) ( PW (t ) | PC (t ))  arg max ( PC (0))  ( PW (i) | PC (t ))
PC ( t )

(29)

i t l

PC ( t )

The logarithm of the posteriors can be used to make the problem easier, so we can rearrange in
the following form;





t

ˆCM (t )  arg max   log ( PW (i) | PC (t ))  log ( PC (0)) 
PC ( t )

 i t l



(30)

Predictive target positioning may sync with the position of moving target, while minimizing
the time delay of tracing the target. Long term tracking and reliable target following are desired to
maintain an acceptable prediction accuracy so that the feature space can dynamically adjust to
changes in the learning phase for the duration of the longitudinal sequence. The weight of CM is
adjusted by MAP for long term tracking results and is applied to CM and KF separately by using
(31). The estimated coordinates, PMAP (t  1) , of the target is obtained more precisely.

PMAP (t  1)  ˆCM (t ) PCM (t  1)  1 ˆCM (t )  PKF (t  1)
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(31)

We propose a simultaneously iterative learning and prediction for consistent field testing. The
prediction criterion for simultaneous learning provides the error variations for the time horizon
window of the data sequences. We determine the applicable prediction range for the long term data
that will minimize the prediction error. The horizontal prediction window will be iteratively
applied to the updated human behavior (described in Section 3.4.1) for the incoming online
sequences for predicting the future positioning of robot trajectories (described in Section 3.4.2).
3.4.4. Criteria to Follow a Human Target from a Mobile Robot
Target motion analysis helps to extract the target’s pixels in the image sequence for the
reconstruction of the target view. The robot’s movement will cause the positions of feature points
to change all along the images as well as the pixels in each image. In order to track the target and
the distance information of the target, target’s feature points and feature points of the other objects
must to be sorted. We will use three criteria to obtain more detailed information about the target
and identify the target in an O-D IR view. Table 15 shows the procedures of the target’s tracking
steps.
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TABLE 15
CRITERIA OF TARGET TRACKING
For target motion variables
PR (t )  [x r y r z r ] ,  R ← Robot’s motion;

PW (t )  [xt yt zt ]T ,  T ← Target’s motion;

Extraction← Find PW in PR ;
Assign the best target 3D position PW ;
Evaluate target’s motion characteristics;





min X T , R  min  PW  R  ← Find the distance of the target;

V  T t  t  0   t  t0  ← Find the angular velocity of the target;
VT  X T t   X t  X 0   t  t0  ← Find the velocity of the target;

Distance tracking is one of three criteria needed in order to track the target’s trajectory. The
coordinates of the target provides the depth information of the target. The current target’s position,
PW , and robot’s current position, PR , provide the actual distance from the target. X T , the location

of the target and, X R , the location of the robot are used for the distance in x, y axes,
X T , R  PW  R 

 xt  xr    yt  yr 
2

2

. The recent coordinates of the target are used for inputting

the distance and is then tracked by MAP estimation, Fig. 32. Predicted and actual distances
between robot and target are used for validation of the prediction for target distance tracking.
The second criterion is angle tracking of the targets such that the direction of the robot is based
on the targets. The angle of the target, T , in the O-D image provides a value from 0 to 360 degrees
of the target position, T  t   0 . Those angle values are tracked and then are predicted in order
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to find the minimum error of V , angular velocity of the target, for prediction steps, Fig. 33.
Angular velocity for that instant can be calculated from the angle position difference of the first
and last position of the target, V  T t  t  0   t  t0  .

Fig. 33. Velocity change criteria of angle and target position during the target motion.

The third criteria is the velocity of the targets from the predicted positions. Fig. 33 shows the
target velocity, VT , calculated by using the actual position of the target at the first and at its final
movement moment, X t ,0  PW ,t 0 

 xt  x0    yt  y0 
2

2

. Predicting the target’s velocity will

provide an acceptable way to approach the target and having the robot follow the target while
simultaneously

adjusting

the

robot’s

velocity

VT  X T t   X t  X 0   t  t0  .
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to

track

its

movement,

3.5. Experiments
The experiment section is organized in the form of six subsections: First, in Section 3.5.1,
behavior analysis and hardware information with the data sets are used for tracking is given.
Second, prediction for short term target tracking is applied and compared with respect to the time
length of the prediction period in Section 3.5.2. Third, prediction for long term target tracking
using the MAP estimation method is given in Section 3.5.3. Then, target motion analysis for
evaluating various human target behaviors is in Section 3.5.4. And, an analytical comparison is
done to other studies in Section 3.5.5.
3.5.1. Behavior Analysis and Hardware
The hardware for target tracking consists of a mobile robot platform with three main
components. First component is the mobile robot Pioneer 3-DX, equipped with a PC for
autonomous control. Second component is a Windows 7 computer with an Intel i7 processor used
to perform image processing and tracking algorithms with Matlab. Third component is the
RemoteReality O-D IR camera sensor for the acquisition of 360 degrees O-D IR images with 65
degrees of vertical field of view (FOV). The O-D IR sensor provides gray level images with a
resolution of 640x480 pixels and the images are taken by a 30Hz imaging frequency of an O-D IR
sensor. The mobile robot platform equipped with a windows computer and an O-D IR sensor is
shown in Fig. 23 in Section 3.1. The O-D IR camera was calibrated by the O-D camera calibration
toolbox [53] using a heated grid pattern since the calibration toolbox was only created for visibleband cameras. The grid pattern is constructed by a silver aluminum tape in order to utilize heat
reflection, dependent specifically on the temperature of the tracked objects. The detection of
feature points and human target in the images was done by corner detection in Matlab’s computer
vision toolbox with respect to Eigen values of the feature points.
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TABLE 16
IMAGING CONDITIONS
Imaging

Covered Area (m2)

Total Frame Size (images)

Average Target Velocity (m/sec)

Short Term

6.4

20

1.8445

Long Term

80

475

1.432

Fast Movement

80

384

1.867

The imaging conditions included have four different types, a) short term, b) long term, c) slow
move, and d) fast move. As shown in Fig. 34, the first data set was taken for short term tracking,
20 images, in a relatively small area and was over a short distance. The second data set had a longer
time observation with a slow moving target, with 475 images, in a larger area. The third image
sequence was also taken in a large area, about 80 m2, with a short term recording period for a faster
moving target. The last data set includes a fast target with long term tracking purposes, 384 images.
The characteristics of the imaging condition for the data sets of short term, and long term along
with slow and fast movement, can be seen from Table 16. The sampling of the video recording
time was set to five images per second.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 34. Representative imaging conditions, (a) short term, (b) long term, (c) slow movement, (d) fast movement
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Fig. 35. O-D data set used for tracking in unwrapped (panoramic) O-D image format. The detected target is shown
in Frame 7, 225, and 428. The color shows the trajectory of the target according to frame number in the color bar.

The Curve Matching method for trajectory estimation was used to improve the tracking error
of a human target by a mobile robot. The O-D IR images provide additional information to select
the human regions based on a thermal signature of the human body. The pixel values corresponding
to the human body temperature are specified in order to make a decision for the detection threshold
of the human body regions. The feature points of the human target were calculated by the
SURFfeature Matlab function in the unwrapped O-D images. Those images were also converted
to binary images from a gray level image, based on the thermal signature of a human, to get the
human target’s position information rather than the coordinates of the noisy feature points in the
background. In order to avoid losing the human target during the tracking process, the five
strongest features of the target are selected. Those feature points were detected with respected to
the difference in two consecutive images. The detection process for the strongest feature points
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was applied for the moving human target region. Thus, we avoid the detection of the objects which
have similar thermal signatures to the human body while the static objects were ignored from the
scene. In case of losing any of the selected features, the remaining feature points overcome the
misdetection problem of the target’s position. Since our method is based on the human motion
behavior, any unexpected error or mis-tracking is predicted correctly in the next process. For
evaluation of our method, we selected only one target which is closest and giving better features
for detection. The first detected and tracked features of the corresponding target is considered as
the main target. However, we can apply our method to multiple targets after detection and proper
identifying each target in the O-D images. The position of the target in the Frame 7, 225, and 428,
while it is moving is shown in Fig. 35. The target’s positions from every image frame are given
on each image with the corresponding color to show the entire trajectory of the target. The color
bar represents the corresponding color of the specific frame number. Dark blue represents the first
position of the target while the dark red is the last target position in the trajectory. In order to detect
these target positions, the moving human target has been detected in the original unwrapped O-D
images, shown in Fig. 36. The strongest feature points of those images are also shown by green
circles on the binary image in Fig. 36 for Frame 7, 225, and 428 from the image sequence. The
human region was detected by utilizing the thermal signature of the human body. Objects with the
similar temperature were also eliminated by applying the detection algorithm on the regions that
have changes from a previous frame. Table 17 shows the data set information in greater detail.
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Fig. 36. Original unwrapped images from Frame 7, 225, and 428. Detected target features in the binary unwrapped
O-D images during the targets movement.

TABLE 17
CAPTURED DATA SETS
Imaging

Covered Area (degree/m2)

Total Frame Size (images)

Average Target Velocity (m/sec)

Omnidirectional
Data Set

360 / 80

475

2.102

Perspective
Data Set

60 / 13.4

400

1.432

The coordinates of the target in each images of the data set was calculated by the strongest
feature points and those coordinates for the image sequence were used to estimate the trajectory
of the target while in motion. Those detected target coordinates in the images were considered as
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the ground truth of the target image position. After the prediction process, the prediction result and
those detected target positions were used to calculate the prediction error. The ground truth of the
target was done by physical measurements from the target to the robot for the evaluation of our
method. Linear regression based on the Curve Matching algorithm was applied to those
coordinates and the estimated curve was obtained as the result. The actual data is given by a black
line in Fig. 37 and estimated values of this position are given by a blue line as the CMKF prediction
in Fig. 37. The position of the target is given in the horizontal pixel coordinates of the human target
in the unwrapped O-D images. During a specific term, the target’s current curve matches a prior
curve as seen from the error between an actual and an estimated curve. The result was the motion
of the target includes the position with respect to beginning coordinates, this portion of the curve
was predicted accurately as we can see in Fig. 37. The computational time for estimating the
subsequent target coordinates using CMKF is given in Fig. 39.

Fig. 37. The trajectory prediction from CMKF for O-D IR data set, Short Term dataset.
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The result was the motion of the target including the position’s angle with respect to the
beginning coordinates, this portion of the curve was predicted accurately as we can see in Fig. 37.
CMKF had an average error of 0.7357 pixel with respect to the position information on the
trajectory path. This error was tolerable for the targets that have nonlinear motion characteristics.
However, computational time was getting higher for the later portion of the trajectory. The
computational time for estimating the next target coordinates by CMKF is given in Table IX.
3.5.2. Prediction for Short Term Target Tracking
In this section, prediction for the tracking method was applied to short and long periods with a
slow as well as fast target images from the O-D IR camera. First, the robot was driven in a
laboratory condition to take images of the target with a slow target imaging type setting. Then, the
robot recording for fast movement of the target for long and short periods aimed at tracking the
target in a larger area as a more complex data set.
TABLE 18
TRACKING ERROR USING CURVE MATCHED KALMAN FILTER
Imaging Dataset

Angular Velocity
(degree/sec)

Angle Error
(degree)

Target Velocity Error
(m/sec)

Prediction Position Error
(pixel)

Short Term

2.4217

0.3905

0.5772

1.0149

Long Term

1.4794

0.1891

0.0474

0.7357

Fast Movement

1.9591

0.2232

0.0924

0.8682

The tracking results of the target from short and long term datasets is compared and the average
prediction errors are given in Table 18. When the target was moving very fast, the prediction error
was increasing. The best result was obtained from the slow movement with a long term dataset,
0.7357 pixel for the CMKF tracking method. However, the prediction error remained stable for
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much longer times. The average prediction error increased to 1.0149 pixels for the target’s short
term observation with an actual speed of 1.8445 m/sec shown in Table 16 and a predicted speed
of 2.4217 m/sec, given in Table 18. The average prediction error provided a moderate value of
0.8682 pixel for the fast moving target of the long term dataset from the observed images. The
prediction of the target’s velocity was obtained as 1.9591 m/sec with an acceptable velocity error
of 0.0924 m/sec while the target moving fast for a long period of time.
The Kalman Filter method was applied to the same data set without the Curve Matching
algorithm. The results of the KF method provided a higher prediction error than the CMKF method
with a stable average for computational time. Also, the standard deviation of error was high since
the KF method contributed significantly higher prediction error. CMKF had around 98 percent
better standard deviation, when the nonlinearity of the target’s movement was high. Computational
time was stable and higher for KF, but CMKF computational time was increasing as the tracking
duration was increasing. CMKF gave improved prediction results with around 25% lower
prediction error than the KF method.
3.5.3. Prediction for Long Term Target Tracking
We used three different datasets, short term, long term, and fast movement, and they were
compared to find the minimum prediction error for the tracking the target in a large area and small
area. First, short term tracking used the MAP estimation based prediction method and the tracking
time has decreased; for long term tracking by applying the MAP estimation to see the differences
for those two different tracking results. The datasets with different target velocities were utilized
for the long term tracking process to obtain the minimum prediction error. The short term dataset
with the fast target movement in a 6.4 m2 area while the long term dataset area with slow and fast
target movement in a 80 m2 area were used, given in Fig. 34, respectively.
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CMKF increased the prediction accuracy for next target position with respect to KF by around
60%, however, the computational time was increasing continuously and also after a specific time
period prediction error remained stable. MAP estimation made it possible to adjust the weights of
CM and KF along with the predicted weight from MAP, the next target position was calculated
with higher accuracy and faster computational time.

Fig. 38. The trajectory prediction from MAP with O-D IR data set, Long Term dataset.

MAP estimation predicted the next target position calculated with 10.48% higher accuracy and
faster, Fig. 38. The human behavior-based method predicted the possible unexpected values from
the sudden movement of the target and separates them from the human’s walking behavior in the
long term trajectory. Those sudden movements of the human and possible changes in the target’s
movement direction in the trajectory are given in the zoomed window in detail. We used the actual
position of the target from the detected image points in the data set images. The given input, actual
position, and the predicted position in the next image frame are used to calculate the prediction
error. It can be seen that our method predicted a closer target position to a possible human
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movement. The prediction difference from the CMKF prediction can be seen from Table 18 and
table 19.
TABLE 19
TRACKING ERROR MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI (MAP) ESTIMATION
Imaging Dataset

Angular Velocity
(degree/sec)

Angle Error
(degree)

Target Velocity
Error (m/sec)

Prediction Position Error
(pixel)

Short Term

2.0869

0.1993

0.2425

0.7075

Long Term

1.4198

0.1693

0.0122

0.6586

Fast Movement

1.8934

0.2136

0.0268

0.8309

In the fast target case the average prediction error was 0.1723 pixel higher than the slow target
case. Thus, this higher prediction error increased the average tracking error over 20.13% for the
fast movement dataset, since the target’s trajectory had more sudden moves and changes than the
slow movement dataset’s trajectory. The best imaging conditions were obtained from the long term
data set with the slow movement of the target, 1.432 m/sec shown in Table 16 and Fig. 34(c). The
lowest prediction error for the long term data set by the MAP prediction case with 100 to 500
images by 0.6586 average value.
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Fig. 39. Computational time for long term tracking by using MAP estimation (red) and CMKF (blue).

The computational time for short term and long term tracking of different data sets are given
by Fig. 39. The time was considered to track the target’s coordinates from each image. Fig. 39
gives the slow movement data set’s computational time along with the short term method, (blue),
and long term method (red) of computational times. The computational time curve shows that our
proposed MAP-based method took longer to predict the target’s position for the short time
tracking, up to the 127th frame. The computational time for CMKF increased and passed the time
spent in our method when the frame number is higher than 127. The computational time of those
reported periods were increasing almost linearly for the CMKF method. We can see that the time
for CMKF nearly doubled the time consumed from the 200th frame to the 400th frame. In case of
multiple target tracking, our method can be applied to each target separately after identification of
each target properly. The number of targets will increase the computational time similar to other
methods. The second target doubles the computational time; however, our method provides
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sufficient time to track multiple targets since the computational time is low enough to finalize the
process. Our proposed method gave a computational time approximately stable for the same time
period. We used the advantage of lower prediction time from CMKF for a shorter term tracking
and kept the prediction time steady. The use of CMKF in short term tracking windows as part of
the MAP-based continuous prediction maintains the computational time with a minimum increase.
Long term tracking by MAP estimation process gave the best value for tracking with the CMKF
frame length of 20 images and this value was decided to be the optimal length for a CMKF subset.
The CMKF prediction accuracy remained stable but the computational time was still increasing
after the 20th image. We limited the CMKF short term tracking window at this point and decided
the final prediction by the MAP prediction to increase the accuracy and decrease the computational
time.

TABLE 20
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF PREDICTION
Duration

Slow Movement Time (ms)

Fast Movement Time (ms)

Average Prediction Time (ms)

CMKF

0.1767

0.1467

0.1617

MAP

0.0974

0.0979

0.0976

Difference (%)

44.88

33.26

39.64

The average computational time for a short term CMKF frame was 0.1617 ms and was 0.0976
ms for long term tracking by MAP estimation given in Table 20. Our proposed method gave
39.64% lower computational time for the prediction of the target’s next position with higher
accuracy. The MAP estimation method has an advantage of a lower computational time while the
computational time of the CMKF method is increasing around 50% for every additional 200
images. The prediction time will be much higher in case of using only CMKF prediction for
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continuous human target tracking. Fig. 39 shows that the computational time of CMKF was 2.5
times higher than our method at the 450th frame, the linear increase shows that the computational
time difference between two methods will increase for a higher number of frames. For a longer
tracking process, our method delivers increasing performance.
3.5.4. Evaluation of Various Human Target Behaviors
Distance tracking is applied as the first step. The O-D view aids the depth acquisition for any
orientation of the target with respect to the robot’s position. The most recent coordinates of the
target are used for inputting the distance tracking process with the depth value, X t ,r , of those
coordinates.
Angle tracking the target is the second step of the process. The angle of the target,  t , is derived
from the detected target position in the O-D image. The O-D image provides from a 0 to a 360
degree angle position of the target and those angle values are stored for the prediction steps, Fig.
40.
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Fig. 40. Angular Position

 t of the target by CMKF, MAP Estimation.

TABLE 21
EVALUATION OF FOLLOW HUMAN TARGETS
Average Prediction
Error (Fast)

Average Prediction
Error (Slow)

Average Prediction Time (ms)
(Fast/Slow)

Distance (m)

0.8309

0.6586

0.0974 / 0.0979

Angle (degree)

0.2136

0.1693

0.0974 / 0.0979

Velocity (m/sec)

0.0268

0.0122

0.1298 / 0.1305

Motion
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Fig. 41. Angular velocity t of target by CMKF, MAP Estimation.

The actual velocity of the targets was calculated from the target’s stored positions during the
movement of the target. The predicted Target velocities from the CMKF and the MAP methods
showed that the MAP had predicted the target’s velocity with 71.0% lower error than the CMKF
method, shown in Table 18, Table 19, and Fig. 41. Tracking of the angle provides improved
tracking results of 10.48% compared to the short term tracking results, Fig. 40. Table 21 shows
the tracking error of the distance, the angle and angular velocity of the target,  t in terms of slow
or fast moving target. For the slow target, the velocity prediction provided 54.47% lower error
than the fast target.
3.5.5. Comparison to Other Studies
Comparison between the MAP and the other four tracking methods is given by the average
prediction error, the velocity prediction error, the standard deviation of error, and the average
prediction time for this section. The benefits of the O-D IR sensor are advantageous, but does have
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lower accuracy as well as a higher prediction time problem that makes tracking difficult with the
visual band and perspective camera based methods. We overcame these problems to make tracking
work better with the proposed method. The comparison between the proposed MAP and the other
four methods: A bank of MAP [14], the Backward Model Validation-Based Visual Tracking
(BVT) [56], the Curve Matched Kalman Filter (CMKF) [15], and the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) method is shown in Table 22. These methods are calculated with respect to the average
prediction error, the velocity prediction error, the standard deviation of the error, and the average
prediction time.
TABLE 22
COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
Methods

Average Prediction
Error (pixel)

Velocity Prediction
Error (m/sec)

Standard Deviation of
Error (pixel)

Average Prediction
Time (ms)

Proposed
MAP
based
tracking

0.6586

0.0938

2.2874

0.0976

MAP
Bank [14]

N/A

9.9527

N/A

0.3160

BVT [56]

35.620

N/A

N/A

125.0

CMKF
[15]

0.7357

0.2390

0.0662

0.1617

EKF [15]

1.0121

N/A

5.2748

0.4255

The results of all five methods indicated that our proposed method improved the prediction of
the next target position. The standard deviation of error has improved by 56.63% with respect to
the EKF method. The velocity prediction error for our method was 60.75% lower than CMKF
prediction the target velocity and significantly lower than velocity error of A Bank of MAP. The
standard deviation of error was higher than CMKF’s standard deviation of error; however, our
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proposed method provided a 39.64% faster computational speed than the CMKF method. Also,
our proposed method gives an additional computational time advantage for a considerably longer
tracking processes. The average prediction time of our MAP based tracking method was lower and
was significantly faster than the average prediction time of the BVT method. The long term
behavior analysis prediction error was lower than both the CMKF and the EKF methods while it
outperformed BVT in terms of average prediction error.
3.6. Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed behavior learning and MAP estimation based target tracking methods to improve
the tracking accuracy and to reduce the computational time. An Omni-directional IR camera was
used to maximize the target tracking timeframe with the freedom of lighting and to extend the
tracking view by 360 degrees FOV of O-D sensor. The disadvantages of the other methods for
long term tracking, low accuracy and high computational time, was solved by our proposed MAP
based target tracking method by using an O-D IR camera and utilizing human behavior and human
body features. We evaluated our method by tracking only one target from one mobile robot and
this method can be used for multiple robots with proper identification of each target.
For our future work, we plan to utilize the MAP based tracking with multiple human targets by
increasing the number of mobile robots. The low computational time of our method will provide
more sufficient time for multiple target tracking. Employment of multiple robots will be used for
predicting the multiple targets’ positions to improve the tracking performance of the mobile robots.
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CHAPTER 4
THERMAL MULTISENSOR FUSION FOR TARGET TRACKING
4.1. Introduction
MULTISENSOR fusion has been a center of interest in different configurations of sensors and its
importance is increasing as intelligent systems become more prevalent in our lives. With sensors
becoming easier to access, it’s important to look beyond their standalone capabilities and explore
the synergistic combinations between different types of sensors. The systems equipped with
multisensor enhance the results of prediction and tracking targets [99]–[101]. The common
tracking methods use the visible-band camera sensor and they cause a disadvantage when detecting
targets in the absence of light. The IR sensors provide light-independent detection of human targets
with continuous tracking. Perspective cameras are limited to a narrow field of view (FOV) and
this causes it to lose the targets from the robot’s view. O-D cameras utilize a wide FOV to maintain
the targets within the robot’s line of sight. A multisensor fusion of O-D, IR, and Stereo IR makes
availability of a new multi stereo view for target tracking in a wide FOV for light-independent
conditions for focusing on human targets.
The prediction of a target’s position is a key element in developing the field of intelligent
sensory perception. Cutting edge technologies such as robotic systems, autonomous vehicles, and
numerous sensors present in daily life require more precise results for target positioning. The
common tracking and prediction methods have widely covered the PF method [12], [20], [102],
[103], Kalman Filter method [104]–[106], and the MAP method [14], [54], [107]–[109]. These
methods utilize various sensors and platforms including perspective cameras, stereo systems, laser
rangefinders, thermal sensors, Omni-directional (O-D) cameras on mobile robots, unmanned
ground, aerial and underwater vehicles, and static platforms. The MAP method bolsters the
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prediction as the output from the inputs by considering them with respect to their reliability from
the prediction history of sensors.
We propose the Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF) by using an O-D IR camera and a Stereo
IR camera system mounted on the mobile robots for predicting and tracking the positions of targets
by the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) method for precise decision. The MAP method precisely
predicts the final positions of targets based on the reliability of the sensors while the multisensor
fusion of thermal cameras, O-D and perspective stereo, strengthen the perceptive capabilities of
the robot and increase the tracking duration in a large FOV. Fig. 42 shows the experimental robots
equipped with an O-D IR sensor, on the left, and Stereo IR cameras, on the right.

Fig. 42. Mobile Robots equipped with O-D IR and Stereo IR sensors.

The paper organization is given as: In Section 4.2 Related Works. Then, Geometry of Stereo
and O-D Sensors in Section 4.3. Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF) for Target Tracking in
Section 4.4. Experiments are presented in Section 4.5, and finally, Section 4.6 gives the
Conclusion.
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4.2. Related Works on Sensory Configuration
The relevant studies on target tracking via mobile robots using a 360-degree thermal imager
mounted on a mobile robot are covered in this section. The cooperative human tracking methods
based on different configurations of robots and target assignments in order to improve the tracking
results is given in Table 23. Networked tracking of human targets using mobile robots is an
emerging field of science that can be implemented in both civilian and military applications. In
recent years, there has been a rapidly growing interest in using teams of mobile robots for
autonomous systems. Target tracking is a prevalent military requirement across a wide spectrum
of surveillance and reconnaissance scenarios. It is also increasingly being incorporated into
commercial cars and vehicles. A single sensor/robot performs tracking of the multiple targets in
[14], [54], [103], [110]. Standard perspective cameras are used as sensors in [14], [54] while [103],
[110] uses an O-D camera. An underwater target tracking is implemented with an O-D camera in
[110]. The fusion of multiple sensors in [100]–[102], [104], [106], [111], [112] provide
collaborative tracking examples. In studies [113]–[116] multiple robots track multiple or single
dynamic targets. Multiple sensors are used with a perspective camera, an ultrasound altimeter, an
inertial measurement unit combination [106], and a camera rangefinder combination [102], [104].
Another robust control method is applied as a multiple robots case consisting of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) in [115], [116] and multiple unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) [113], [114].
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TABLE 23
CONFIGURATIONS OF ROBOTS WITH TARGET TRACKING METHODS
Sensor Fusion

Camera Sensor

Method

Prediction Error

IR or Color

Particle Filter

Moderate

Stereo, SFM [104]–[106]

Color

Kalman Filter

High

SFM, Rangefinder [14], [54], [107]–[109]

Color

MAP

Low

Rangefinder, Camera, Stereo [12], [20], [102]–[103]

Considerable attention is given to static sensors used in target tracking, and an emphasis is
placed on the ability of perspective camera sensors to optimize processing of available
information. Numerous studies [12], [20], [99], [102], [103], [117] have investigated the target
localization problem using the PF and proposed the use of active target tracking for trajectory
observation. The fusion of a perspective camera and a rangefinder is used in [102], [117], and a
combination of rangefinders is used in [12]. The stereo configuration, [20], and the Omnidirectional (O-D) camera configuration, [99], [103], are implemented in the PF method to enhance
the robots’ perception. The Kalman Filter is also a common method used for multiple target
tracking [100], [104]–[106]. Observation based on distance and bearing for active target tracking
is investigated in [104] using target-position prediction and combination of the fuzzy
compensation and Kalman Filter methods in [105]. Another Kalman Filter based method with
combinations of stereo and ultrasonic sensor is proposed in [106]. MAP-based methods are
discussed in [14], [54], [107]–[109]. [107] introduces MAP-based cooperative localization and
target tracking, [108] examines a MAP and PF combination for multiple targets, and [14] offers
an approach to the batch-MAP estimation problem, whereas [54] uses a RGB-D sensor with MAP
to track multiple people. By covering a larger area without increasing the number of sensors, the
deployment of mobile O-D sensors with mobile platforms for tracking offers significant
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advantages over static and perspective sensors.
4.3. Geometry of Stereo and O-D Sensors
Multisensor camera systems utilize different configurations of multiple IR sensors. The first IR
sensor is the O-D thermal imager and the second sensor type is a traditional perspective camera
with a thermal sensor. The O-D IR sensors inner structure is shown on the right-hand side of Fig.
43. The placement geometry of the IR stereo cameras is also given on the left-hand side of Fig. 43.
Multisensor Stereo vision obtained from the O-D camera and one of the Stereo IR cameras is
shown with the position coordinates of the cameras POD, PS and detected target point Pi with the
target coordinate system PT.

Fig. 43. Geometry of O-D IR and Stereo IR setup.

Our proposed multisensor fusion system has a more dynamic geometry in comparison to fixed
multisensor fusion of O-D perspective camera setups [8], [112]. Both robots adjust the positions
with respect to the positions of targets. We will consider POD position as the reference for the
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perspective camera position PS. The stereo robot maintain its position relative to the O-D robot.
Two ray vectors from the camera projection centers to the image plane provide the direction of
3D coordinates for the real Pi target point. The ray vector of the O-D camera is given by Pm mirror
coordinates, (32), of the corresponding feature point [43].

 xm 
1
Pm   ym   RcT KOD
pOD
 1 

(32)

1
The camera intrinsic matrix is KOD
and the transformation matrix between camera and mirror

is RcT . If we assume the distance between mirror focal point and mirror vertex is b / 2 , the third
coordinate of mirror point can be calculated as zm 

 x

m

2



 ym 2  / 2b   b / 2  . The mirror

coordinates of the feature point will give us the first ray vector. The starting point of the first ray
vector, rOD   xm

ym

zm  , is the coordinates of the O-D robot, POD   X OD , YOD , ZOD  ; however,
T

we will change the X OD with the mirror’s focal point coordinate. Then, the second ray vector,
rl  us

vs

f s ,1  , from the perspective camera will be given from the projection center of the

perspective camera, f S ,1 , to image point, pS  uS

vS  , on the image plane of perspective
T

camera. The O-D robot’s position is the reference coordinate for the Stereo IR robot. The rotation,
RS , and the translation, t S , of the Stereo IR are used for the calculation of the direction for

rl  us

vs

f s ,1  with respect to the OD robot’s position. The multisensor calculation utilizes

the updated ray vector, rl multi given by (33), from the left camera of stereo.

rl multi  RS us

vs

T

f s ,1   tS

(33)
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Transformation between O-D IR robot and Stereo IR robot is given with rotation, and
translation. In case of multiplication by the ray vector for the perspective camera, it will give the
correct direction of the ray vector with respect to O-D IR robot’s coordinate space.

Fig. 44. Stereo IR target distance calculation.

Stereo IR uses two images, left and right, from two IR cameras. The images from both cameras
provide the feature points of the targets in the robot’s field of view. The feature point matching
algorithm returns the corresponding feature points in both images. Every single matched feature
point is used in the 3D coordinate calculation process. Since we know the distance between two
cameras and their intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, they provide us the ability to calculate the
distances of the feature points from the robot. Because of their ability to detect the human body
heat signature, mounted IR sensors provide the advantage of precisely tracking human targets
under low lighting conditions. This means that the robot’s enhanced detection of a target’s shape
and distance can also be extended into night-time conditions. The equation (34) calculates the
target’s coordinates and its distance d from Stereo IR.
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d1,z  dc dbaseline

 Pl  Pr 

(34)

The distance between the two cameras is expressed by d baseline , distance from the image plane
to camera center is denoted by d c , and the feature points seen from right and left images are
represented by Pr and Pl. Fig. 44 illustrates the robot’s stereo IR view used in calculating the
matched feature points of the targets.
4.4. Thermal Multisensor Fusion for Target Tracking
We implemented Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF) for the target tracking method based on
the images from the fusion of the O-D IR and Stereo IR sensors. The O-D IR and Stereo IR
combination provides an easier way to detect a target in a wider field of view and offers a higher
degree of precision in target tracking. However, IR sensor-based methods result in higher
prediction error for target tracking due to its low image resolution. Our MAP-based approach aims
to predict target-position using our combination of multisensor fusion and improve the robots’
ability to track targets. Application of the O-D IR and Stereo IR fusion is organized into three
steps: Firstly, 3D Coordinate Estimation of the Target from O-D IR and Stereo IR Multisensor
Fusion in Section 4.4.1. Secondly, Section 4.4.2, Retrieval of Occluded Trajectory of the Target,
and finally, Localization and Tracking of the Target by Multiple Robots in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1. 3D Coordinate Estimation of the Target from O-D IR and Stereo IR
Multisensor Fusion
Combining data from both the Stereo IR and O-D IR sensors improves the 3D coordinate
estimation compared to results obtained from only one robot view. Utilizing sensors from two
robots produces stereo vision which improves the ability to calculate the depth value of each
feature point. This value is calculated using the disparity equation, d  x1  x2 , between
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corresponding feature points of images taken by Robot 1 and Robot 2.

Fig. 45. O-D IR and perspective IR fusion for target position calculation in the common field of view.

The O-D IR camera increases the robots’ field of view for detecting targets and the Stereo IR
camera system improves the precision of acquiring the target’s 3D coordinates, as shown in Fig.
45. Three IR cameras obtain two different sets of 3D coordinates for both targets. The Stereo IR
acquires the first set of each target’s coordinates and the O-D IR fused with one of the IR
perspective cameras provides the second set of 3D coordinates. These values are tracked by the
MAP estimation algorithm which predicts the subsequent positions of the targets. Then, the
predicted 3D coordinates are used for final prediction of the targets by the MAP algorithm.
Multiple robots decide the assignment of targets to robots.
The fusion of the stereo perspective IR camera with the O-D IR camera provides additional 3D
coordinates of the targets. O-D camera utilizes a 360-degree field of vision to detect targets and
aim a ray vector toward the target from the center of the O-D camera, COD. A target’s feature points
are used to find the center of the target, POD, and the ray vector from the camera center is generated.
The perspective camera generates an additional ray vector from its camera center, Cs, to the target’s
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feature point, Ps. The intersection of the O-D IR and perspective IR cameras’ ray vectors provide
the target’s set of 3D coordinates, Pi. We use the closest point of these ray vectors since the
intersection may not occur for every case. The ray vectors from both O-D and perspective IR
cameras are shown in Fig. 45. A closer look at Fig. 45 illustrates the process of finding the closest
point of the ray vectors, r1 and r2 , if they do not intersect. The 3D coordinates of the target point,
Pi, is calculated by the equations given with (35);
r1  Cs  uPs
r2  COD  vPOD

(35)

n   r1  r2    r1  r2 
Pi   Cs  nPs    COD  nPOD   2

where u and v are scalars that extend the ray vectors until they intersect or make contact with the
closest set of coordinates. Final target coordinates, Pi, will provide the distance of the target from
the reference robot. The target’s position for each captured moment is calculated by (36) while the
target is moving on its trajectory.

nt   rl multi
 rOD,t    rl multi
 rOD,t 
,t
,t

(36)

Pt  nt rOD ,t

The identified targets in every frame at time, t , are separately used in the 3D coordinate
estimation process. The O-D IR and perspective IR cameras utilize both of the targets’ thermal
signatures to intersect the cameras’ ray vectors by using the cross product, " " , and the dot
product, " " , to obtain a scalar, nt , giving the target’s position on this ray vector. The ray vectors
from the robots’ point of view, rl multi
, rOD ,t are used in the form of a multisensor ray vector of IR
,t
Stereo’s left perspective camera and an O-D sensor ray vector, respectively. The target’s
coordinates Pt, at time t , is calculated from the intersection of the ray vectors.
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4.4.2. Retrieval of Occluded Trajectory of the Targets
In the event that a target is occluded by any object during the recording of real time
measurements for long term tracking, the short term position prediction and tracking processes
will be unreliable. The multisensor fusion tracking method will provide long term tracking
information about the target aided by the wide FOV from the O-D sensor. The position of the
target will be chosen based on the visibility of feature points obtained from the multisensor fusion
data, Fig. 46. The weight of reliability, (37), will be proportional to the number of features obtained
for a detected target and the detection time so that the target’s position can be estimated accurately.
r
The weight for O-D sensor, wOD
, is derived from the proportion of the total feature points of target
t l

n

P
OD

in O-D image,

(t ) to total feature points of the target in stereo and O-D sensors,

t

t l

n

P
OD

(t )  nSP (t )  , during the occlusion time, l . Thus, two sensors provide the position of each

t

target depending on the target’s visibility from this specific sensor.
t l

r
OD

w



n

P
OD

t l

(t )

t

n

P
OD

(37)

(t )  n (t ) 
P
S

t
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Fig. 46. The occlusion causes a decrease in the number of feature points. The feature points of the target are not
entirely detected in the second image since the target is occluded by an object.

After accurately finding the features of each target, the visual reliability weight method is
applied to the estimation result of the corresponding sensor with respect to the time length of
occlusion, given by the algorithm in Fig. 47. In finding the precise position of target, the MAP
estimation will be also proportionally applied to the visual weighted target position to increase the
accuracy of prediction. This proportion is obtained from the success of each sensor in localizing
the target according to their calculation of the target’s coordinates.

Fig. 47. Algorithm of the reliability weights for O-D and Stereo cameras when the target is not completely visible
by any of the sensors.
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4.4.3. Localization and Tracking of the Target by Multiple Robots
The O-D and Stereo sensors of TMF provides two different coordinates of the target. Two 3D
reconstruction method results, obtained from the IR perspective Stereo, Pt ,S , and the Multisensor
Fusion of IR O-D and perspective cameras, Pt ,OD , are used in Section 4.4.1 to find the accurate
positions of the two targets by using the fusion of the reconstructed points. When the coordinates
of the targets are available, the MAP estimation method uses these coordinate measurements and
predicts the position of the target with high accuracy.
The assignment of targets to robots is decided by the MAP estimation result which receives
inputs of predicted human target position, H , from every mobile robot. In this case, we use our
configuration of two mobile robots that can be extended to K number of mobile robots. The MAP
Estimation applied to the target’s trajectory using multiple robots is given by (38).
K

( H | S1:K )  ( H 0 ) ( S k | H )

(38)

k 1

When the posterior probability

( H | S1:K ) is available, the maximum of its value will give us

the most probable positional information about the target of interest. The maximum value of
( H | S1:K ) is found by;

Hˆ  arg max P( H | Sk )

(39)

H

The MAP estimation for the target’s next position obtained from more than one sensor, which
is given for K sensors, can be written in the following equations (40) in terms of all the sensors.
( H | S1:K )  ( H 0 ) ( S1 , S 2 ...S K | H )

where

( H0 )

N (H ,  H2 )

(40)
is

the

prior

information

and

( S1 , S 2 ...S K | H )  ( S1 | H ) ( S 2 | H )... ( S K | H ) is the joint likelihood whose elements are given
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by

(S1 | H )
Thus,

N ( H , 12 ) ,

( H | S1:K )

( S2 | H )

N ( H ,  22 ) and

( SK | H )

N (H ,  K2 ) .

2
N (MAP ,  MAP
) is utilized to derive the target’s coordinate where

2
 MAP
 12   22  ...   K2   H2 .

 MAP 

 12 S1   22 S2  ...   K2 S K   12 H
 12   22  ...   K2

(41)

Fig. 48. The MAP estimation utilizes the target positions from each sensor as part of the TMF. The occlusion of
target demonstrates how Stereo can fail and O-D can be used for recovery of the occluded target.

The target’s most probable position coordinates are predicted from equation (42) and (43) for
both distance and bearing values which are calculated by  x, y  coordinates of the targets on the
plane.
xˆ

MAP



yˆ

MAP



MAP
x

MAP
y

 1,2x S1, x   2,2x S2, x  ...   K2, x S K , x   1,2x H , x

 1,2x   2,2x  ...   K2, x   H2, x

(42)

2
2
 1,y
S1, y   22 S2,y  ...   K2,y S2,y   1,y
 H ,y

2
2
 1,y
  2,y
 ...   K2,y   H2,y

(43)

where the predicted position of the target is at Hˆ MAP ( xˆ MAP , yˆ MAP ) . For multiple robots, the position
estimation for a target can be calculated from the equations by adding all sensor information about
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the corresponding target,

( S1 , S 2 ...S K | H ) . Fig. 48 demonstrates how the O-D sensor’s blue line

of sight combined with the stereo sensor’s green line of sight finds the first 3D position of the
target. Each robot obtains its own set of predicted coordinates of the target. The O-D robot provides
one set of the target’s coordinates, S1 , and the Stereo robot provides another set of the target’s
coordinates, S 2 , to the MAP equation (41) for final localization of the target by TMF. MAP
estimation is applied to obtain the precise target position by merging all the received information
about the target. The distance of target position from each robot is obtained from (44) for
assignment of the closest robot.

Distk , H 

 Hˆ

MAP

 
2

( xˆ MAP ) - Sk (x)  Hˆ MAP ( yˆ MAP ) - Sk (y)



2

(44)

where Sk , H is the robot k with the assigned target position H, shown in Fig. 48.

4.5. Experiments
The experiment is divided into four subsections and each one examines the results of the
methodology sections while the first one gives details of our experimental setup: Section 4.5.1
Hardware and Data Sets; Section 4.5.2, 3D Coordinate Estimation of the Target from O-D IR and
Stereo IR Multisensor Fusion; Section 4.5.3, Retrieval of Occluded Trajectory of the Target; and
Section 4.5.4, Localization and Tracking of the Target by Multiple Robots. We demonstrated the
improvement of TMF results on finding the target’s position by the MAP estimation in this section.
4.5.1. Hardware and Data Sets
The sensory configuration of our system consists of two Pioneer 3-DX mobile robots equipped
with multiple sensors. One of the robots has an Omni-directional (O-D) thermal Remote Reality
sensor. This sensor captures 360-degree bagel-shaped images and offers a wide FOV to the robot.
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The middle part of the images contains white circler area because the camera sensors capture itself
and the high temperature of the working sensor is seen in white. The second robot has a Stereo
vision setup that utilizes two Raytheon Thermal-Eye cameras mounted on top of the mobile
platform. These sensors capture thermal perspective images and have 11x8-degree FOV. Both
robots are equipped with Windows computers and Intel i7 processors. The robots and their
corresponding sensors are shown in Fig. 42 and the Hardware and Data Sets is given with sensory
details in Table 24.
TABLE 24
HARDWARE AND DATA SETS
Sensor

Sensor

Field of View (degree)

Mobility / Optic

Resolution/ Power

RemoteReality

360

Static / Fixed lens

640x480 / DC

Stereo IR

Raytheon
Thermal-Eye

11x8

Static / Fixed lens

640x480 / AC

Mobile Robot

Pioneer DX-3

-

Dynamic (rotation /
translation)

DC

O-D IR

The data sets for our experiments were collected by the O-D IR and Stereo IR sensors. The
images have 640x480 pixel resolutions with a gray level color map. The color value of the pixels
depend on the temperature of the objects captured, if the temperature is high, the color of the pixel
is bright. The objects with a lower temperature have a color pattern close to black in the pixels.
For the calibration of all three cameras, we used a heated grid pattern made out of square-shaped
aluminum-based tape and white paper-based background since the printed black and white
chessboard patterns are not visible in thermal images. A human target is captured with varying
distances from the robots in the O-D IR and the Stereo images. Heat signature of the human body
is the key feature to increase its visibility while the other objects around the human have similar
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temperature and not easy to distinguish.
4.5.2. 3D Coordinate Estimation of the Target from O-D IR and Stereo IR
Multisensor Fusion
The multisensor fusion of O-D IR and the Stereo IR target 3D coordinate estimation was
implemented and the distance results were obtained from each sensory settings. The human target
was recorded from three different ranges using both robots. First, the target was at 1701 mm range
for the long range experiment; second, the target was recorded from around 1300 mm as part of
medium range tests; then, the target was at a 762 mm range for close range investigation. Fig.
49(a) shows the human target from the O-D sensor and Fig. 49(b) shows the human target with the
matched feature points from the Stereo image pair.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 49. Stereo IR, O-D IR and Perspective IR Fusion for target position estimation. (a) Detected human target in
the O-D IR image. (b) The human target’s matched feature points from the left image and the right image of Stereo
IR sensor. (c) Actual position of the target, prediction of the target’s position from O-D IR fusion and Stereo IR are
given together.
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TABLE 25
O-D IR AND STEREO IR MULTISENSOR FUSION
Distance of Target
(mm)

Average Error of
Stereo IR (mm)

Average Error of O-D and
Perspective IR Fusion (mm)

Estimation Error
(%)

Long

1701

75.89

59.70

3.98

Medium

1300

84.19

78.30

6.24

Close

762

79.00

96.25

11.49

Average Error

0.00

79.69

78.08

7.23

Range

The experiment results showed that the O-D IR and Stereo IR sensor fusion provided a lower
average target position prediction error when the Stereo IR sensor itself predicted the target
position with higher error, Fig. 49(c). The experimental results can be seen from Table 25. The
Stereo IR gave better prediction for the close range tests by 17.25 mm lower average prediction
error. When the target was in close range to the sensors, the Stereo IR provided 2.3 % lower
prediction error by increasing the accuracy with respect to O-D IR fusion prediction. The
prediction error of the O-D IR fusion was 12.63 % for the close range data set and decreased the
error to 3.5 % while the target moving away from the robots. The O-D IR fusion obtained the
similar error percentage as Stereo IR by approximately 6.01 % and had better accuracy after that
range. The multisensor fusion offered us the advantage of higher accuracy for the long-range
target position prediction by the Stereo sensor while taking advantage of higher accuracy from OD IR fusion for the targets in a close range of the robots.
4.5.3.

Retrieval of Occluded Trajectory of the Target

The occlusion data set was recorded when there was an object between the Stereo robot and the
target. The object blocked the target’s view mostly from the left camera of the Stereo sensor. While
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the target is moving behind the obstacle, the feature points tracked by the stereo sensor. Some of
the matched feature points were lost since the corresponding features were not detected by each
camera in the Stereo IR setup. Fig. 50 (a) (b) shows the lost feature points when the target is going
behind the obstacle. The second stereo image pair detected and matched a lower number of feature
points in Fig. 50 (b). The O-D and perspective camera fusion became more reliable on calculation
of the target positions when the occlusion started. We calculated the reliability weight with respect
to the change in the number of feature points detected from fusion of O-D and perspective camera
in addition to Stereo sensors. This reliability weight applied to the both target position results from
the Stereo IR and O-D IR fusion. The obstacle between the left Stereo IR camera and the target is
shown with black color in Fig. 50(c). The O-D sensor given in the red box with its coordinate
system on it. The second robot shown with the blue box and the Stereo sensors on top of it. The
ray vectors from those sensors are also given with O-D ray vector in red, ray vectors of left sensor
from the Stereo in dark blue, and ray vectors of right sensor from the Stereo in cyan.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 50. Retrieval of occluded target trajectory by Stereo IR and O-D IR TMF. (a) A non-occluded image shows
the matched feature points of the human target without losing. (b) The matched feature points of occluded human
target from the left image and the right image shows more than half of the feature points was not detected. (c) The
position of the target was predicted behind the obstacle by using the advantage of O-D and one of the perspective IR
camera while Stereo could not work since the target was not in the left camera’s FOV. (d) Actual position of the target,
prediction of the target’s position from O-D IR fusion and Stereo IR during the occlusion.
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TABLE 26
RETRIEVAL OF OCCLUDED TRAJECTORY OF THE TARGET
Method

Prediction Error

Average Number of Features

Retrieved Trajectory (%)

Stereo IR

61.42

10

2.04

O-D and Perspective IR Fusion

42.42

15

1.41

Weighted Position

42.35

25

1.41

The target position was predicted from each sensor fusion and the calculated position results
were used to find the weighted final target position. After the reliability weight was derived from
the occluded feature points during the occlusion, each target position was weighted with respect
to the reliability of the corresponding sensor. We can see that the green target positions in Fig.
50(c) was predicted accurately even though the left stereo camera did not provide any information
about the target. The prediction error of target position decreased with a 31.04 % after the occlusion
started, shown in Fig. 50(d). In Table 26, we can see that prediction error did not provide a close
error to the 61.42 mm Stereo IR prediction and it gave a close result to the more reliable O-D IR
error result of 42.35 mm.
4.5.4. Localization and Tracking of the Target by Multiple Robots
The final localization of the target was conducted by the MAP estimation. This method
collected the target’s positions along the target’s trajectory and made a final decision according to
the corresponding sensor’s prediction accuracy. When the image frames from each sensor is
available, the target position is calculated for this instant by using the ray vectors from each sensor,
shown in Fig. 51(a). Then, the MAP estimation applied to the results of O-D IR Fusion and Stereo
IR to make localize the final position of the target shown in green, Fig. 51(a).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 51. Target Localization by IR Stereo, IR O-D and Perspective Fusion and the MAP estimation. (a) Final
position of the target from TMF by the MAP estimation given in green. (b) The target position follows the actual
position better by the MAP estimation given with the green line in the plot.
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TABLE 27
LOCALIZATION OF TARGETS BY TMF WITH THE MAP ESTIMATION
Close Range
(mm)

Long Range
(mm)

Prediction
Error (mm)

Long Range Prediction
Error (%)

Stereo IR

79.0071

75.8986

80.0783

4.46

O-D and Perspective IR Fusion

96.2575

59.7014

83.5565

3.51

Average of Two Sensors

79.7874

51.7935

73.8225

3.04

MAP Prediction

80.3720

48.3027

67.5892

2.83

Method

The MAP estimation predicted the position of the target with a 19.09 % higher accuracy than
the O-D IR Fusion prediction and with a 36.35 % higher accuracy than the Stereo IR prediction
for the long range of the human target. The trajectory of the target is given with the prediction of
final localization in green, Fig. 51(c). It can be seen that the final localization follows the actual
target position with higher accuracy than both sensors. The target’s position was predicted with a
59.7014 mm error by the O-D IR Fusion for the long range of target’s distance and this was the
lowest error among the predictions. This high prediction accuracy was improved and the 59.7014
mm error was reduced to 48.3027 mm with the MAP estimation, Table 27. Thus, the TMF
improved the accuracy of the human target position prediction when the Stereo IR setup was not
successful by itself.
4.6. Conclusion
We implemented Thermal Multisensor Fusion (TMF) for target tracking using mobile robots.
The target position was precisely calculated by Stereo IR vision fused with O-D IR. The position
obtained from the sensor fusion allowed the MAP estimation method to predict the target position
with improved accuracy. We utilized the thermal signature of the human target for light
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independent tracking and O-D vision to track the human target in a wider field of view. Our
experimental results showed that using the TMF with the MAP estimation enhanced the human
localization with a 36.35 % with respect to Stereo sensor from a single robot. Our future work will
focus on tracking multiple targets using multiple robots equipped with TMF of O-D IR, Stereo IR,
and single Perspective IR sensors.
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CHAPTER 5
VISUAL PERCEPTION FOR SOCIAL COGNITION OF HUMAN TARGETS FROM
MOTION BEHAVIOR
5.1. Introduction
VISUAL perception for robotic systems has been the center of attraction and utilized in many
different platforms and methods. The cognition in robots is used to understand their environment,
recognize the surrounding objects, and identify human targets. The interaction between robots and
humans is the most significant application of visual perception for autonomous systems. In order
to interact with humans and the other robots, it is very critical to obtain accurate information such
as behavior, shape, and movement. A successful analysis of these features of human targets will
provide a reliable identification and recognition of the targets. The current methods are focused on
human-robot interaction by focusing on a single target of interest or the behavior analysis of a
group of targets. The identification of human targets and surrounding objects plays a critical role
before there can be interaction between humans and robots. After identification of the human
targets and the surrounding objects, it is important for the robot to assist the target of interest in
order to fulfill the demands of humans in their social life.
The proposed method addresses the problem in human target identification, and meets the needs
of humans with disabilities and humans who require assistance for critical missions under limited
lighting conditions such as rescue and military operations. We used an omni-directional (O-D)
thermal imager to cover a wide field of view, horizontal 360 degrees, and utilize the heat signature
of a human body and the surrounding objects. The human thermal view is analyzed to understand
behavior of its trajectory and the movement kinematics during the target’s motion. We have
obtained a personal behavior signature for each human target to navigate around other humans
while they are informed about their surroundings. Our method identifies the human targets with
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high accuracy and assists them by increasing their limited vision capabilities.
The paper is organized as; Section 5.2, Related Works; Section 5.3, Visual Perception for Social
Cognition of Human Targets from Motion Behavior; Section 5.4, Experimental Results; Section
5.5, Conclusion and Future Work.
5.2. Related Works
The related studies for the perception of multiple robots utilizing the combination of O-D
thermal visual system, Stereo thermal, and monocular thermal sensor is given in two subsections.
Firstly, the literature search in terms of the robotic perception to understand its environment for
the human-robot interaction is given in Section 5.2.1. Secondly, Section 5.2.2 examines the
relevant studies in the sense of interaction between humans and robots for social cognition. Table
28 shows the related studies in terms of their methods of robotic perception and analysis for the
interaction.
5.2.1. Robotic Perception
The robotic perception is a critical factor for the applications of autonomous systems, security
and safety, social behavior analysis, and human-robot interaction. The visual perception is the most
significant element for robotics systems. Some studies have been applied to visual perception in
robotic systems with respect to human activity analysis and motion based behavior [18], [118],
[119], [70], [120], [121]. Gait recognition has also been applied to obtain more information from
human targets [67], [71], [122]. Visual perception helps robots to detect their arms or hands and
coordinate these parts from the inspiration of human-like behaviors [123], [124]. Autonomous
systems have also been constructed mostly on the visual perception concept; a bio inspired model
for urban vehicles [125], a wall following hexapod which uses ant colony-based method [126],
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and an O-D vision system [3], [127]. These are utilized to improve the robotic visual perception
for autonomous systems. A bio-inspired vision system for micro-robots is proposed for
autonomous control of the robots [75].
TABLE 28
ROBOTIC PERCEPTION FOR SOCIAL COGNITION
Perception
Visual [67], [71], [122]

Interaction

Analysis
Human activity

Gait recognition and human identification

Vocal [129]

Speech

Visual [135]

Human skill

Transfer the human’s skill to a robot

EEG + Visual [131]

Brain signal

Manipulation by reading the human’s mind

Object

Object recognition, object weight analysis

Visual [17], [133]–[134]
Range + Visual [136]- [138]

Human behavior

Localization by spoken sentence

Human activity recognition, behavior analysis for
human-object interaction

5.2.2. Interaction of Humans and Robots for Social Cognition
Human-robot interaction for social cognition is inspired from interaction among humans [128].
In order to show the vocal interaction between robot and human, self-localization of a robot by
analysis of spoken sentences is proposed in [129]. Language acquisition from speech signals and
language modeling by robot is another vocal cognition method for the interaction proposed in
[130], [131]. Visual analysis of human actions is the most significant method for the social
cognition to understand human behaviors [132], [17], [133]–[138], [65]. A gaze tracking system
is used to play games with human and humanoid robots [132]. Human behaviors are evaluated
when a human interacts with objects [17], [133]. The actions are analyzed to acquire information
about the weight of objects during the lifting process of the robot [134]. Human skills are
investigated to transfer the operator’s skills to the robot [135]. RGB-D sensors are used for human
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activity recognition using soft labels [136], behavior analysis for hierarchical plan execution [137],
and human-object interaction [138]. A social perception system combines detection of several
features of humans for the interaction [65]. A robot is manipulated by a brain-machine interaction
after reading the operator’s mind while the operator sees the robot’s vision [139]. For social
robotics, companion robots are designed to assist humans by modeling the behavior of dogs [140].
Human and multi-robot interaction is proposed for group communication between robots and
humans [141].
5.3. Visual Perception for Social Cognition of Human Targets from Motion Behavior
We proposed a new method to identify the human targets in the thermal O-D scene by using
robotic visual perception for social cognition. This method improves the visual perception ability
of the human targets while they have limited vision and helps targets to understand their social
environment by notifying them about their surroundings from the robotic vision system. The
identification of the human targets is the initial objective while concurrently understanding the
surroundings and visualizing the scenario for the human target. Section 5.3.1 analyzes the human
targets with respect to their body kinematics. Section III. 5.3.2 utilizes the trajectories of each
human target to categorize the targets. Then, Section III. 5.3.3 identifies each human target from
the information obtained through the analysis of human kinematics and trajectories. Finally,
gesture analysis is given for social command cognition of human-robot and robot-robot
interactions in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1. Human Kinematics Analysis
Human kinematics analysis is the first criteria to identify a human during its motion or static
scene. Human bodies are extracted from the thermal view and those regions are evaluated by
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separation of the human blobs. The orientation of the human body around the arm region,

XA

YA

Z A  , legs,  X R, L YR, L

 XU

YU

ZU  , are obtained for each human. Human body gives some clues about the disposition

Z R, L  , and head for the upper part of the target’s blob,

during the movement or static state. The propensity to a direction is also derived from the
evaluation of the orientation between those kinematics. If we consider the angle between head and
legs and the legs are open with a specific angle, the head kinematics gives the direction of
movement from the slope of head. In Fig. 52, We can see human target, H 1 , is being illustrated
with a walking direction to the left and the head tilted towards the same direction. In case of a
static state of the target, the orientation between head, legs and body including arms may be similar
to human targets, H 3,4 .

Fig. 52. Human body kinematics in a static view. Head and legs kinematics from human posture are used to
identify the targets.

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to the human regions in the thermal images
after the whole human silhouette is separated for regions of head, arm region and legs. The PCA
method gives us the direction vector of these regions so that the orientation can be obtained from
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the direction vector of head, arm region and legs. The algorithm of this process is given as follows:
Algorithm 1: Target Kinematic Analysis
1: Input: O-D Thermal image IOD, Stereo Thermal images IS, Perspective Thermal image IP, Threshold for
binarization Tb
2: Output: Head kinematics KU, Arm region kinematics KA, Leg kinematics KL
3: ODb, Sb, Pb  binarize(IOD, IS, IP) with Threshold Tb
4: for all I = ODb, Sb, Pb do
5:

TR  connected_components(I) // TR is target region candidates

6: for all TR do
7:

Given human body ratio rh, height hh, width wh

8:

TH

9:

 human_detect(TR,rh,hh,wh) // TH is human target regions among the target regions

Uh, Ah, Lh

 separate(TH) // Uh, Ah, Lh are head, arm region, and leg regions for hth target

10: for all Uh, Ah, Lh do
11:

KU, KA, KL  PCA(Uh, Ah, Lh) // KU, KA, KL are kinematics of head, arm region, and leg regions

12: end

Fig. 53. Three robots equipped with O-D IR sensor, Stereo Thermal sensor, and Single Thermal Camera.
Translation and rotation between robots is shown with respect to the O-D robot.
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After the kinematics of each human is analyzed with the orientations, the human targets are
labeled with respect to their movement trends. The same process is applied from a different point
of view by using another robotic visual perception. The position information of each robot, Rr , Tr
, is used to transfer the human body kinematics for another view direction, Fig. 53. The kinematics
of each human target is obtained for the second visual perception and the first O-D kinematics are
transferred to the second robot’s position. This transfer is derived from each labeled target’s
kinematics, and the rotation matrix and translation vector of the transformation (45). The
transferred kinematics for the second robot’s point of view is given with H S and the kinematics
from the first robot’s point of view,  X H

YH

Z H  , are multiplied with rotation between the

orientation of the robots and a translation between the robots is also added.

HS   X H

YH

cos  r
Z H   sin  r
 0

 sin  r
cos r
0

0
0   xr
1 

yr

zr 

(45)

The correlation between two sets of kinematics will be used to decide the labeled targets from
two robotic perceptions to relate the same targets in two different thermal views.
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Fig. 54. Height and width ratio of each target gives the information about the targets’ current movement direction.
The detected and tracked feature points has the horizontal movement information. The objects are also detected and
shown.

5.3.2. Human Trajectory Analysis
The trajectories of the human targets are analyzed in the thermal scene with respect to the
trajectory pattern of the corresponding target’s feature points. The target regions are detected and
the feature points are tracked during its motion, shown in Fig. 54. The width and height of the
target region are calculated for a ratio to obtain initial information about the target’s trajectory
pattern. The ratio changes depending on the target’s orientation during the rotation about its center.
The width and height changes for the target’s forward and backward movement with respect to the
robot. When the target’s width increases, the target is considered to be approaching towards the
robot. In Fig. 55, the forward and backward movement estimations and the magnitude of the
direction vector is given for each robot. The changes of ratios from each robot’s perspective are
shown in Fig. 55 as well. These changes are recorded during the target’s motion and updated for a
time period by (46). The ratio, hs / ws , should remain stable if the target does not make a rotation
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around itself. In order to obtain the approach direction vector, Vw , the width, ws , and the height,

hs , are used in the last two images.
 ws ,t  ws ,t 1 if  hs / ws t   hs / ws t 1  0
Vw  
0
if  hs / ws t   hs / ws t 1  0


(46)

If there is not any change in the difference between consecutive ratios, the direction vector, Vw
, is derived from the difference between consecutive target’s width in these consecutive images. If
the ratio is changing, we consider that the target is just making a rotation around itself.

Fig. 55. The robots find the trajectory vector for each target from their height/ width ratios and horizontal
movements in the image.

The target’s horizontal movement is also used for left and right directions in its trajectory. The
horizontal movement of feature points, x f , is tracked after calculation of their average coordinates
until the total number of F . Then, the last average of horizontal positions at time t  1 is subtracted
from the current average. This difference helps to obtain the horizontal vector magnitude and the
direction, d s , from (47).
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 F

 F

d s    x f ,t  / F    x f ,t 1  / F
 f 1

 f 1


(47)

A trajectory pattern is created for each target in the O-D thermal image and it is compared with
the other robots’ trajectory estimations. Each robot’s estimation uses horizontal and approach
vectors to find the final trajectory vector (48).

Vs  Vw2  d s 2

(48)

The trajectories for each human target in the O-D thermal image is transformed to the other
robot’s coordinate system via transformation matrix.

Fig. 56. Social cognition algorithm using four input images from three robots for human-robot interaction.

5.3.3. Identification of Human Targets
The identification of each target is done by combining the analysis of human kinematics and
the trajectory of each target. The correlation of these features of the related target is derived after
the analysis of kinematics and trajectories. After the targets are identified, the commands from the
main target are analyzed to control robots’ tasks. The algorithm of the social cognition process
from visual perception is given in Fig. 56. The detected target regions are labeled with respect to
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their identities with two criteria. The first is the mass center of the target region and the second
criteria is a box drawn around the target’s labeled region. A vector is obtained from the mass center
to the box center to understand the human target’s gesture, shown in Fig. 57. If the vector points
to the right direction, the human target commands the robots to track any human target on his right.
Then, O-D Robot commands one of the robots to track the human target or possible object on the
target’s right after receiving the command from the human target.

Fig. 57. Target’s gesture commands are analyzed by the difference between the centers of target’s body mass and
box of the detected target region.
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Fig. 58. Target gesture analysis from the segmented target silhouette. Target pixels are calculated for every
segment for limbs and head orientation

The human target regions are detected and surrounded with a rectangle frame. The frame is
divided into S   Hb / nver Wb / nhor  number of cells to analyze each segment separately, shown
in Fig. 58. The number of cells in vertical direction is given with nver and in horizontal direction

nhor . The human target is selected by using connected components and separated from the other
objects in the target frame. Then, the pixels in every cell are summed by (49) and a total coverage
of human target is obtained for the corresponding cell. Bs is the total pixel value of the cell, s is
the corresponding cell, Wb and Hb are width and height of the target frame, respectively. Every
column and the row of the cells are also summed to have bird’s-eye view and perspective view
spectrum of the target as an additional target identical signature.
Bs 

xl

yl

  p ( x, y )

(49)

x  Bx y  B y

The last pixel coordinates from the left and bottom of every cell can be calculated from (50).
xl  Bx  sx (Wb / nhor )

(50)

yl  By  s y ( Hb / nver )

The beginning coordinates of each cell, Bx and By , are obtained from the current coordinates
of the target frame, and width and height of the frame from (51).
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Bx 

Wb
( sx  1)
nhor

(51)

Hb
By 
( s y  1)
nver

The index of each cell is calculated from s y  (s  1) nver   1 by using floor function after
division and sx  s  s y nhor . The algorithm to identify human targets from each robot according to
their kinematics and features is given as follows:

Algorithm 2: Target Identification
1: Input: Kinematics of head KUh, kinematics of arm region KAh and kinematics of legs KLh for hth target
Trajectory vectors of each target Vsh
2: Output: Label of each target LTh
3: for all H (targets) do
4:

CK  corr(KUh, KAh, KLh) // CK is correlation result for kinematics

5:

CV  corr(Vsh) // CV is correlation result for trajectory vectors

6: end
7:

LTh  identify(CK, CV) // LTh is labeled targets

8: end

The human-robot interaction assists humans by using social cognition. The target can command
a robot without any voice commands such as an environment that requires silence. The robot gives
the improved vision to the human in limited lighting conditions while visibility is low and controls
the other robots according to the human’s command for robot-robot interaction.
5.3.4. Social Command Cognition for Human-Robot Interaction
Social cognition is one of the supportive methods for human-robot interaction when human
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needs any assistance for vision, tracking, and navigation. Since humans have limited abilities such
as a narrow field of view and a limited visible band, we use O-D IR sensor to increase the tracking
of surrounding targets to assist humans by compensating this disadvantage. Thermal stereo and
single thermal perspective camera mounted mobile robots are also used to improve the visual
perception via multisensory setup and collaboration among the robots. The communication
between human-robot and robot-robot provides us a social environment which consists of human
and various machine systems.

Fig. 59. Human gesture analysis by separating the body into cells and calculating the cells to read the command
which matches with the predefined commands.

The orientations of human body, head, and the limbs are mapped by using the values of

S  nver nhor cells in the target frame while we assign the number of cells in vertical, nver , and
horizontal direction, nhor , experimentally, shown in Fig. 59. We also used the bird’s-eye view and
perspective view spectrum vectors to validate the correlation by using (52). The correlation of
three equal vertical column is used to correlate the spectrum vectors for the bird’s-eye view. For
perspective spectrum is analyzed by separating the region below the neck after finding the
minimum of the neck row. Then, we checked the correlation of the specific orientation of human
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body with our social cognition dictionary to command the robots with the corresponding gesture
and posture.
Wb Hb

S p (c)   p ( x, y )
c 1 r 1

(52)

Hb Wb

S p (r )   p ( x, y )
r 1 c 1

The algorithm to understand human target’s commands from the O-D robot according to human
gesture cognition process is given below:

Algorithm 3: Gesture Cognition
1: Input: Label of each target LTh
Bird’s-eye view, Sph(c), and perspective view, Sph(r), spectrum vectors
2: Output: Gesture Cognition GTh
3:

LTh  identify(CK, CV) // LTh is labeled targets

4: for all LTh (identified targets) do
5:

CS  corr(Sph(c), Sph(r)) // CS is correlation result
for bird’s-eye view and perspective view vectors

6:

GTh  dictionary(CS) // GTh is matched gesture

7: end

The separated cells of target region helps to increase the processing time of every target region
from multiple robots’ perspective with respect to the gradient information based HOG methods.
This method also reduce the possible error caused by the noise in thermal images. Gesture
cognition algorithm decides the command via correlation between the vertical and horizontal
spectrum and specific gesture template after the cell filter allows to pass.
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Fig. 60. Social cognition space illustrates the human-robot interaction while the main target commands the robots
to focus on specific target.

The human-machine social environment is obtained by classification of the targets as main
target and the targets which are desired to be tracked. The cognition and interaction depend on the
main target’s commands. We utilize the target’s arm movements as the commands. The target that
opens both arms is assigned as the main target. After the main target lifts the left or right arm, the
robots track and follow the target on the side of the main target’s command direction. Fig. 60
illustrates the human-robot social environment with three targets and three robots. Main target is
selected at time t by detecting the target’s arms both opened in the images. The robots were
tracking different targets to cover larger area by utilizing O-D view and stereo-perspective thermal
view. The targets are mapped in 3D space from the multisensory visual perception. An O-D robot
detected the main target’s command at time t+1 and commands the other robots to focus on the
target on its left as part of social cognition. The stereo robot was already tracking the target 1 but
the robot equipped with single perspective thermal camera changed its direction to the interested
target as part of human-machine social collaboration mission. This assignment is done by the
gesture command of the human while O-D robot decides the selection of the interested target.
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Fig. 61. The map of the social cognition process to inform main target about the surroundings. O-D robot collects
the images to recognize the commands and identifies the targets. The main target is informed of surroundings and
assisted by the social collaboration.

The process of the human-robot social cognition for the collaboration is shown in Fig 61. O-D
robot collects the thermal images from stereo and perspective robots as inputs. The main target
commands via gesture signal and O-D robot recognizes these commands. In order to assist the
main target as part of target’s need in human-robot social environment, the output is sent to the
robots as processed thermal view with identified targets and assigned targets for each robot along
with the positioning in 3D map. The main human target is also notified for the surroundings while
we use a 3D map with the positions robots and targets.

Algorithm 4: Social Cognition
1: Input: Gesture command GTh
Bird’s-eye view, Sph(c), and perspective view, Sph(r), spectrum vectors
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2: Output: Assignment of targets; main target MT, main target’s interest ITh, other targets OTh
Command from O-D robot, SOD, to assign the closest robot SC, to ITh
3: if both arms  evaluate(GTh)
MT  assign(SC) // MT is main target
if left or right arm  evaluate(GTh)
SC  command(MT)
ITh  assign(SC)
4:

end

5: end

The algorithm of the social cognition for interaction between human-robot and robot-robot
shows that the gesture command assigns the main target when the both arms are raised. The main
target is watched for the second command to appoint the interested target to be tracked. The gesture
command assign the closest robot, SC, to the interested target ITh. Then, the robots collaborate to
follow the humans by social interaction between humans and robots.
5.4. Experiments
The experimental results are organized into four subsections. The first subsection is Human
Kinematics Analysis which is given in Section 5.4.1. Secondly, Human trajectory analysis is
discussed in Section 5.4.2. Then, the human targets are identified in the multiple images in Section
5.4.3, Identification of Human Targets. Lastly, in Section 5.4.4, Social Command Cognition for
Human-robot Interaction, the gesture commands from a human are analyzed and the robots assist
the human target in its environment.
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5.4.1. Human Kinematics Analysis
Human target regions are detected and analyzed in this section. The thermal images from O-D
sensor, stereo sensor and the perspective single sensor are converted to binary images with a
threshold pixel value that corresponds to human body temperature. Table 29 shows the detail about
the imaging conditions corresponding to different environment and sensor with the number of
targets, covered angle/area, and total number of images.

TABLE 29
DATA SETS
Number of Targets

Covered Area (degree/m2)

Total Frame Size (images)

O-D Lab Room

3

360 / 62.40

6000

O-D Hallway

3

360 / 122.88

1000

2-3

60 / 24.31

12000

2

60 / 46.80

2000

1-2

50 / 20.26

6000

1

50 / 76.05

1000

Imaging

Stereo Lab Room
Stereo Hallway
Single Persp. Lab Room
Single Persp. Hallway

The connected components in the images are obtained for analysis to find the regions which
have human body features such as the size of region and size ratio of human body. The final regions
that correspond to human body features are separated into three parts: head, arm, and leg regions.
PCA analysis is applied to every part of each target region to determine the orientation of human
head, arm region, and legs. PCA provides the angle of the interested region along with the major
and minor axes. These components help us to decide the movement tendency of the human target.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 62. Target body kinematics. A) Original thermal image, b) detected target region, c) the number of pixels that
covers target region is calculated for every row in the target region plot, and the first local minimum is used to decide
head part of the target region, d) head, arm and leg regions are separated, and the orientation of the head arm and leg
regions are used to obtain the kinematics of the regions.

The process of obtaining orientations of the human body parts is shown in Fig. 62. Firstly, a
gray level image is received from the sensors. Then, the gray level images are converted to binary
and based on this binary conversion, a target region is detected. The target region of interest is
separated into its parts and the PCA draws circles to every part of the body. In order to find the
human body parts, we used the vertical spectrum of the target regions. This spectrum consists of
the sum of the pixel values of every row in human target region, plotted in Fig. 62. Local minimum
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method is applied to find the neck region of the human body to separate the head part. The first
local minimum corresponds to the coordinate of the human neck and provides the border between
human head and body regions. Then the remaining part of the image is divided into four equal
pieces horizontally and the first two pieces give the arm region while the last piece gives the leg
regions. These regions shown in circles are also provided with the orientation properties
individually. The target’s movement tendencies obtained depending on the orientation of these
components and if the upper body or the average angle of the legs. If the angles was larger than 75
degrees, the horizontal movement of the corresponding targets were decided. The accuracy is
compared from the images and given in the Table 30. O-D sensor provided 22.23% error while the
Stereo and Single perspective sensors gave 11.42% and 11.12% error respectively. The reason for
high error with O-D sensor was the small size of the targets in the images and sudden changes.
Stereo and Single perspective sensors offered an advantage to reduce this error with the additional
views.
5.4.2. Human Trajectory Analysis
The target regions were detected and separate boxes were fitted to these regions. The target
boxes were tracked in consecutive image frames from every sensor. Two consecutive O-D thermal
images are shown in Fig. 63 (a) and (b). The targets were detected and shown in the unwrapped
binary images for both images, Fig. 63 (c) and (d). The change of the tracked boxes can be seen
for each thermal sensor in Fig. 63 (c) and (d). Two different positions of the target box provided
the size, the ratio of height and width, and horizontal movement of the box in the image to create
the vectors for each target. After obtaining vectors of the target boxes from each point of view, the
boxes were matched on every image by labeling them.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 63. Target region boxes were tracked in the latest image sequence to have an initial estimation of target
trajectories. a) Original O-D image, b) consecutive image, c) three targets are detected in unwrapped binary version
of first image, d) detected targets in unwrapped binary version of consecutive image.

The labeled boxes had a final vector on the plane by adding all matched vectors from every
point of view. The magnitude and the angles of the final vectors are used to decide the direction
of the targets. The error was calculated from the difference between the final vector and each
sensor’s estimation. From Table 30, we can see that Perspective Single sensor gave a better result
by 7.69% error while the stereo provided 13.46% error for the final target’s direction which were
obtained from the magnitude and the angle accuracies. O-D sensor offer 11.50% error for the
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decision of the target’s direction while increasing the possible number of targets in a wider field
of view.
5.4.3. Identification of Human Targets
The acquired kinematics of the targets and the initial trajectories were utilized from every
image, and initial target’s gesture estimation assisted them to identify the human targets from each
sensors. The initial gesture command used two criteria. The first, the target region components
were extracted for every image. The original O-D and single image from Stereo thermal sensor are
shown on the top in Fig.64. O-D images were converted to panoramic images and the targets were
detected by using the human body characteristics such as width/height ratio. We used 0.20 for the
lower ratio threshold while the higher threshold was 0.75. The detected target regions can be seen
in Fig. 64. The binary target regions were bounded with a box and the center of this box compared
with the center of the target region mass. We obtained a vector from the center of the mass to the
center of the box. The direction and magnitude of this vector provided the possible gesture
comment to identify targets. The Center of the box is shown with green star and the center of the
box is shown with a red star in Fig. 64.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 64. Initial decision of target’s gesture command from the center of target box and center of the region mass
in O-D and Stereo images. a) Original O-D thermal image, b) Original thermal image from Stereo sensor, c)
Unwrapped O-D thermal image, d) detected target in unwrapped binary O-D image, e) initial gesture estimation in the
image from Stereo, f) initial gesture estimation from in the O-D image.
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The targets from four different perspective, stereo sensors, single sensor and O-D sensor, were
detected and selected with the corresponding color to the identity of the target. The final decision
of the target trajectory from every sensor considered as ground truth and error of each sensor were
calculated with respect to this ground truth. The accuracy of the target kinematics were obtained
from the difference between the kinematics estimation and final decision of target trajectory
direction. The initial gesture estimation of the target also associated with the kinematics to match
gesture and center body kinematics. A gesture command changed the angle of the arm region
kinematics according to the direction of the raised arm. To avoid this angle change caused by
gesture command, we setup a 10% threshold of initial gesture vector. If the vector is larger than
this threshold, the angle of upper body kinematics were considered as not giving movement
information.
TABLE 30
IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN TARGETS
Method

Target Kinematics
Estimation Error (%)

Target Trajectory
Estimation Error (%)

Target Identification
Error (%)

O-D Sensor

11.50

22.23

15.63

Stereo Sensor

13.46

11.42

9.38

Perspective Single

7.69

11.12

18.75

Final decision of the
sensors

10.53

13.88

6.25

The accuracy from each sensor is given in Table 30 with respect to each sensor’s trajectory and
kinematic analysis. The targets were selected with the specific color with respect to the
corresponding target from every view, shown in Fig. 65. The Stereo sensor gave the minimum
error for the identification of the targets by 9.38% after utilizing trajectory analysis and kinematic
analysis. These two analysis reduced the identification error when they were used together.The
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Stereo sensors utilized the advantage of close image pair with a consistent view and improved the
O-D robot’s view and decision by increasing the accuracy. O-D Sensor had higher error than the
error with only trajectory analysis but provided lower identification error than the error with the
kinematics analysis only. Final target identification from every sensor decreased the error around
50% from trajectory or kinematics analysis only and provided 6.25% error for identification of
targets.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 65. Identified targets from, a) Original O-D image, b) original image from Perspective single sensor, c) right
image from Stereo sensor, d) left image from Stereo sensor, e) identified targets from O-D sensors, Perspective single,
Stereo right, and Stereo left respectively.
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Fig. 66. Human gesture variations. Original images are on the left, detected target regions on the right.

5.4.4. Social Command Cognition for Human-robot Interaction
The robots were commanded by use of gesture controls from the main target which was
identified in the previous step. The human target region was analyzed the vertical and horizontal
target region spectrum for the decision of the commands. The variations of possible gesture
commands from human target are shown in Fig. 66. First, a map was constructed by using five
horizontal and five vertical cells in the box of target region. This provided a separate head region
from arm region with the next two rows and the leg region with the last two rows in order to
analyze these regions separately. The cell was turned on if 1/6 of the cell had part of target, shown
in Fig. 67. Fig. 67 (a) illustrates the target when the arms stands still and not showing any direction.
The map of the same target showed a more compact white cells. Fig. 67(b) shows the target with
the raised left arm while the map has 4 cells on the left in the second and third rows. After the
target region passed from this filter, a spectrum was obtained from each rows and columns.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 67. Human target region is separated into cells and calculated cells to read the command which matches with
the predefined commands.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 68. The number of pixels that covers target region is calculated for every row in the target region. The first
local minima is used to decide head part of the target region. a) left arm is raised, b) right arm is raised, c) both arms
are spread, d) both arms are down, e) left leg is shown, f) right leg is shown.
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Fig. 68 shows the sum of the pixel corresponding to the target for every rows in the detected
box. The first local minimum provided us the neck region between head and body. The local
minimum for the neck is shown with a green bold circle in Fig. 68. The remaining part of the plot
provided the arms and legs. While the main target raised an arm, a peak occurred in the spectrum
right after the head region, shown in Fig. 68(a),(b),(c). If the both arms were raised, the difference
between the peak and right side of the peak increased since the arm regions moved from body to
shoulder region. We divided the after head part to four equal pieces and analyzed the first two to
decide if both arms were raised or only one. Once we decide it is only one arm raised, we used the
horizontal spectrum to decide if the low pixel values were on the left or right side on the spectrum,
shown in Fig. 69(a),(b). Fig. 68(a) and Fig. 69(a) matches ensured the left command, and Fig.
68(b) and Fig. 69(b) ensured the right command. Fig. 68(c) and Fig. 69(c) shows the raising of
both arms since the horizontal spectrum had low pixel regions on both side. Fig. 68(d) and Fig.
69(d) shows a more grouped pattern and this represents a still standing human body. The horizontal
spectrums were analyzed as three pieces so that the difference between these pieces could be more
informative about the status of the arms. In order to show the effect of using legs to point left and
right or opening both legs, we used vertical spectrums Fig. 68(e),(f) and horizontal spectrums Fig.
69(e),(f). Since the total pixel value of leg regions did not change for the target region rows, the
spectrum appeared similar to the still standing. Leg movements did not give any confusing pattern
for the sum of the columns in the horizontal spectrum as well, shown in Fig. 69(e),(f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 69. The number of pixels that covers target region is calculated for every column in the target region. The
first and last local minima are used to decide arm parts of the target region. The length of these regions helps to decide
gesture command. a) left arm is raised, b) right arm is raised, c) both arms are spread, d) both arms are down, e) left
leg is shown, f) right leg is shown.
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TABLE 31
GESTURE ANALYSIS FOR SOCIAL COGNITION
Command

Left

Right

Spread

Standing

Error (%)

Left

98.50

1.33

0.60

1.06

1.50

Right

0.00

94.00

2.41

5.30

6.00

Spread

0.80

3.00

96.99

4.95

3.01

Standing

0.70

1.67

0.00

89.04

10.96

Left

98.36

0.00

2.67

5.68

1.63

Right

0.00

90.56

12.00

3.41

9.43

Spread

1.63

0.00

84.00

0

16.00

Standing

0.00

9.43

1.33

90.91

9.09

Lab Room

Hallway

The percentage (%) of the detected gesture commands are given in the table.

Two different data set, from the lab room and the hallway were used for gesture analysis
experiments. The decision of the main target and the selection of interested target is shown in Fig.
70 while the green human is the main target and the red human is interested target depending on
the command of the main target. Table 31 shows the accuracy percentage of the detected
commands from vertical, horizontal spectrums combination for the lab room and the hallway data
sets. In case of using lab room images, the accuracy was 98.50% for the left gesture data set 985
images out of 1000 images were detected succesfully, and 94.00% for right gesture command.
Horizontal spectrum helped to increase the accuracy for the detection of the spread arms command
up to 96.99%, and 89.04% for the standing posture. The decision of all robots gave 3.01% error to
detect the main target while the connection strength depends on the distance and decision accuracy.
Then, the O-D robot command the final result of combination to the related robot with 1.50% error
for detection left target and 6.00% error for detection of the right target. The hall way data set gave
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a high accuracy with 1.63% error for the left gesture command and 9.43% error for the right gesture
command. Since the confusion of right command was with standing movement without any
command, this does not cause any problem for the manipulation of the robots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 70. The classification of the targets from gesture command cognition. a) Gesture command does not present,
b) both arms are spread, main target is selected, c) right arm is raised, the target on the right is selected as target of
interest, d) left arm is raised, the target on the left is selected as target of interest.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 71. Human-robot interaction with the accuracy of target identification and gesture command detection. a)
Hallway data set, b) lab room data set with the final decision and the average accuracy gesture detection. Gesture
command accuracy for the main target, left target, and the right target is shown with Target 1 as target on the right,
and Target 2 as target on the left.

Both data sets provided a high accuracy for making the critical decision of selection of main
target with spread arm gesture command. 0.80% confusion for the right command 3.00% for the
left command with the spread arm gesture command in the lab room data set. The main target
communicated with the robot and command the direction with 96.99% accuracy in the wide lab
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room conditions. Accuracy of the target identification for every individual robots in hallway data
set, shown in Fig. 71(a), and lab room data set with the common decision as a final result is given
in Fig. 71(b). Stereo and perspective single sensors are shown in blue circles with blue links to
targets in their FOV. O-D sensor is shown in red circle with the red links to the targets to show
HRI. Our proposed method provided a wide area, from 20.26 m2 to 122.88 m2 to understand
gesture commands for HRI. It can be seen in Fig. 71 that our sensors offered 360-degree FOV
from 2.0 m to 15.0 m of visual perception for social space while [65] offers from 1.7 m to 4 m
with maximum 3.35 m2 interaction area. The final target identification provided 93.75% accuracy.
The accuracy of gesture command decision is also given along with the average accuracy of lab
room and hallway data sets, 98.43% left, 92.28% for right, and 90.49% for the main target.
5.5. Conclusion
We proposed human-robot and robot-robot interaction based social cognition by using visual
perception. Our method identified the targets from multiple sensors and assist the human target
according the target’s command. The gesture commands are acquired from identified main target
in multiple images. The commands from the main target were interpreted by means of the human
robot interaction, and the other robots were commanded by the O-D robot. 360 degree thermal
view of the O-D robot help to collaborate multiple robots from any perspective. The fusion of OD, Stereo and single thermal camera improved the visual perception to track human targets in
wider field of view and under low lighting environments. O-D sensor provided an advantage to
create multiview perception to any direction with the other sensors.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we proposed an intelligent visual perception method for UGV system by
using multiple mobile robots equipped with O-D IR, Stereo IR, and Single Perspective camera
sensors. These IR sensors allowed us to utilize thermal signature from temperature of human body
for human target detection. O-D IR sensor provided a wide FOV to detect numerous targets at the
same time. The targets were tracked and robots interacted with human for HRI. Our intelligent
visual perception method improved robot’s vision and interaction in four steps.
O-D IR sensors provide wide FOV and light-independent imaging while the O-D IR images
has more noise and has lower resolution than the traditional visible-band sensors. We wanted to
increase the low resolution of O-D images for detection and 3D reconstruction of human targets.
The target regions were detected to find the central position of the objects and determined the
target area. Then, the second method to detect more intense feature points for the reconstruction
of the low noise region in O-D images. The best number of observations, the baseline distance
between observations, and the distance from the target region were also calculated to improve the
results of 3D reconstruction. 90.0% less data size was required compared to other studies and it
took approximately an equal amount of computational time in comparison to the methods that used
O-D visible-band sensor. Then, the next step is precise tracking of the targets from this O-D IR
scene. O-D IR sensors provide continues tracking opportunity since the targets will be always in
the sensor’s 360-degree FOV and images will be available without any light dependency (day time
and night time). The current tracking methods has increasing computational time and this cause a
delay for the prediction during long term tracking applications. The MAP based target tracking
method decreased the prediction time of a target’s position and increased the accuracy of prediction
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of the next target position based on the target’s previous behavior while increasing the tracking
view and lighting conditions via the view from O-D IR camera. Since our method can calculated
only the positions of the static targets, we wanted to add additional sensor and increased the 3D
coordinate results of the target. The fusion of O-D IR and Stereo IR created a multi-sensor stereo
for an additional determination of distance to the target. The MAP method predicted the distance
of the target with a high accuracy by using the distance results of TMF stereo from multiple
platforms according to the reliability of the sensors. TMF increased the perception of robots by
offering a wide field of view and provides a precise target localization. We were able to detect 3D
reconstruct and track only one target with our algorithm until this step. In order to detect and
identify the multiple targets for HRI we utilized collaboration between robots. Visual perception
for social cognition helped to identify the human targets in a wide field of view and light
independent conditions to assist the human target. Human-robot interaction was improved by
human motion behavior kinematics and trajectory analysis. The identification of the human targets
and the gesture commands achieved with a high accuracy by utilizing robot-robot interaction for
multiple target. Our method utilized an O-D IR sensor and improved robotic vision by co-robot
interaction and provided an intelligent environment for human-robot interaction.
For our future work, we plan to implement 3D Reconstruction of dynamic human target since
our current approach works for 3D reconstruction of a static human target while the single O-D
robot is moving. For robot collaboration purposes, we will use multiple O-D IR sensor mounted
on mobile robots and 3D reconstruct from these robots and create Thermal O-D Fusion. Our
method may not detect the human target if the human target is not standing or sitting. For this
reason, the detection of the target scene will be combined with Deep Learning algorithm to easy
and more accurate target detection for 3D reconstruction. The current gesture command analysis
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is limited to three gesture command and will be extended by implementing more gesture command
such as leg command and different human body orientations. HRI will be enhanced by improving
the 3D results and advance gesture command analysis from precisely detected human targets.
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APPENDIX
MATLAB CODES
This section consists of three subsections including 3D Reconstruction code, human behavior
based target tracking, and Thermal Multisensor Fusion Matlab codes. The organization of the
subsections are given in the table below.
APPENDIX ORGANIZATION
Section
Number

Implemented Method

Section Title

A.1

3D Reconstruction

Dynamic 3D Reconstruction from O-D IR Images (Chapter 2)

A.2

Target Tracking

A.3

Sensor Fusion

A1.

Human Behavior-based Target Tracking (Chapter 3)
Thermal Multisensor Fusion and Gesture Command Analysis
for 3D Reconstruction and Tracking (Chapter 4 + Chapter 5)

Dynamic 3D Reconstruction from O-D IR Images

The source codes are implemented in MATLAB (R2015a). The 3D Reconstruction codes
required to use the O-D camera calibration toolbox which is implemented by [53]. Traditional
visible-band O-D camera is used in the original calibration toolbox, thus it will not work for O-D
IR camera. The calibration grid pattern is reconstructed by aluminum-based tape on white
cardboard which helps to reflect the heat source such as heat lamp or any heater. The width of the
squares on the grid pattern is 10 cm and 7 horizontal 5 vertical lines are used. We utilized the
toolbox functions and modified them to apply our 3D reconstruction code for our O-D IR sensor.
The codes are given as follow:
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function [

] = trackerAll( calib_data )

if isempty(calib_data.n_ima) || calib_data.calibrated==0,
fprintf(1,'\nNo calibration data available. You must first
calibrate your camera.\nClick on "Calibration" or "Find
center"\n\n');
return;
end;
max = calib_data.n_ima;
good = 1;
maxN = length(calib_data.ima_proc)-1;
show_extrinsics(calib_data);
global gFeatures2D;
global gDistances;
global erroraverage;
global runningerror;
runningerror=0;
erroraverage=0;
global obs_point;

%%% to see how many observation point are

counted
obs_point=1;
gFeatures2D = [];
gDistances = [];
global t_basla;
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t_basla=cputime;
%%%%%%%%%%%%% baseline dataset attempts
%%for i=1:maxN
for i=1:2
%

%%to see 9 images attempts
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+7;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % for i=1:2
for i=2:3
%

%%to see 9 images attempts
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+6;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end
% % for i=1:2
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for i=1:1
%

%%to see 9 images attempts
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+8;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end

%%

for long time data set

% % for i=1:2
for i=8:8
%

%%to see 9 images attempts
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+8;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end
% % for i=1:2
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for i=1:6
%

%%to see 9 images attempts
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+10;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end
% % for i=1:2
for i=1:9
%

%%deneme amacli sadece 9 resme bakmak icin
for ii=(i+1):maxN

i;
ii = i+9;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end
% % for i=1:2
for i=19:20
%

%%to see 9 images attempts

for ii=(i+1):maxN
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i;
ii = i+10;
matchPicsTracking(1, ii, calib_data, 0);
%

end

obs_point = obs_point+1;

%%observation number increase

%pause(1);
end
% % end
t_bitis = cputime;
t_toplam = t_bitis - t_basla
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%

function [

] = go( calib_data )

if isempty(calib_data.n_ima) || calib_data.calibrated==0,
fprintf(1,'\nNo calibration data available. You must first
calibrate your camera.\nClick on "Calibration" or "Find
center"\n\n');
return;
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end;
global IMG;
global gRays;
global gCamPosesT; %position only (T) (3x1 vector)
global gCamPosesR; %orientation (3x3 matrix)
global gFeaturePos3dH; %approx. 3d feature positions in
homogenous coords
global gLinkage;
global gMotionsH; %homogenous
gRays = [];
gFeaturePos3dH = [];
gLinkage = [];
gMotionsH = [];
pointTracker = vision.PointTracker('MaxBidirectionalError', 2);
firstImage = IMG{calib_data.ima_proc(1)};
pointsRef = detectMinEigenFeatures(firstImage, 'MinQuality',
0.02);
pointsRef = removeOutliers(pointsRef);
raysRef = cam2world(pointsRef.Location', calib_data.ocam_model);
% figure(100), imshow(firstImage), hold on, title('Detected
features');
% plot(pointsRef);
pointsObjects = pointsRef;
pointsLoc = pointsRef.Location;
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initialize(pointTracker, pointsLoc, firstImage);
maxIndex = length(calib_data.ima_proc);
img = IMG{calib_data.ima_proc(2)};
[points, isFound] = step(pointTracker, img);
%

trackedPoints = points(isFound, :);

%

figure(300), imshow(img), hold on, title('Tracked

features');
%

plotPoints(trackedPoints);

rays = cam2world(points', calib_data.ocam_model);
R1 = gCamPosesR(:,:,1);
R2 = gCamPosesR(:,:,2);
num=1;
for pointsIndex=1:length(points)
if(~isFound(pointsIndex))
continue;
end
ray1 = cam2world(points', calib_data.ocam_model);
ray2 = rays(:,pointsIndex);
ray1 = R1*ray1;
ray2 = R2*ray2;
[pos, ok] = calc_3dpos(ray1, ray2, gCamPosesT(:,1),
gCamPosesT(:,2));
%
%

if(~ok)
isFound(pointsIndex) = 0;
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%

end

gFeaturePos3dH(:,num) = [pos; 1];
num = num+1;
end
posGood = isFound;
num = 1;
for i=1:length(raysRef)
if(posGood(i))
gRays(num) = rays(i);
gLinkage(num,:) = [num 1 1];
num=num+1;
end
end
for imgIndex=3:maxIndex
img = IMG{calib_data.ima_proc(imgIndex)};
[points, isFound] = step(pointTracker, img);
rays = cam2world(points', calib_data.ocam_model);
num = 1;
for i=1:length(points)
if(posGood(i))
num=num+1;
end
if(~isFound(i) || ~posGood(i))
continue
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end
gRays = [gRays rays(i)];
gLinkage(end+1,:) = [num 1 imgIndex-1];
end
end
for indexOut=2:maxIndex
i = calib_data.ima_proc(indexOut);
%%%first index shifted
gMotionsH{i-1,1} = [[gCamPosesR(:,:,i) gCamPosesT(:,i)]; 0 0
0 1];
end
Shh = diag( [zeros(1,6) , 1e4] );
% projections
K=[264.99 0 232.75;
0 264.99 240.86;
0 0 1];
P{1} = K*[gCamPosesR(:,:,2) gCamPosesT(:,2)];
for i=1:length(gRays)
Sll{i} = ones(3,3)*0.0001;
end
sizeMa = size(gMotionsH)
sizeXa = size(gFeaturePos3dH)
sizeP = size(P)
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[ld, Xd, Md, Sdd, s0dsq, vr, w, iter] = bacs( gRays, gLinkage,
Sll, Shh, gFeaturePos3dH, gMotionsH, P );
end
function [] = plotPoints(points)
hold on;
for i=1:length(points)
plot(points(i,1), points(i,2), 'g+');
end
end
function [points] = removeOutliers(points)
cy = 480/2 + 20;
cx = 640/2 + 2;
cr2 = 140;
goodIndices = [];
for i=1:points.Count
x = points.Location(i,1) - cx;
y = points.Location(i,2) - cy;
if( sqrt(x*x + y*y) > cr2 )
goodIndices(end+1,1) = i;
end
end
points = points(goodIndices(:,1));
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%
function [

] = matchPicsTracking(ii1, ii2, calib_data,

showDebugPlots )

if isempty(calib_data.n_ima) || calib_data.calibrated==0,
fprintf(1,'\nNo calibration data available. You must first
calibrate your camera.\nClick on "Calibration" or "Find
center"\n\n');
return;
end;
global IMG;
global gRays;
global gCamPosesT;
global gCamPosesR;
global gTargetAngle;
global gFeatures;
global gFeatures2D;
global gDistances;
global

totalRecons;

global errorObsPoint;
global obs_point;
global avgRecons;
global toplam;
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grndtruth=1500;
global erroraverage;
global runningerror;
global t_basla;
global runningtime;
numPoints = 0;
totalRecons = 0;

%%total reconstructed distance for each

observation point..used in show_extrinsics to sum all
% gFeatures = [];
pointTracker = vision.PointTracker('MaxBidirectionalError', 1);
i1 = calib_data.ima_proc(ii1);
i2 = calib_data.ima_proc(ii2);
firstImage = IMG{i1};
%pointsRef = detectMinEigenFeatures(firstImage, 'MinQuality',
0.02);
%pointsRef = detectSURFFeatures(firstImage);
%pointsRef = detectSURFFeatures(firstImage);
%%%TARGET DETECTION
detectTarget(firstImage, 1, 5, 20);
%%%
pointsRef = detectMinEigenFeatures(firstImage, 'MinQuality',
0.02);
% pointsRef = detectSURFFeatures(firstImage);
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pointsRef = removeNoisePoints(pointsRef, 50, 50);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%After plus and minus angles change
this function values too

!!!IMPORTANT FOR NOISE REMOVE

%pointsRef = removeCenterOnly(pointsRef);
gFeatures2D{end+1} = pointsRef;
pointsObjects = pointsRef;
pointsLoc = pointsRef.Location;
initialize(pointTracker, pointsLoc, firstImage);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%figure(13434)
%figure(13434)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%imshow(firstImage)
%imshow(firstImage)
%%%%%%%hold on, title('Detected features');
% plotPoints(pointsLoc, 'r*');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%pointsRef.plot
%pointsRef.plot
%pointsRef.plot('showScale', false);
maxIndex = length(calib_data.ima_proc);
% for i=2:maxIndex
img = IMG{i2};
[points, isFound] = step(pointTracker, img);
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trackedPoints = points(isFound, :);
numberOfMatches = length(trackedPoints);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%

figure(76784), imshow(img), hold on, title('Tracked

features');
figure(76784), imshow(img), hold on, title('Tracked features');
%%%%%%%%%

plotPoints(trackedPoints);

plotPoints(trackedPoints);
waitforbuttonpress
end
figure(1237454);
showMatchedFeatures(firstImage,img,pointsRef(isFound),
points(isFound));
showIntersections = showDebugPlots;
show_extrinsics(calib_data);
%figure(300); hold on;
figure(300); hold on;
gDistances = zeros(length(points));
skippedPoints = 0;
for i=1:length(points)
if(~isFound(i))
continue;
end
p1 = [pointsRef.Location(i,2); pointsRef.Location(i, 1)];
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p2 = [points(i,2); points(i, 1)];
point3d1 = cam2world(p1, calib_data.ocam_model);
point3d2 = cam2world(p2, calib_data.ocam_model);
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i1);
R = gCamPosesR(:,:,i1);
point3d1 = R*point3d1;
if(showIntersections)
line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d1(1)*10000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d1(2)*10000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d1(3)*10000], 'Color', 'b');
end
A1=[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)];
A2=[pos(1)+point3d1(1)*10000 pos(2)+point3d1(2)*10000
pos(3)+point3d1(3)*10000];
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i2);
R = gCamPosesR(:,:,i2);
point3d2 = R*point3d2;
v1 = point3d2/norm(point3d2);
if(showIntersections)
line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d2(1)*10000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d2(2)*10000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d2(3)*10000], 'Color', 'r');
end
B1=[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)];
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B2=[pos(1)+point3d2(1)*10000 pos(2)+point3d2(2)*10000
pos(3)+point3d2(3)*10000];
nA = dot(cross(B2-B1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
nB = dot(cross(A2-A1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
d = dot(cross(A2-A1,B2-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
A0 = A1 + (nA/d)*(A2-A1);
B0 = B1 + (nB/d)*(B2-B1);
v2 = A0'/norm(A0');
distance = sqrt(A0(1)*A0(1) + A0(2)*A0(2) + A0(3)*A0(3));
if(abs(norm(v1-v2)) > 0.5)
skippedPoints = skippedPoints+1;
distance = 0;
end
% feature point distance color
maxDistance = 6000;
minDistance = 200;
cmap = colormap(jet(256));
%distance color it's changed from 256 to 5 for

levels

if(distance < maxDistance && distance > minDistance)
%also change the calculation values
cindex = round(distance/maxDistance*256);
%round(distance/maxDistance*256) 256 is changed to 5
color = cmap(cindex,:);
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plot3(A0(1), A0(2), A0(3), 'g.', 'MarkerSize', 35,
'Color', color);
gFeatures(:,end+1) = [A0(1); A0(2); A0(3)];
end

gDistances(i) = distance;
% % distance color for manual 3 level
maxDistance = 6000;
minDistance = 200;
cmap = colormap(hsv(3));
%distance color it's changed from 256 to 5 for

levels

if(distance < maxDistance && distance > minDistance)
%also change the calculation values (using HSV instead of Jet is
better)
cindex = round(2);
%round(distance/maxDistance*256) 256 is changed to

HSV=1)RED

2)GREEN 3)BLUE
if(distance < maxDistance && distance >3000)
cindex = round(1);
end
if(distance < 1700 && distance > minDistance)
cindex = round(3);
end
color = cmap(cindex,:);
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if(A0(2) < -1200 && A0(2) > -1700)

%%to see the

points at a specific distance
%%%%%%%%

plot3(A0(1), A0(2), A0(3), 'g.',

'MarkerSize', 15, 'Color', color);

%%size and color of

reconstructed points
plot3(A0(1), A0(2), A0(3), 'g.', 'MarkerSize', 15,
'Color', color);

%%size and color of reconstructed

points
totalRecons=totalRecons+A0(2);

%%Distance

from the camera to reconstructed object points (total of all
points)
numPoints = numPoints+1;
avgRecons
numPoints
avgRecons=totalRecons/numPoints;%toplam/numPoints;
if ( obs_point > 2 && runningerror(obs_point-1)==0)
%%if the average error is not calculated replace with average
if ( obs_point > 2 &&
isempty(runningerror(obs_point-1)==0))
average error is not calculated replace with average
runningerror(obs_point-1) =
runningerror(obs_point-2);
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%%if the

erroraverage(obs_point-1) =
runningerror(obs_point-2);

%%also the error for this

step will be replaced with average
end
if (i == length(points))
errorObsPoint(obs_point)=avgRecons;

erroraverage(obs_point)=abs(errorObsPoint(obs_point)+grndtruth);
%groundtruth for long time dataset

erroraverage(obs_point)=abs(errorObsPoint(obs_point)-1600);
%groundtruth for baseline dataset
toplam=0;
for xerr=1:obs_point
toplam=toplam + erroraverage(1,xerr);
%%runningerror should be reseted (zero) in trackAll function (at
the beginning)
end
runningerror(obs_point)=toplam;
runningerror(obs_point)=
runningerror(obs_point)/ obs_point;
if ( obs_point > 2 &&
runningerror(obs_point-1)==0)

%%if the average

error is not calculated replace with average
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runningerror(obs_point-1) =
runningerror(obs_point-2);
erroraverage(obs_point-1) =
runningerror(obs_point-2);

%%also the error for this

step will be replaced with average
end
end
end
gFeatures(:,end+1) = [A0(1); A0(2); A0(3)];
end
gDistances(i) = distance;
end
runningtime(obs_point)=cputime - t_basla;

axis auto

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%fprintf('skipped %d
points\n', skippedPoints);
%fprintf('skipped %d points\n', skippedPoints);
end
function [] = plotPoints(points, color)
hold on;
c = 'g+';
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if(nargin > 1)
c = color;
end
for i=1:length(points)
plot(points(i,1), points(i,2), c);
end
end
function [] = detectTarget(image, showPlot, plusAngle,
minusAngle)
pointsRef = detectMSERFeatures(image, 'ThresholdDelta', 2);
%%%TARGET DETECTION
biggestRegionSize = 0;
biggestRegionIndex = 0;
for i=1:length(pointsRef)
p = pointsRef(i);
size = p.Axes(1)*p.Axes(2);
if(size > biggestRegionSize)
biggestRegionSize = size;
biggestRegionIndex = i;
end
end
best = pointsRef(biggestRegionIndex);
ux = best.Axes(1) * cos(best.Orientation);
uy = best.Axes(1) * sin(best.Orientation);
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vx = best.Axes(2) * cos(best.Orientation+pi/2);
vy = best.Axes(2) * sin(best.Orientation+pi/2);
bbox_halfwidth = sqrt(ux*ux + vx*vx);
bbox_halfheight = sqrt(uy*uy + vy*vy);
bbl = best.Location(2) - bbox_halfwidth;
bbt = best.Location(1) - bbox_halfheight;
bbr = best.Location(2) + bbox_halfwidth;
bbb = best.Location(1) + bbox_halfheight;
rectangle('Position',[bbb,bbb,bbr-bbl,bbb-bbt])
ANGLEPM = 15;
best.Location(1)
angle = atan2(best.Location(2)-480/2, best.Location(1)-640/2);
%automatic target detection
%

angle = 160/180*pi;

%manual (X/180*pi) to change x
minusAngle=50;

%just to try and change the angle and view

between lines
plusAngle=50;

%It was 20, I changed to 50

global gTargetAngle;
gTargetAngle = angle;
if(showPlot)

figure(134314), imshow(image), hold on, title('Detected
TARGET');
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%%%%%%%%%

best.plot

best.plot
ANGLE = angle - minusAngle/180*pi;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

plot([640/2; 640/2+cos(ANGLE)*1000],

[480/2; 480/2+sin(ANGLE)*1000], 'g');
plot([640/2; 640/2+cos(ANGLE)*1000], [480/2;
480/2+sin(ANGLE)*1000], 'g');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

ANGLE = angle +

plusAngle/180*pi;
ANGLE = angle + plusAngle/180*pi;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

plot([640/2; 640/2+cos(ANGLE)*1000],

[480/2; 480/2+sin(ANGLE)*1000], 'g');
plot([640/2; 640/2+cos(ANGLE)*1000], [480/2;
480/2+sin(ANGLE)*1000], 'g');
end
end
function [points] = removeNoisePoints(points, plusAngle,
minusAngle)
cy = 480/2 + 20;
cx = 640/2 + 2;
cr2 = 140;
goodIndices = [];
global gTargetAngle;
angle1 = gTargetAngle + plusAngle*pi/180;
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angle2 = gTargetAngle - minusAngle*pi/180;
for i=1:points.Count
x = points.Location(i,1) - cx;
y = points.Location(i,2) - cy;
angle = atan2(y,x);
if( sqrt(x*x + y*y) > cr2 && angle > angle2 && angle <
angle1)
goodIndices(end+1,1) = i;
end
end
points = points(goodIndices(:,1));
end
function [points] = removeCenterOnly(points)
cy = 480/2 + 20;
cx = 640/2 + 2;
cr2 = 140;
goodIndices = [];
for i=1:points.Count
x = points.Location(i,1) - cx;
y = points.Location(i,2) - cy;
if( sqrt(x*x + y*y) > cr2)
goodIndices(end+1,1) = i;
end
end
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points = points(goodIndices(:,1));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%

function [] = matchPics2(i1, i2, i3, imgIndex1, imgIndex2,
imgIndex3, calib_data, showIntersections)
if(ischar(i1))
i1 = imread(i1);
end
if(ischar(i2))
i2 = imread(i2);
end
if(ischar(i3))
i3 = imread(i3);
end
i1g = i1;
i2g = i2;
i3g = i3;
if(length(size(i1)) == 3)
s = s(i1);
s = s(3);
if(s == 3)
i1g = rgb2gray(i1);
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i2g = rgb2gray(i2);
i3g = rgb2gray(i3);
end
end
i1p = imunwrap(i1g, [640/2; 480/2], 300, 140, 1, 1400);
i2p = imunwrap(i2g, [640/2; 480/2], 300, 140, 1, 1400);
i1pg = rgb2gray(i1p);
i2pg = rgb2gray(i2p);
getCameraMatrices(i1pg, i2pg);
return;
i1g = maskInnerCircle(i1g);
i2g = maskInnerCircle(i2g);
i3g = maskInnerCircle(i3g);
i1g = imsharpen(i1g, 'Radius',2,'Amount',1);
i2g = imsharpen(i2g, 'Radius',2,'Amount',1);
i1pg = imsharpen(i1pg, 'Radius',2,'Amount',1);
i2pg = imsharpen(i2pg, 'Radius',2,'Amount',1);
doMatch(i1g, i2g, i3g, 1, calib_data, imgIndex1, imgIndex2,
imgIndex3, showIntersections);
%doMatch(i1pg, i2pg, 1, calib_data);
end
function [] = getCameraMatrices(i1pg, i2pg)
crop1 = imcrop(i1pg, [800, 30, 400, 500]);
crop2 = imcrop(i2pg, [800, 30, 400, 500]);
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imshow(crop1);
imshow(crop2);
detectCheckerboardPoints(i1pg)
detectCheckerboardPoints(i2pg)
end
function [] = doMatch(i1g, i2g, i3g, showFig, calib_data,
imgIndex1, imgIndex2, imgIndex3, showIntersections)
points1 = detectSURFFeatures(i1g, 'MetricThreshold', 600,
'NumScaleLevels', 6);
points2 = detectSURFFeatures(i2g, 'MetricThreshold', 600,
'NumScaleLevels', 6);
points3 = detectSURFFeatures(i3g, 'MetricThreshold', 600,
'NumScaleLevels', 6);
[f1, vpts1] = extractFeatures(i1g, points1);
[f2, vpts2] = extractFeatures(i2g, points2);
[f3, vpts3] = extractFeatures(i2g, points3);
index_pairs12 = matchFeatures(f1, f2, 'MatchThreshold', 0.8);
index_pairs13 = matchFeatures(f1, f3, 'MatchThreshold', 0.8);
index_pairs23 = matchFeatures(f2, f3, 'MatchThreshold', 0.8);
length(index_pairs12)
index_triplets = [];
num = 0;
for i=1:length(index_pairs12)
index1 = index_pairs12(i,1); %index 1 from match 1<>2
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for i2=1:length(index_pairs13)
index2 = index_pairs13(i2,1); %index 1 from match 1<>3
if(index1 == index2)
index23 = index_pairs12(i,2); %index 2 from match
1<>2
for i3=1:length(index_pairs23)
index3 = index_pairs23(i3,1); %index 2 from
match 2<>3
if(index23 == index3)
num = num+1;
index_triplets(num, 1) = index1;
index_triplets(num, 2) = index23;
index_triplets(num, 3) =
index_pairs23(i3,2);
end
end
%break;
end
end
end
length(index_triplets)
index_triplets
matched_pts1 = vpts1(index_triplets(:, 1));
matched_pts2 = vpts2(index_triplets(:, 2));
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matched_pts3 = vpts3(index_triplets(:, 3));
length(matched_pts1)
figure(1234);
showMatchedFeatures(i1g,i2g,matched_pts1,matched_pts2);
figure(1239);
showMatchedFeatures(i1g,i3g,matched_pts1,matched_pts3);
figure(1240);
showMatchedFeatures(i2g,i3g,matched_pts1,matched_pts3);
title('Putative point matches');
legend('matchedPts1','matchedPts2');
[tform,inlier1,inlier2] =
estimateGeometricTransform(matched_pts1,matched_pts2,
'projective');
figure(1235);
hold on;
imshow(i1g);
vpts1.plot('showScale', false);
hold off;
figure(1236);
hold on;
imshow(i2g);
vpts2.plot('showScale', false);
hold off;
figure(1238);
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hold on;
imshow(i3g);
vpts3.plot('showScale', false);
hold off;
figure(1237); showMatchedFeatures(i1g,i2g,inlier2,inlier1);
title('Matched inlier points');
figure(300); hold on;
global gCamPos1T;
global gCamPosesT;
global gCamPosesR;
global gPoints;
%gCamPosesT(:,2) = [-97; 0; 0];
inlier1 = matched_pts1;
inlier2 = matched_pts2;
inlier3 = matched_pts3;
global matches1;
global matches2;
matches1 = inlier1;
matches2 = inlier2;
for i=1:inlier1.Count
p1 = [inlier1.Location(i,2); inlier1.Location(i, 1)];
p2 = [inlier2.Location(i,2); inlier2.Location(i, 1)];
p3 = [inlier3.Location(i,2); inlier3.Location(i, 1)];
point3d1 = cam2world(p1, calib_data.ocam_model);
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point3d2 = cam2world(p2, calib_data.ocam_model);
point3d3 = cam2world(p3, calib_data.ocam_model);
for index=length(gPoints)
pointI = gPoints(:,index);
for indexInner=length(pointI)
if(imgIndex1 ==
end
py = p1(2)-320;
px = p1(1)+240;
phi1 = atan2(point3d1(1),
point3d1(2))+pi/2%atan2(point3d1(1), point3d1(2))
py = p2(2)-320;
px = p2(1)+240;
phi2 = atan2(point3d2(1),
point3d2(2))+pi/2%atan2(point3d2(2), point3d2(2))
d = 100*sin(phi2)/sin(phi2 - phi1)
point3d1(1) = point3d1(1)*d;
point3d1(2) = point3d1(2)*d;
%point3d1(3) = sqrt(d*d - point3d1(2)*point3d1(2) point3d1(1)*point3d1(1));
i1 = imgIndex1;
i2 = imgIndex2;
i3 = imgIndex3;
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i1);
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R = gCamPosesR(:,:,i1);
point3d1 = R*point3d1;
if(showIntersections)
line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d1(1)*10000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d1(2)*10000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d1(3)*10000],
'Color', 'b');
end
A1=[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)];
A2=[pos(1)+point3d1(1)*10000
pos(2)+point3d1(2)*10000 pos(3)+point3d1(3)*10000];
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i2);
R = gCamPosesR(:,:,i2);
point3d2 = R*point3d2;
if(showIntersections)
line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d2(1)*10000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d2(2)*10000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d2(3)*10000],
'Color', 'r');
end
B1=[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)];
B2=[pos(1)+point3d2(1)*10000
pos(2)+point3d2(2)*10000 pos(3)+point3d2(3)*10000];
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i3);
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R = gCamPosesR(:,:,i3);
point3d3 = R*point3d3;
if(showIntersections)
line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d3(1)*10000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d3(2)*10000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d3(3)*10000],
'Color', 'g');
end
nA = dot(cross(B2-B1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
nB = dot(cross(A2-A1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
d = dot(cross(A2-A1,B2-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
A0 = A1 + (nA/d)*(A2-A1);
B0 = B1 + (nB/d)*(B2-B1);
if(sqrt(A0(1)*A0(1) + A0(2)*A0(2) + A0(3)*A0(3)) <
5000)
plot3(A0(1), A0(2), A0(3), 'g.');
end
end
p2 = [319; 38];
p2 = cam2world(p2, calib_data.ocam_model)
line([pos1(1); pos1(1) + p2(1)*10000], ...
[pos1(2); pos1(2) + p2(2)*10000], ...
[pos1(3); pos1(3) + p2(3)*10000], 'Color','r');
angle = atan2(p2(1), p2(2))*180/pi
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end
function [img] = maskInnerCircle(img)
cx = 480/2 + 20;
cy = 640/2 + 2;
cr = 137;
imageSize = size(img);
ci = [cx, cy, cr];

% center and radius of circle

([c_row, c_col, r])
[xx,yy] = ndgrid((1:imageSize(1))-ci(1),(1:imageSize(2))ci(2));
mask = double(uint8( (xx.^2 + yy.^2)<ci(3)^2) );
mask =

1 - mask;

img(:,:) = img(:,:).*mask;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ ] = showFeaturesDebug2( calib_data )
if isempty(calib_data.n_ima) || calib_data.calibrated==0,
fprintf(1,'\nNo calibration data available. You must first
calibrate your camera.\nClick on "Calibration" or "Find
center"\n\n');
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return;
end;
max = calib_data.n_ima;
good = 1;
%while(good)
prompt = 'index 1: ';
ii1 = input(prompt);
prompt = 'index 2: ';
ii2 = input(prompt);
prompt = 'index 3: ';
ii3 = input(prompt);
if(ii1 > max || ii2 > max || ii1 < 0 || ii2 < 0)
%break;
end
ind1 = calib_data.ima_proc(ii1);
ind2 = calib_data.ima_proc(ii2);
ind3 = calib_data.ima_proc(ii3);
i1 = calib_data.I{ind1};
i1 = i1(:,:)/255;
i2 = calib_data.I{ind2};
i2 = i2(:,:)/255;
i3 = calib_data.I{ind3};
i3 = i3(:,:)/255;
show_extrinsics(calib_data);
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matchPics2(i1, i2, i3, ind1, ind2, ind3, calib_data, 1);
%

w = 0;

%

while(w == 0)

%
%

w = waitforbuttonpress;
end

%end
end

end
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A2.

Human Behavior-based Target Tracking

The source codes are implemented in MATLAB (R2015a). The Target Tracking codes required
to use the CMKF source code which is implemented by [15]. Our proposed MAP-based target
tracking method utilizes the CMKF source code with our modifications and extensions. Some
mistakes are also fixed in the CMKF source codes. Our method requires O-D IR images or targets
trajectory input. The codes are given as follow:
clear all;
close all;
clc;
imagefiles = dir('C:\........);
nfiles = length(imagefiles);

% Number of files found

string_x = zeros(nfiles,1);
say = 0;
% v = VideoReader('C:\.......);
v = VideoReader('C:\.........);
while hasFrame(v)
video = readFrame(v);
%

imshow(video);

if (say>=85 && say<=560)
video_unwraped = imunwrap(video, [640/2; 480/2], 320,
120, 1, 1400);
%

imshow(video_unwraped);

points = detectSURFFeatures( video_unwraped);
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[features, valid_points] =
extractFeatures(video_unwraped, points);
imshow( video_unwraped); hold on;
strongestPoints = valid_points.selectStrongest(5);
strongestPoints.plot('showOrientation',true);

avrg=(strongestPoints.Location(1,1)+strongestPoints.Location(2,1
)+strongestPoints.Location(3,1)+strongestPoints.Location(4,1)+st
rongestPoints.Location(5,1))/5;
string_x(say-84,1)=round(avrg);
end
say = say + 1;
end
whos video
say=say
pozisyon=[input?????];
for i=1:nfiles
currentfilename=imagefiles(i).name;
I = imread(currentfilename);
Iunwraped1=imunwrap(I, [640/2; 480/2], 320, 120, 1, 1400);
%OD image to Panoramic
%

figure; imshow(Iunwraped1); hold on;

Ib=im2bw(I,0.7);

%RGB to

binary image
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Iunwraped=imunwrap(Ib, [640/2; 480/2], 320, 120, 1, 1400);
%OD image to Panoramic
%

Iunwrapedg=rgb2gray(Iunwraped);

%convert RGB to gray level%
%

imshow(Iunwraped1); hold on;

Iunwraped = imerode(Iunwraped,strel('disk',5));
% points = detectMSERFeatures(Iunwraped1, 'ThresholdDelta',
2);
% imshow(Iunwraped); hold on;
%

[features, valid_points] = extractFeatures(Iunwraped,

points);
%

strongestPoints = valid_points.selectStrongest(2);

%

strongestPoints.plot('showOrientation',true);

% % plot(points);
points = detectSURFFeatures(Iunwraped.*255);
[features, valid_points] = extractFeatures(Iunwraped,
points);
% figure; imshow(Iunwraped.*255); hold on;
strongestPoints = valid_points.selectStrongest(5);
strongestPoints.plot('showOrientation',true);

avrg=(strongestPoints.Location(1,1)+strongestPoints.Location(2,1
)+strongestPoints.Location(3,1)+strongestPoints.Location(4,1)+st
rongestPoints.Location(5,1))/5;
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string_x(i,1)=round(avrg);
end
%Sampling Constants
t_step = 0.067;
sample_step = 5;%round(1/t_step);
% %Reading in pre-measured data
input = xlsread('C:\..........');
% %input = xlsread('..\excel\noisyFast.xls', 'A1:C400');
%input=string_x;
t128=cputime;
duration = nfiles;
if duration > nfiles
duration = 400;
end
%Individual curves calculated each sampling step
strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 5);
%Non-duplicated curves from the strings variable
ind_strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 4);
%Estimated Path given by Linear Regression
x_est = zeros(1, duration);
%Independent time variable for a single sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(sample_step-1)*t_step;
%Time Matrix
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
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%Used for recording computation times
times = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 1);
count = 1;
count2 = 1;
CMF_angleError = zeros(1, duration);
for i=1:sample_step:duration
tic;
if(i+sample_step-1 < duration)

%Regression Model using

normal sampling step
x = input(i:i+sample_step-1, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
x_est(i:i+sample_step-1) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:i+sample_step1)' - x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum((x_est(i:i+sample_step-1)' x));
else

%Regression Model if the number of remaining

points is less than the sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(duration-i)*t_step;
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
x = input(i:duration, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
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x_est(i:duration) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:duration)' x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(x_est(i:duration)' - x);
end
p = 1/(2*B_mat(3));
k = -p*B_mat(2);
h = B_mat(1) - (k^2)/(2*p);
r = ((1 + (2*B_mat(3)*k + B_mat(2))^2)^(3/2)) /
(2*B_mat(3));
strings(count, :) = [B_mat' round(10*r)/10 avg_err];

for j=1:count2
if(ind_strings(j, 1:2) == strings(count, 2:3))
ind_strings(j, 4) = ind_strings(j, 4) + 1;
break;
elseif (j==count2)
ind_strings(count2, 1:2) = strings(count, 2:3);
count2 = count2+1;
end
end
times(i) = toc;
count = count + 1;
CMF_angleError(i:i+sample_step-1) = avg_err;
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end
CPUTime=cputime-t128;
disp('CPU time used: '); disp(CPUTime);
%calculate mean error
meanError = mean(CMF_angleError);
disp('Average/Mean Error: '); disp(meanError);
%calculate SD error
%sdError = sum(pow2(CMF_angleError-meanError))/duration;
sdError = (sum((CMF_angleError-meanError).^2))/duration;
disp('Standard Deviation of Error: '); disp(sdError);
%mean time
disp('Average/Mean Time: '); disp(mean(times));
k = 1:duration;
t2 = 0:t_step:(duration-1)*t_step;
x_total = input(:, 1);
%plot(k, x_total, 'dk', k, x_est, '-b');
plot(k, x_total,'k', k,x_est,'b-.',k,(x_total'x_est),'r:','LineWidth',2)
xlabel1 = xlabel('Time (Sec)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Data','CMF Prediction','Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%set(xlabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
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%set(ylabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(legend1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set( '-|-.|--|:');
figure;
[m,n]=size(CMF_angleError);
k=(1:n);
bar(k, CMF_angleError );
set(gca,'XLim',[1 length(k)]);
xlabel2 = xlabel('Time (Sec.)');
ylabel2 = ylabel('Position Error (Pixel)');
set(xlabel2, 'FontSize', 18);
set(ylabel2, 'FontSize', 18);
%------------------------------< Save file >---------------------------fid = fopen('curveMatchingError.mes','w');
j = 1:duration;
for i = j
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f
\n',x_total(i,1)',x_est(1,i),CMF_angleError(1,i),sdError);
end
fclose(fid);
%------------------------------< Time save >---------------------------time_spend=times';
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add=zeros(1,4);
time_spend=[time_spend,add];
figure;
plot(k(1,:),time_spend(1,:));
xlabel2 = xlabel('Estimation Number');
ylabel2 = ylabel('Computational Time (Sec.)');
fid = fopen('curveMatchingTimeSpend.mes','w');
j = 1:duration;
for i = j
fprintf(fid,'%f \n',time_spend(1,i));
end
fclose(fid);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% CKF and KF Combination for MAP (ZAMAN DENEMESI)
function [temp, estimation, sensor1, sensor2, MAPtime,
time_spend, times] = MAP_cmkf_packages(packs,packe)
%Attempting to use Linear Regression in order to best estimate
sections of
%a measured path.
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% clear all;
% close all;
% clc;
%Sampling Constants
t_step = 0.067;
sample_step = 5;%round(1/t_step);
%Reading in pre-measured data
input = xlsread('C:\....);
input = input(packs:packe,:);
t128=cputime;
duration = length(input);
% % % % % if duration > 400
% % % % %

duration = 400;

% % % % % end
%Individual curves calculated each sampling step
strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 5);
%Non-duplicated curves from the strings variable
ind_strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 4);
%Estimated Path given by Linear Regression
x_est = zeros(1, duration);
%Independent time variable for a single sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(sample_step-1)*t_step;
%Time Matrix
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
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%Used for recording computation times
times = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 1);
count = 1;
count2 = 1;
CMF_angleError = zeros(1, duration);
for i=1:sample_step:duration
tic;
if(i+sample_step-1 < duration)

%Regression Model using

normal sampling step
x = input(i:i+sample_step-1, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
x_est(i:i+sample_step-1) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:i+sample_step1)' - x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum((x_est(i:i+sample_step-1)' x));
else

%Regression Model if the number of remaining

points is less than the sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(duration-i)*t_step;
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
x = input(i:duration, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
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x_est(i:duration) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:duration)' x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(x_est(i:duration)' - x);
end
p = 1/(2*B_mat(3));
k = -p*B_mat(2);
h = B_mat(1) - (k^2)/(2*p);
r = ((1 + (2*B_mat(3)*k + B_mat(2))^2)^(3/2)) /
(2*B_mat(3));
strings(count, :) = [B_mat' round(10*r)/10 avg_err];

for j=1:count2
if(ind_strings(j, 1:2) == strings(count, 2:3))
ind_strings(j, 4) = ind_strings(j, 4) + 1;
break;
elseif (j==count2)
ind_strings(count2, 1:2) = strings(count, 2:3);
count2 = count2+1;
end
end
times(i) = toc;
count = count + 1;
CMF_angleError(i:i+sample_step-1) = avg_err;
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end
CPUTime=cputime-t128;
disp('CPU time used: '); disp(CPUTime);
%calculate mean error
meanError = mean(CMF_angleError);
disp('Average/Mean Error: '); disp(meanError);

%calculate SD error
%sdError = sum(pow2(CMF_angleError-meanError))/duration;
sdError = (sum((CMF_angleError-meanError).^2))/duration;
disp('Standard Deviation of Error: '); disp(sdError);
%mean time
disp('Average/Mean Time: '); disp(mean(times));
k = 1:duration;
t2 = 0:t_step:(duration-1)*t_step;
x_total = input(:, 1);
time_spend=times';
add=zeros(1,4);
time_spend=[time_spend,add];

%Kalman Filter
dt=1/15;
measnoise = 10; % position measurement noise (feet)
accelnoise = .2; % acceleration noise (feet/sec^2)
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a = [1 dt; 0 1]; % transition matrix
b = [dt^2/2; dt]; % input matrix
c = [1 0]; % measurement matrix
x = [0; 0]; % initial state vector
xhat = x; % initial state estimate
Sz = measnoise^2; % measurement error covariance
Sw = accelnoise^2

* [dt^4/4 dt^3/2; dt^3/2 dt^2]; % process

noise cov
P = Sw; % initial estimation covariance
temp = input;
t=cputime;
p=length(temp);
xls_row=1;
duration=dt*(p-1); %see .xls file then use one/two less than
total no of row.
% Initialize arrays for later plotting.
pos = zeros(1, p); % true position array
poshat = zeros(1, p); % estimated position array
posmeas = zeros(1, p); % measured position array
vel = zeros(1, p); % true velocity array
velhat = zeros(1, p); % estimated velocity array
times = zeros(1,p); %initialize time variable
image_width = 640;
f_eqi = 5*58;
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for i=1:p
tic;
if i < 3
u=0;
else
v1=(temp(i-1,1)- temp(i-2,1))/dt ;%here we are using
last 2 position for calculating instataneous accleration
v2=(temp(i,1)- temp(i-1,1))/dt;
u=(v2-v1)/dt;
end
% Simulate the linear system.
ProcessNoise = accelnoise * [(dt^2/2)*randn; dt*randn];
x = a * x + b * u + ProcessNoise;
% Simulate the noisy measurement
MeasNoise = measnoise * randn;
y = c * x + MeasNoise;
% Extrapolate the most recent state estimate to the present
time.
xhat = a * xhat + b * u;
% Form the Innovation vector.
Inn = y - c * xhat;
% Compute the covariance of the Innovation.
s = c * P * c' + Sz;
% Form the Kalman Gain matrix.
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K = a * P * c' * inv(s);
% Update the state estimate.
xhat = xhat + K * Inn;
% Compute the covariance of the estimation error.
P = a * P * a' - a * P * c' * inv(s) * c * P * a' + Sw;
pos(i) = x(1);
posmeas(i) = y;
poshat(i) = xhat(1);
vel(i) = x(2);
velhat(i) = xhat(2);
times(i) = toc;
end
CPUTime=cputime-t;
disp('CPU time used: '); disp(CPUTime);
k=1:p;
k2=1:p-1;
actual = temp(1:p, xls_row)';
KF_angleError = actual - poshat;
%calculate mean error
meanError = mean(KF_angleError);
disp('Average/Mean Error: '); disp(meanError);
%calculate SD error
sdError = sum((KF_angleError-meanError).^2)/p;
disp('Standard Deviation of Error: '); disp(sdError);
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%mean time
disp('Average/Mean Time: '); disp(mean(times));

%MAP Decision
temp = actual;
MAPtime = zeros(1,p);
toplam1 = 0;
toplam2 = 0;
p=length(temp);
k=1:p;
random1 = randi(10,p,1)-5;
random2 = randi(25,p,1)-5;
% sensor1=temp+random1;
% sensor2=temp+random2;
% average_sensors = (sensor1+sensor2)/2;
t=cputime;
sensor1 = x_est;
sensor2 = poshat;
average_sensors = (sensor1+sensor2)/2;
for i=1:p
error_average_sensors =

temp(i)-average_sensors(i);

tic;
varyans1 = (sum((sensor1(1:i)-temp(1:i)).^2))/i;
varyans2 = (sum((sensor2(1:i)-temp(1:i)).^2))/i;
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varyans_temp = (sum((temp(1:i)-mean(temp(1:i))).^2))/i;
if i==1
estimation(i) = (sensor1(i)/varyans1 +
sensor2(i)/varyans2 +
((sensor1(i)+sensor2(i))/2)/varyans_temp)/(1/varyans1 +
1/varyans2 + 1/varyans_temp);
else
estimation(i) = (sensor1(i)/varyans1 +
sensor2(i)/varyans2 + temp(i-1)/varyans_temp)/(1/varyans1 +
1/varyans2 + 1/varyans_temp);
end

if (varyans1 == 0 | varyans2 == 0 | varyans_temp ==0)
estimation(i) = average_sensors(i);
end
MAPtime(i) = toc;
estimation_error(i)=abs(temp(i)-estimation(i));
end
CPUTime=cputime-t;
avrg_time=CPUTime/p
meanMAPerror = mean(estimation_error(2:p))
mean(abs(temp(2:p)-average_sensors(2:p)))
for i=2:p
vel(i) = (actual(i) - actual(i-1)) /dt;
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velhat(i) = (estimation(i) - estimation(i-1) ) /dt;
velCMKF(i) = (x_est(i) - x_est(i-1) ) /dt;
end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% CKF and KF Combination for MAP
%Attempting to use Linear Regression in order to best estimate
sections of
%a measured path.
clear all;
close all;
% clc;
%Sampling Constants
t_step = 0.067;
sample_step = 5;%round(1/t_step);
%Reading in pre-measured data
% input = [INPUT??????];
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%long and short inputs
t128=cputime;
duration = length(input);
% % % % % if duration > 400
% % % % %

duration = 400;

% % % % % end
%Individual curves calculated each sampling step
strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 5);
%Non-duplicated curves from the strings variable
ind_strings = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 4);
%Estimated Path given by Linear Regression
x_est = zeros(1, duration);
%Independent time variable for a single sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(sample_step-1)*t_step;
%Time Matrix
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
%Used for recording computation times
times = zeros(ceil(duration/sample_step), 1);
count = 1;
count2 = 1;
CMF_angleError = zeros(1, duration);
for i=1:sample_step:duration
tic;
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if(i+sample_step-1 < duration)

%Regression Model using

normal sampling step
x = input(i:i+sample_step-1, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
x_est(i:i+sample_step-1) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:i+sample_step1)' - x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum((x_est(i:i+sample_step-1)' x));
else

%Regression Model if the number of remaining

points is less than the sampling step
t = 0:t_step:(duration-i)*t_step;
T_mat = [ones(size(t)); t; t.^2]';
x = input(i:duration, 1);
B_mat = inv(T_mat'*T_mat)*T_mat'*x;
B_mat = round(B_mat);
x_est(i:duration) = T_mat*B_mat;
%avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(abs(x_est(i:duration)' x));
avg_err = (1/length(t))*sum(x_est(i:duration)' - x);
end
p = 1/(2*B_mat(3));
k = -p*B_mat(2);
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h = B_mat(1) - (k^2)/(2*p);
r = ((1 + (2*B_mat(3)*k + B_mat(2))^2)^(3/2)) /
(2*B_mat(3));
strings(count, :) = [B_mat' round(10*r)/10 avg_err];
for j=1:count2
if(ind_strings(j, 1:2) == strings(count, 2:3))
ind_strings(j, 4) = ind_strings(j, 4) + 1;
break;
elseif (j==count2)
ind_strings(count2, 1:2) = strings(count, 2:3);
count2 = count2+1;
end
end
times(i) = toc;
count = count + 1;
CMF_angleError(i:i+sample_step-1) = avg_err;
end
CPUTime=cputime-t128;
disp('CPU time used: '); disp(CPUTime);
%calculate mean error
meanError = mean(CMF_angleError);
disp('Average/Mean Error: '); disp(meanError);
%calculate SD error
%sdError = sum(pow2(CMF_angleError-meanError))/duration;
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sdError = (sum((CMF_angleError-meanError).^2))/duration;
disp('Standard Deviation of Error: '); disp(sdError);
%mean time
disp('Average/Mean Time: '); disp(mean(times));
k = 1:duration;
t2 = 0:t_step:(duration-1)*t_step;
x_total = input(:, 1);
%plot(k, x_total, 'dk', k, x_est, '-b');
figure;
plot(k, x_total,'k', k,x_est,'b-.',k,(x_total'x_est),'r:','LineWidth',2)
xlabel1 = xlabel('Time (Sec)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Angle
(Degree)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Data','CMF Prediction','Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%set(xlabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(ylabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(legend1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set( '-|-.|--|:');
figure;
[m,n]=size(CMF_angleError);
k=(1:n);
bar(k, CMF_angleError );
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set(gca,'XLim',[1 length(k)]);
xlabel2 = xlabel('Time (Sec.)');
ylabel2 = ylabel('Angle Error (Degree)');
set(xlabel2, 'FontSize', 18);
set(ylabel2, 'FontSize', 18);
%------------------------------< Save file >---------------------------fid = fopen('curveMatchingError.mes','w');
j = 1:duration;
for i = j
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f %f
\n',x_total(i,1)',x_est(1,i),CMF_angleError(1,i),sdError);
end
fclose(fid);
%------------------------------< Time save >---------------------------time_spend=times';
add=zeros(1,4);
time_spend=[time_spend,add];
figure;
plot(k(1,:),time_spend(1,:));
fid = fopen('curveMatchingTimeSpend.mes','w');
j = 1:duration;
for i = j
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fprintf(fid,'%f \n',time_spend(1,i));
end
fclose(fid);

%Kalman Filter
dt=1/15;
measnoise = 10; % position measurement noise (feet)
accelnoise = .2; % acceleration noise (feet/sec^2)
a = [1 dt; 0 1]; % transition matrix
b = [dt^2/2; dt]; % input matrix
c = [1 0]; % measurement matrix
x = [0; 0]; % initial state vector
xhat = x; % initial state estimate
Sz = measnoise^2; % measurement error covariance
Sw = accelnoise^2

* [dt^4/4 dt^3/2; dt^3/2 dt^2]; % process

noise cov
P = Sw; % initial estimation covariance
%temp = xlsread('..\excel\motionMed.xls', 'A1:C400');
% temp = xlsread('C:\.....);
%temp = [INPUT?????]
temp = input;
t=cputime;
p=length(temp);
xls_row=1;
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duration=dt*(p-1); %see .xls file then use one/two less than
total no of row.
% Initialize arrays for later plotting.
pos = zeros(1, p); % true position array
poshat = zeros(1, p); % estimated position array
posmeas = zeros(1, p); % measured position array
vel = zeros(1, p); % true velocity array
velhat = zeros(1, p); % estimated velocity array
times = zeros(1,p); %initialize time variable
image_width = 640;
f_eqi = 5*58;
for i=1:p
tic;
if i < 3
u=0;
else
v1=(temp(i-1,1)- temp(i-2,1))/dt ;%here we are using
last 2 position for calculating instataneous accleration
v2=(temp(i,1)- temp(i-1,1))/dt;
u=(v2-v1)/dt;
end
% Simulate the linear system.
ProcessNoise = accelnoise * [(dt^2/2)*randn; dt*randn];
x = a * x + b * u + ProcessNoise;
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% Simulate the noisy measurement
MeasNoise = measnoise * randn;
y = c * x + MeasNoise;
% Extrapolate the most recent state estimate to the present
time.
xhat = a * xhat + b * u;
% Form the Innovation vector.
Inn = y - c * xhat;
% Compute the covariance of the Innovation.
s = c * P * c' + Sz;
% Form the Kalman Gain matrix.
K = a * P * c' * inv(s);
% Update the state estimate.
xhat = xhat + K * Inn;
% Compute the covariance of the estimation error.
P = a * P * a' - a * P * c' * inv(s) * c * P * a' + Sw;
pos(i) = x(1);
posmeas(i) = y;
poshat(i) = xhat(1);
vel(i) = x(2);
velhat(i) = xhat(2);
times(i) = toc;
end
CPUTime=cputime-t;
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disp('CPU time used: '); disp(CPUTime);
k=1:p;
k2=1:p-1;
actual = temp(1:p, xls_row)';
KF_angleError = actual - poshat;
%calculate mean error
meanError = mean(KF_angleError);
disp('Average/Mean Error: '); disp(meanError);
%calculate SD error
sdError = sum((KF_angleError-meanError).^2)/p;
disp('Standard Deviation of Error: '); disp(sdError);
%mean time
disp('Average/Mean Time: '); disp(mean(times));
figure;
plot(k, actual, 'k', k2, pos(2:p),'b', 'LineWidth',2)
xlabel1 = xlabel('Time (Sec.)');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Angle (Degree)');
legend1 = legend('Actual','Estimate');
set(xlabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
set(ylabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
set(legend1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
figure;
bar(k, KF_angleError );
set(gca,'XLim',[1 length(k)]);
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xlabel2 = xlabel('Time (Sec.)');
ylabel2 = ylabel('Angle Error (in Degree)');
set(xlabel2, 'FontSize', 14);
set(ylabel2, 'FontSize', 14);
%------------------------------< Save file >---------------------------fid = fopen('KFError.mes','w');
j = 1:p;
for i = j
fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f
\n',actual(1,i),pos(1,i),KF_angleError(1,i));
end
fclose(fid);
%------------------------------< Time save >---------------------------figure;
plot(k(1,:),times(1,:));
fid = fopen('KFTimeSpend.mes','w');
j = 1:p;
for i = j
fprintf(fid,'%f \n',times(1,i));
end
fclose(fid);
%MAP Decision
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temp = actual;
MAPtime = zeros(1,p);
toplam1 = 0;
toplam2 = 0;
%temp=[INPUT??????]
p=length(temp);
k=1:p;
% %
% % random1 = randi(10,p,1)-5;
% % random2 = randi(10,p,1)-5;
% % % avg1=mean(random1)
% % % avg2=mean(random2)
random1 = randi(10,p,1)-5;
random2 = randi(25,p,1)-5;
% sensor1=temp+random1;
% sensor2=temp+random2;
% average_sensors = (sensor1+sensor2)/2;
t=cputime;
sensor1 = x_est;
sensor2 = poshat;
average_sensors = (sensor1+sensor2)/2;
for i=1:p
toplam1=0;
toplam2=0;
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toplam3=0;
error_average_sensors =

temp(i)-average_sensors(i);

tic;
for j=1:i
stddev1=(sensor1(j)-temp(j))^2;
toplam1=toplam1 + stddev1;
end
varyans1=toplam1/i;
for j=1:i
stddev2=(sensor2(j)-temp(j))^2;
toplam2=toplam2 + stddev2;
end
varyans2=toplam2/i;
for j=1:i
stddev3=(temp(j)-mean(temp(1:i)))^2;
toplam3=toplam3 + stddev3;
end
varyans_temp=toplam3/i;
if i==1
estimation(i) = (sensor1(i)/varyans1 +
sensor2(i)/varyans2 +
((sensor1(i)+sensor2(i))/2)/varyans_temp)/(1/varyans1 +
1/varyans2 + 1/varyans_temp);
else
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estimation(i) = (sensor1(i)/varyans1 +
sensor2(i)/varyans2 + temp(i-1)/varyans_temp)/(1/varyans1 +
1/varyans2 + 1/varyans_temp);
end

if (varyans1 == 0 | varyans2 == 0 | varyans_temp ==0)
estimation(i) = average_sensors(i);
end
MAPtime(i) = toc;
estimation_error(i)=abs(temp(i)-estimation(i));
end
CPUTime=cputime-t;
avrg_time=CPUTime/p
meanMAPerror = mean(estimation_error(2:p))
mean(abs(temp(2:p)-average_sensors(2:p)))
for i=2:p
vel(i) = (actual(i) - actual(i-1)) /dt;
velhat(i) = (estimation(i) - estimation(i-1) ) /dt;
velCMKF(i) = (x_est(i) - x_est(i-1) ) /dt;
end
figure;
plot(k,temp,'r',k,sensor1,'g',k,sensor2,'b');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
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ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','Sensor 1','Sensor 2');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,temp,'r',k,average_sensors,'k',k,estimation,'g',k,estimat
ion_error,'b');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','Average of Sensors','MAP Position
Prediction','MAP Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,estimation_error,'b',k,abs(temp-average_sensors),'r');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('MAP Prediction Error','Average of Sensors Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%%MAP and CMKF CM weight Prediction
hata=abs(average_sensors-estimation);
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figure;
plot(k,temp,'r',k,average_sensors,'k',k,estimation,'g',k,hata,'b
');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','Average of Sensors','MAP Position
Prediction','MAP Prediction Refinement');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');

hata=abs(average_sensors-estimation);
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,estimation,'b',k,hata,'r:');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','MAP Prediction','MAP Prediction
Refinement');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,sensor1,'g',k,sensor2,'g:');
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xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','Simulated Robot 1','Simulated
Robot 2');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,estimation_error,'r',k,abs(tempaverage_sensors),'r:');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','MAP Prediction Error','Average of
Sensors Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
fark=estimation_error-(temp-average_sensors);
figure;
plot(k,fark,'r');

%%%%%% ALL PLOTS
figure;
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plot(k,temp,'k',k,estimation_error,'r',k,abs(tempaverage_sensors),'r:');

xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','MAP Prediction Error','Average of
Sensors Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,estimation,'r',k,sensor1,'b');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','MAP Prediction','CMKF
Prediction');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,sensor2,'b',k,sensor1,'g');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
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ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','CMKF Prediction','KF Prediction');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,estimation_error,'r:',k,abs(tempsensor1),'b:',k,abs(temp-sensor2),'g:');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('MAP Prediction Error','CMKF Prediction Error','KF
Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,abs(temp-sensor1),'b:',k,abs(temp-sensor2),'g:');
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('CMKF Prediction Error','KF Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,estimation_error,'r:',k,abs(temp-sensor1),'b:');
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xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Position
(Pixel)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('MAP Prediction Error','CMKF Prediction Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
% velocity and velocity estimation
figure;
plot(k, vel, 'k', k, velhat,'r--',k,(vel-velhat(1:p)),'b-','LineWidth',2)
xlabel1 = xlabel('Time (Sec)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Velocity
(Pixel/time)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Velocity','MAP Prediction Velocity','Velocity
Error');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%set(xlabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(ylabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(legend1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set( '-|-.|--|:');
% velocity and velocity estimation MAP CMKF
figure;
plot(k, vel, 'k', k, velhat,'r--',k,velCMKF,'b--','LineWidth',2)
xlabel1 = xlabel('Time (Sec)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
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ylabel1 = ylabel('Angular Velocity
?/t(Pixel/time)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Velocity','MAP Prediction Velocity','CMKF
Prediction Velocity');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
%set(xlabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(ylabel1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set(legend1, 'FontSize', 18,'FontWeight', 'b');
%set( '-|-.|--|:');
% MAP CMKF ANgular prediction
figure;
plot(k,temp,'k',k,estimation,'r',k,sensor1,'b','LineWidth',2);
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('O-D Angular Position
?_t','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
h = legend('Actual Position','MAP Prediction','CMKF
Prediction');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
figure;
plot(k,MAPtime,'k',k,time_spend,'r',k,times,'b','LineWidth',2);
xlabel1 = xlabel('Frame
Number','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
ylabel1 = ylabel('Time (Sec)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
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h = legend('MAP Time','CMKF Time','KF Time');
set(h,'Interpreter','none','FontSize',14,'FontName','Arial');
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A3.

Thermal Multisensor Fusion and Gesture Command Analysis for 3D

Reconstruction and Tracking
The source codes are implemented in MATLAB (R2015a). The sensor Fusion of O-D IR and
Stereo IR calculated the distance of the moving target. The command analysis is applied to to the
detected target region to receive three main commands from the target. The first command was
“raising left hand” which rotates the third robot to target’s left to detect the surrundings of the main
target on its left side. The second command does the same work for the right side of the target. We
implemented the spreading arm command to send the robot its starting position as part of “return
home” function. The codes are given as follow:
%This program takes in image, filters it, detects target
regions,
%analyzes orientation of target's body, determine given
commands,
%determine target's path, calculate distance using additional
function,
%and call motion function to rotate mono camera robot based on
command

arrobot_disconnect;

close all;
clear;
clc;
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imaqreset;

%reset image aquisition for real time

aria_init

% initalize aria library

arrobot_connect

%%%%% Camera Initialization %%%%%
leftcam = videoinput('winvideo', 1, 'YUY2_640x480'); %%video
objects for left and right camera
srcLeft = getselectedsource(leftcam);
leftcam.FramesPerTrigger = 1;
leftcam.ReturnedColorSpace = 'grayscale';

rightcam = videoinput('winvideo', 2, 'YUY2_640x480');
srcRight = getselectedsource(rightcam);
rightcam.FramesPerTrigger = 1;
rightcam.ReturnedColorSpace = 'grayscale';

Omnicam = videoinput('winvideo', 3, 'YUY2_640x480');
srcOmni = getselectedsource(Omnicam);
Omnicam.FramesPerTrigger = 1;
Omnicam.ReturnedColorSpace = 'grayscale';

% monocam = videoinput('winvideo', 4, 'YUY2_640x480');
% srcMono = getselectedsource(monocam);
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% monocam.FramesPerTrigger = 1;
% monocam.ReturnedColorSpace = 'grayscale';

%%% Preview Windows and source start %%%
preview(leftcam);
preview(rightcam);
preview(Omnicam);
% preview(monocam):
start(leftcam);
start(rightcam);
start(Omnicam);
% start(monocam);

% for z = 1:19

% %%%%% Reading image %%%%%
% left = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\Left_room2.jpg'));
% right = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\Right_room2.jpg'));
% omni = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\OD_room2.jpg'));
% mono = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky Robot\6.23
Images\IR3_6.23_3people_walk28.jpg'));
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% left = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\Left_room',num2str(z),'.jpg'));
% right = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\Right_room',num2str(z),'.jpg'));
% omni = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky
Robot\Measured Pics\OD_room',num2str(z),'.jpg'));

%%% Initialize Values %%%
targetcenterL = [0 0];
targetcenterR = [0 0];
targetcenterO = [0 0];
centermassL = [0 0];
centermassR = [0 0];
centermassO = [0 0];
oldcomL = 4;
oldcomR = 4;
oldcomO = 4;

%initialize to default no command

No_Command = 0;
Left_Command = 1;
Right_Command = 2;
Spread_Command = 3; %Enumeration of commands

%%% Robot Initialization Values %%%
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TargetNumber = 1;
XRobotstart = -2438;
YRobotstart = 3050;

while 1

%While loop for realtime

left = getsnapshot(leftcam);
right = getsnapshot(rightcam);
% mono = getsnapshot(monocam);
omni = getsnapshot(Omnicam);

%Snapshot aquisition for

realtime

Oxstart = 200;
Oxstop = 350;
Oystart = 1;
Oystop = 125;
omni2 = omni(Oystart:Oystop,Oxstart:Oxstop);

%Region of

interest of Omni image to reduce noise in target detection

omniunwrap = imunwrap(omni, [640/2; 480/2], 320, 120, 1, 1400);
%Panoramic spread of omnidirectional image

%%%%% Image Binarization %%%%%
BWL = im2bw(left,0.515);
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BWR = im2bw(right,0.515);
% BWM = im2bw(mono,0.45);
BWO = im2bw(omni2,0.525);
BWO3 = im2bw(omni,0.525);

% figure; imshow(BWL);
% figure; imshow(BWR);
% figure; imshow(BWM);
% figure; imshow(BWO);

%%%%% Image Dilation %%%%%
se90 = strel('line',4,90);
se0 = strel('line',4,0);

%Structuring elements

BWL = imdilate(BWL,[se90 se0]);
BWR = imdilate(BWR,[se90 se0]);
% BWM = imdilate(BWM,[se90 se0]);
BWO = imdilate(BWO,[se90 se0]);
% figure; imshow(BWL);
% figure; imshow(BWR);
% figure; imshow(BWM);
% figure; imshow(BWO);

%%%%% Image Noise Clearing %%%%%
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humthresh = 7000;

%Pixel area estimate of human in stereo

vision cameras
loweromnithresh = 600;

%Pixel area estimate of human in

omnidirectional, panoramic image
upperomnithresh = 4000;
BWL2 = bwareaopen(BWL,humthresh);
BWR2 = bwareaopen(BWR,humthresh);

%remove objects with

pixel area smaller than humans
% BWM2 = bwareaopen(BWM,humthresh);
BWO2 =
xor(bwareaopen(BWO,loweromnithresh),bwareaopen(BWO,upperomnithre
sh));

%%% Labeled, Cleared Binary Images %%%
[BWLlab, numlabsL] = bwlabel(BWL2);
[BWRlab, numlabsR] = bwlabel(BWR2);
% [BWMlab, numlabsM] = bwlabel(BWM2);
[BWOlab, numlabsO] = bwlabel(BWO2);

%%%%% Determining Connected Components %%%%%
CCL = bwconncomp(BWL2);
CCR = bwconncomp(BWR2);

%Gives CCX struct with connectivity, #

of objects, and matrix of pixels per object
% CCM = bwconncomp(BWM2);
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CCO = bwconncomp(BWO2);
numPixelsL= cellfun(@numel,CCL.PixelIdxList);
numPixelsR = cellfun(@numel,CCR.PixelIdxList);

%Returns

number of pixels per object
% numPixelsM = cellfun(@numel,CCM.PixelIdxList);
numPixelsO = cellfun(@numel,CCO.PixelIdxList);
% [biggestL,idxL] = max(numPixelsL);
% [biggestR,idxR] = max(numPixelsR);
% [biggestM,idxM] = max(numPixelsM);
% [biggestO,idxO] = max(numPixelsO);

%biggest is largets # of

pixels, idx is column number housing largest area
% figure; imshow(BWL2);
% figure; imshow(BWR2);
% figure; imshow(BWM2);
% figure; imshow(BWO2);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% Target Detection %%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% LEFT %%%
counterL = 0;
for l = 1:numlabsL
if numPixelsL(l) >= humthresh
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%%%%% find first & last vertical and horizontal labels
in binary image %%%%%
verticalL = any(BWLlab == l,2);
horizontalL = any(BWLlab == l,1);
row1L = find(verticalL,l,'first');

%Finds top row

pixel of 1 in image
row2L = find(verticalL,l, 'last');

%Finds

lowest/bottom row pixel of 1 in image
column1L = find(horizontalL,l,'first');

%Finds first

horizontal pixel (first side of target)
column2L = find(horizontalL,l,'last');

%Finds last

horizontal pixel (last side of target)
counterL = counterL + 1;
wL(counterL,:) = max(column2L) - min(column1L);
hL(counterL,:) = max(row2L) - min(row1L);
Lrectpos = [min(column1L) min(row1L) wL(counterL,:)
hL(counterL,:)];

%%%%% Determine rectangle around complete target %%%%%
centerLx = min(column1L)+0.5*wL(counterL,:);
centerLy = min(row1L)+0.5*hL(counterL,:);

%Middle of

retangle calculation
centerL = [centerLx,centerLy];
target region
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%Center of total

targetcenterL(counterL,1) = centerLx;
targetcenterL(counterL,2) = centerLy;
LrectposTarget(counterL,:) = Lrectpos;
whL(counterL,:) = wL(counterL,:)/hL(counterL,:);

%%%%% Generate figures of target regions & tag centers
%%%%%
Ltarget = BWL2(row1L:row2L,column1L:column2L);
[Ly, Lx] = size(Ltarget);
sL = regionprops(Ltarget,'centroid','Area');
%Center of mass calculation
centroidL = cat(1,sL.Centroid);

%Center of

mass variable
targetAreaL(counterL,:) = sL.Area;
%

figure('Name','Left target region'); imshow(Ltarget);

hold on;
%

plot(Lx/2,Ly/2,'*r','MarkerSize',10);

%
plot(centroidL(:,1),centroidL(:,2),'*g','MarkerSize',10);
%

lineL = plot([Lx/2 centroidL(:,1)],[Ly/2

centroidL(:,2)],'-k','LineWidth',3);
%

lineheightL = lineL.YData(1)-lineL.YData(2);

%Height difference of line
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%

linelengthL = lineL.XData(1)-lineL.XData(2);

%Difference in x components of line

%%%%% Target Orientation %%%%%
%%% Sum of Pixels for command detection & target region
separation %%%
SLver = sum(Ltarget,1);

% sum of left columns

SLhor = sum(Ltarget,2);

% sum of left rows

[Maxima,MaxIdx] =
findpeaks(SLver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',40);
[Minima,MinIdx] = findpeaks(SLver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',40);
%

figure('Name','Left horizontal spectrum2');

plot(SLver); hold on;
%

plot(MinIdx,-Minima,'ro');
[MaximaHor,MaxIdxHor] =

findpeaks(SLhor,'NPeaks',10,'MinPeakDistance',40);
[MinimaHor,MinIdxHor] = findpeaks(SLhor,'NPeaks',10,'MinPeakDistance',40);
%

figure('Name','Left vertical spectrum2'); plot(SLhor);

hold on;
%

plot(MinIdxHor,-MinimaHor,'ro');

%%% Target region sectioning %%%
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sect = floor(size(SLver,2)/3);

sect1 = sum(SLver(1:sect));
sect2 = sum(SLver(sect+1:2*sect));
sect3 = sum(SLver(2*sect+1:end));

%%% Direction Command Orientation %%%
%if target section lengths are long enough to classify
as a gesture, enter if statement
if sect2 > sect1 && sect3 > sect1

&& sect3/2 > sect1

comL = Left_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect3 && sect1 > sect3
sect3

&& sect1/2 >

%if positive, set to red, move right
comL = Right_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect1 && sect2 > sect3 && sect2/2 > sect1

&& sect2/2 > sect3
comL = Spread_Command;
else
comL = No_Command;

%Command status(left, right,

or none)
end
end
end
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sL2 = regionprops(BWL2,'Centroid');
centermassL = cat(1,sL2.Centroid);

%%% RIGHT %%%
counterR = 0;
for r = 1:numlabsR
if numPixelsR(r) >= humthresh
%%%%% find first & last vertical and horizontal labels
in binary image %%%%%
verticalR = any(BWRlab == r,2);
horizontalR = any(BWRlab == r,1);
row1R = find(verticalR,r,'first');

%Finds top row

pixel of 1 in image
row2R = find(verticalR,r, 'last');

%Finds

lowest/bottom row pixel of 1 in image
column1R = find(horizontalR,r,'first');

%Finds first

horizontal pixel (first side of target)
column2R = find(horizontalR,r,'last');

%Finds last

horizontal pixel (last side of target)
counterR = counterR + 1;
wR(counterR,:) = max(column2R) - min(column1R);
hR(counterR,:) = max(row2R) - min(row1R);
Rrectpos = [min(column1R) min(row1R) wR(counterR,:)
hR(counterR,:)];
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%%%%% Draw rectangle around complete target %%%%%
centerRx = min(column1R)+0.5*wR(counterR,:);
centerRy = min(row1R)+0.5*hR(counterR,:);

%Middle of

retangle calculation
centerR = [centerRx,centerRy];

%Center of total

target region
targetcenterR(counterR,1) = centerRx;
targetcenterR(counterR,2) = centerRy;
RrectposTarget(counterR,:) = Rrectpos;
whR(counterR,:) = wR(counterR,:)/hR(counterR,:);

%%%%% Generate figures of target regions & tag centers
%%%%%
Rtarget = BWR2(row1R:row2R,column1R:column2R);
[Ry, Rx] = size(Rtarget);
sR = regionprops(Rtarget,'centroid','Area');
%Center of mass calculation
centroidR = cat(1,sR.Centroid);

%Center of

mass variable
targetAreaR(counterR,:) = sR.Area;
%

figure('Name','Right target region'); imshow(Rtarget);

hold on;
%

plot(Rx/2,Ry/2,'*r','MarkerSize',10);
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%
plot(centroidR(:,1),centroidR(:,2),'*g','MarkerSize',10);
%

lineR = plot([Rx/2 centroidR(:,1)],[Ry/2

centroidR(:,2)],'-k','LineWidth',3);
%

lineheightR = lineR.YData(1)-lineR.YData(2);

%Height difference of line
%

linelengthR = lineR.XData(1)-lineR.XData(2);

%Difference in x components of line

%%%%% Target Orientation %%%%%
%%% Sum of Pixels for command detection & target region
separation %%%
SRver = sum(Rtarget,1);

% sum of left columns

SRhor = sum(Rtarget,2);

% sum of left rows

[Maxima,MaxIdx] =
findpeaks(SRver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',40);
[Minima,MinIdx] = findpeaks(SRver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',40);
%

figure('Name','Right horizontal spectrum2');

plot(SRver); hold on;
%

plot(MinIdx,-Minima,'ro');
[MaximaHor,MaxIdxHor] =

findpeaks(SRhor,'NPeaks',10,'MinPeakDistance',40);
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[MinimaHor,MinIdxHor] = findpeaks(SRhor,'NPeaks',10,'MinPeakDistance',40);
%

figure('Name','Right vertical spectrum2');

plot(SRhor); hold on;
%

plot(MinIdxHor,-MinimaHor,'ro');

%%% Target region sectioning %%%
sect = floor(size(SRver,2)/3);

sect1 = sum(SRver(1:sect));
sect2 = sum(SRver(sect+1:2*sect));
sect3 = sum(SRver(2*sect+1:end));

%%% Direction Command Orientation %%%
%if target section lengths are long enough to classify
as a gesture, enter if statement
if sect2 > sect1 && sect3 > sect1

&& sect3/2 > sect1

comR = Left_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect3 && sect1 > sect3
sect3

&& sect1/2 >

%if positive, set to red, move right
comR = Right_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect1 && sect2 > sect3 && sect2/2 > sect1

&& sect2/2 > sect3
comR = Spread_Command;
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else
comR = No_Command;

%Command status(left, right,

or none)
end
end
end

sR2 = regionprops(BWR2,'Centroid');
centermassR = cat(1,sR2.Centroid);

%center of mass point

%%% OMNI %%%
counterO = 0;
for i = 1:numlabsO

%Cycle through however many labeled

areas there are
if numPixelsO(i) >= loweromnithresh %&& numPixelsO(i) <
upperomnithresh %If the size of certain labeled area is greater
than the set human threshold, process image
%Find dimenstions of labeled object for object
determination
verticalO = any(BWOlab == i,2);
horizontalO = any(BWOlab == i,1);
row1O = find(verticalO,i,'first');
pixel of 1 in image
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%Finds top row

row2O = find(verticalO,i, 'last');

%Finds

lowest/bottom row pixel of 1 in image
column1O = find(horizontalO,i,'first');

%Finds first

horizontal pixel (first side of target)
column2O = find(horizontalO,i,'last');

%Finds last

horizontal pixel (last side of target)
counterO = counterO + 1;

%number of targets counter

wO(counterO,:) = max(column2O) - min(column1O);
hO(counterO,:) = max(row2O) - min(row1O);
whO(counterO,:) = wO(counterO,:)/hO(counterO,:);
%width to height ratio of large enough pixel area to be compared
to left and right images'
Orectpos = [min(column1O)+Oxstart min(row1O)+Oystart
wO(counterO,:) hO(counterO,:)];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Object differentiation for human
detection %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

The contents of each image should match each other,

despite the
%

size of the frame. Comparing the contents of each

image more and
%

more specifically should filter the images until

it's confirmed
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%

that the detected object is the previously captured

human.

%If the ratio of w/h is similar to left and right photo
ratios, draw rectangle( = same target detected)
%

if whO(counterO,:) >= 0.15 && whO(counterO,:) <= 0.75
centerOx = min(column1O)+0.5*wO(counterO,:);
centerOy = min(row1O)+0.5*hO(counterO,:); %Middle of

retangle calculation
targetcenterO(counterO,1) = centerOx+Oxstart;
targetcenterO(counterO,2) = centerOy+Oystart;
OrectposTarget(counterO,:) = Orectpos;

%%% Target area differentiation %%%
Otarget = BWO2(row1O:row2O,column1O:column2O);
[Oy, Ox] = size(Otarget);
sO = regionprops(Otarget,'Centroid','Area');
centroidO = cat(1,sO.Centroid);
targetArea(counterO,:) = sO.Area;

%Area of target

region
%

figure('Name','Omnidirectional target region');

imshow(Otarget); hold on;
%

plot(Ox/2,Oy/2,'*r','MarkerSize',10);

%center of entire target region
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%
plot(centroidO(:,1),centroidO(:,2),'*g','MarkerSize',10);
%Center of mass
%

lineO = plot([Ox/2 centroidO(1,1)],[Oy/2

centroidO(1,2)],'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
%

lineheightO = lineO.YData(1)-lineO.YData(2);

%Height difference of line
%

linelengthO = lineO.XData(1)-lineO.XData(2);

%Difference in x components of line

%%%%% Target Orientation %%%%%
%%% Sum of Pixels for command detection & target
region separation %%%
SOver = sum(Otarget,1);

% sum of left columns

SOhor = sum(Otarget,2);

% sum of left rows

[Maxima,MaxIdx] =
findpeaks(SOver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',10);
[Minima,MinIdx] = findpeaks(SOver,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',10);
%

figure('Name','Omni horizontal spectrum2');

plot(SOver); hold on;
%

plot(MinIdx,-Minima,'ro');
[MaximaHor,MaxIdxHor] =

findpeaks(SOhor,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',10);
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[MinimaHor,MinIdxHor] = findpeaks(SOhor,'NPeaks',5,'MinPeakDistance',10);
%

figure('Name','Omni vertical spectrum2');

plot(SOhor); hold on;
%

plot(MinIdxHor,-MinimaHor,'ro');

%%% Target region sectioning %%%
sect = floor(size(SOver,2)/3);

sect1 = sum(SOver(1:sect));
sect2 = sum(SOver(sect+1:2*sect));
sect3 = sum(SOver(2*sect+1:end));

%%% Direction Command Orientation %%%
%if target section lengths are long enough to
classify as a gesture, enter if statement
if sect2 > sect1 && sect3 > sect1

&& sect3/2 >

sect1
comO = Left_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect3 && sect1 > sect3
sect3

&& sect1/2 >

%if positive, set to red, move right
comO = Right_Command;
elseif sect2 > sect1 && sect2 > sect3 && sect2/2 >

sect1 && sect2/2 > sect3
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comO = Spread_Command;
else
comO = No_Command;

%Command status(left,

right, or none)
end
%

end
end

end

if counterO >= 1
sO2 = regionprops(BWO2,'Centroid');
centroidO = cat(1,sO2.Centroid); %creates matrix of center
of masses
centermassO =
[centroidO(1,1)+Oxstart,centroidO(1,2)+Oystart];
end

%%%%% Determine Target Location %%%%%
if counterL >= 1 && counterR >= 1 && counterO >= 1
[targetX,targetY] =
FindTargetLocation(left,right,omni,BWL,BWR,BWO,targetcenterL,...

targetcenterR,targetcenterO,centermassL,centermassR,centermassO,
counterL,counterR,counterO);
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targetlocation = [targetX, targetY]
else

%Print target location

%if cameras don't detect target, pass through old

values
oldtargetcenterL = targetcenterL;
oldtargetcenterR = targetcenterR;
oldtargetcenterO = targetcenterO;
oldcentermassL = centermassL;
oldcentermassR = centermassR;
oldcentermassO = centermassO;

[targetX,targetY] =
FindTargetLocation(left,right,omni,BWL,BWR,BWO,oldtargetcenterL,
...

oldtargetcenterR,oldtargetcenterO,oldcentermassL,oldcentermassR,
oldcentermassO,counterL,counterR,counterO);

targetlocation = [targetX, targetY]

%Print target location

end

%%%%% Robot Gesture Control %%%%%
% Send gesture command to robot to move or track target
if targetlocation == 0

%if no target is detected
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elseif comL == Left_Command && comR == Left_Command && comO ==
Left_Command ...
&& oldcomL ~= Left_Command && oldcomR ~= Left_Command &&
oldcomO ~= Left_Command
arrobot_setdeltaheading(45.00);
oldcomL = comL;
oldcomR = comR;
oldcomO = comO;
elseif comL == Right_Command && comR == Right_Command && comO ==
Right_Command ...
&& oldcomL ~= Right_Command && oldcomR ~= Right_Command
&& oldcomO ~= Right_Command

arrobot_setdeltaheading(-45.00);
oldcomL = comL;
oldcomR = comR;
oldcomO = comO;
elseif comL == Spread_Command && comR == Spread_Command && comO
== Spread_Command ...
&& oldcomL ~= Spread_Command && oldcomR ~=
Spread_Command && oldcomO ~= Spread_Command
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[XRobotEnd,YRobotEnd,ThetaRobotEnd] =
moveRobotFocusOnTarget2([XRobotstart
YRobotstart],TargetNumber,XRobotstart,YRobotstart);
oldcomL = comL;
oldcomR = comR;
oldcomO = comO;
break;

% GO HOME!!!

elseif comL ~= No_Command && comR ~= No_Command && comO ~=
No_Command && ...
comL == oldcomL && comR == oldcomR && comO == oldcomO

else

%No command detected, track target

[XRobotEnd,YRobotEnd,ThetaRobotEnd] =
moveRobotFocusOnTarget2(targetlocation,TargetNumber,XRobotstart,
YRobotstart);
oldcomL = comL;
oldcomR = comR;
oldcomO = comO;
end

end

%End of while loop for realtime
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ targetX, targetY ] =
FindTargetLocation(left,right,Omni,BWL,BWR,BWO,targetcenterL,tar
getcenterR,targetcenterO,centermassL,centermassR,centermassO,cou
nterL,counterR,counterO)
% Heterogeneous Robot Position Draw with 2 targets

A0average = 0;
A0total = 0;
A0number = 0;
B0total = 0;

ActPos = [487.68, 182.88; 457.2, 182.88; 426.72, 182.88; 396.24,
182.88; 365.76, 182.88; 335.28, 182.88; 304.8, 182.88; 274.32,
182.88; 243.84, 182.88; 213.36, 182.88; 182.88, 182.88;
487.68, 152.4; 457.2, 152.4; 426.72, 152.4; 396.24, 152.4;
365.76, 152.4; 335.28, 152.4; 304.8, 152.4; 274.32, 152.4;
243.84, 152.4; 213.36, 152.4; 182.88, 152.4;
487.68, 121.92; 457.2, 121.92; 426.72, 121.92; 396.24,
121.92; 365.76, 121.92; 335.28, 121.92; 304.8, 121.92; 274.32,
121.92; 243.84, 121.92; 213.36, 121.92; 182.88, 121.92;
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487.68, 91.44; 457.2, 91.44; 426.72, 91.44; 396.24, 91.44;
365.76, 91.44; 335.28, 91.44; 304.8, 91.44; 274.32, 91.44;
243.84, 91.44; 213.36, 91.44; 182.88, 91.44;
487.68, 60.96; 457.2, 60.96; 426.72, 60.96; 396.24, 60.96;
365.76, 60.96; 335.28, 60.96; 304.8, 60.96; 274.32, 60.96;
243.84, 60.96; 213.36, 60.96; 182.88, 60.96];
ActPos(:,3) = 100;

OD_TargPos =
[25,244;28,226;30,220;31,213;33,214;35,195;40,187;50,184;55,167;
67,158;86,154;57,178;38,193;44,203;30,216;27,226;24,233;24,241;3
2,243;20,252;

22,257;20,261;16,270;20,256;30,267;22,246;24,240;26,234;27,226;3
0,219;32,208;43,197;55,186;32,231;32,241;25,255;27,260;30,273;27
,272;

22,281;23,280;24,281;26,283;21,287;18,300;13,282;18,283;19,280;2
0,282;23,271;28,263;25,259;26,250;30,242;34,230];

% left = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky Robot\6.23
Images\IR2_6.23_3people_walk28.jpg'));
% right = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky Robot\6.23
Images\IR1_6.23_3people_walk28.jpg'));
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% Omni = imread(strcat('C:\Users\hfh\Desktop\Ricky Robot\6.23
Images\OD_6.23_3people_walk28.jpg'));

leftg = left;
rightg = right;
Omnig = Omni;
% Omni2g = Omni2;
%
% Oxstart = 200;
% Oxstop = 350;
% Oystart = 1;
% Oystop = 125;
% omni2 = Omni(Oystart:Oystop,Oxstart:Oxstop);

%Region of

interest of Omni image to reduce noise in target detection

hhh = figure(300);
hold off;

length = 250;

% myaxes = axes('xlim',[-10 1000], 'ylim',[0 50],'zlim', [-5
5]);

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% From Fedex Code

set(hhh,'MenuBar','figure');
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set(hhh,'Name','Robot Position','NumberTitle','off');
view(3);
set(gca,'Visible','On','Box','On','XGrid', 'on','YGrid',
'on','ZGrid', 'On','Projection','perspective');

axis_uzunluk = 500;
BASE = ([0 0+axis_uzunluk 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0+axis_uzunluk 0 0; 0 0
0 0 0 0+axis_uzunluk]);
plot3(BASE(1,:),BASE(2,:),BASE(3,:),'b-','linewidth',2);
x = 0;
y = 0;
% z = 400;
z = 400+838.2;

%Omidirectional Camera height plus 33" on

top of cart
xstart = x-80;
xend = x+80;
ystart = y-80;
yend = y+80;

[XM,YM]=meshgrid(xstart:1:xend, ystart:1:yend);
hold on; surfl(XM,YM,5/200*((XM-x).^2+(YM-y).^2) + z);
shading interp
colormap(gray);
grid;
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ddX = 10;

% text(x+length+8,y,z,'X_c');
% text(x,y+length+8,z,'Y_c');
% text(x,y,z+length+8,'Z_c');
% text(-ddX,-ddX,ddX,'O_c');

text(x+axis_uzunluk+8,y,z-400,'X_c');

%for extra

coordinates labels for now
text(x,y+axis_uzunluk+8,z-400,'Y_c');
text(x,y,z+axis_uzunluk+8-400,'Z_c');
% text(-ddX,-ddX,ddX,'O_c');

% xc = 2.559971942400000e+02;
% yc = 3.158606643200000e+02;

% origin = [1,1,1];
% origin = [BASE(:,1),BASE(:,3),BASE(:,5)];
X = 250;
Y = 250;
Z = 250;
origin = [-X/2, -Y/2, -Z/2];

% O-D Robot position
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ODcolor = 'r';
cube_plot(origin,X,Y,Z,ODcolor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% CubePlot(origin,X,Y,Z,color);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

Stereocolor = 'b';
originStereo = [-1220-X/2, -Y/2, -Z/2];

% Stereo

Robot position
cube_plot(originStereo,X,Y,Z,Stereocolor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% Stereo cam stand position
cube_plot([-1170-X/2,0,-Z/2],150,60,700,'k');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

xcam = 60;

%Stereo Camera dimensions

xcam ,ycam ,zcam
ycam = 180;
zcam = 60;

% leftCenter = 977+220-2440;

% 120 mm

distance betweenstereo left-right camera (camera centers are
22.5, half of 45 width)
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% rightCenter = 1067+220-2440;

leftCenter = -1280;
rightCenter = -1160;

originLeft = [leftCenter-xcam/2,-ycam/2,610-zcam/2];
% Stereo left cam position
cube_plot(originLeft,xcam,ycam,zcam,'r');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
originRight = [rightCenter-xcam/2,-ycam/2,610-zcam/2];
% Stereo left cam position
cube_plot(originRight,xcam,ycam,zcam,'c');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% originLeft = [955-xcam/2+220-2440,-ycam/2,610-zcam/2];
% Stereo left cam position
% cube_plot(originLeft,xcam,ycam,zcam,'r');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% originRight = [1045-xcam/2+220-2440,-ycam/2,610-zcam/2];
% Stereo left cam position
% cube_plot(originRight,xcam,ycam,zcam,'c');
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% MinEigen Feature Detection
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%

points1 = detectMinEigenFeatures(leftg);
points2 = detectMinEigenFeatures(rightg);
% points3 = detectMinEigenFeatures(Omnig);
% points4 = detectMinEigenFeatures(Omni_unwraped);

[features1,valid_points1] = extractFeatures(leftg,points1);
[features2,valid_points2] = extractFeatures(rightg,points2);

indexPairs = matchFeatures(features1,features2);

matchedPoints1 = valid_points1(indexPairs(:,1),:);
matchedPoints2 = valid_points2(indexPairs(:,2),:);

matchL = matchedPoints1.Location;
matchR = matchedPoints2.Location;

%Points detected from

detection algorithms
Cl = targetcenterL;
Cr = targetcenterR;

%Center points from binary target detection

Cml = centermassL;
Cmr = centermassR;
Pl = [matchL;Cl(1,:);Cml(1,:)];
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Pr = [matchR;Cr(1,:);Cmr(1,:)];

%Add first registered center

points and center of masses to matched points for location
accuracy
% Pl = matchL;
% Pr = matchR;
% Pl = [341, 269.5];
% Pr = [321.5, 280.5];

%Center points of rectangles around

body
% Pl = [339, 242];
% Pr = [323, 237];

%Hand picked same points of body on

each image
% Pl = Cl;
% Pr = Cr;
% figure('name','Matched Features');
showMatchedFeatures(leftg,rightg,matchedPoints1,matchedPoints2);

avrgDist = pdist2(mean(Pl),mean(Pr));
%avrgDist = pdist2(Pl,Pr);

% Pixel of Left and Right images and normalization for (x, y, z)
ray vector calculation
[maxPlnum,Pl_elm] = size(Pl);
% maxPlnum = 29;
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% maxPnum = length(P);
% maxPlnum = length(Pl);
% maxPrnum = length(Pr);
for Plnum = 1:maxPlnum
% p = P(Pnum);
pl = Pl(Plnum, :);
pr = Pr(Plnum, :);

% OD image point
% Left Stereo image point
% Right Stereo image point

if pdist2(pl,pr) <= 2*avrgDist

% round(pl(1))
% round(pl(2))

xleft = pl(1);
yleft = pl(2)-10;

% -10 for allignment of left and right

images
xright = pr(1);
yright = pr(2);

% xleft = 210;
% yleft = 210;
% xright = 174;
% yright = 202;
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% pl = [xleft; yleft];
% pr = [xright; yright];

% xleft2 = 599;
% yleft2 = 197;
% xright2 = 565;
% yright2 = 198;
%
% pl2 = [xleft2; yleft2];
% pr2 = [xright2; yright2];
xcal = 1000;
ycal = 1070;
% dist2centerleft = sqrt(xleft^2 + yleft^2);
% dist2centerright = sqrt(xright^2 + yright^2);
xpikselLeft = (xleft/xcal)-(320/xcal);
ypikselLeft = ((480-yleft)/ycal)-(240/ycal);
xpikselRight = (xright/xcal)-(320/xcal);
ypikselRight = ((480-yright)/ycal)-(240/ycal);

% dist2centerleft = sqrt(xleft^2 + yleft^2);
% dist2centerright = sqrt(xright^2 + yright^2);
% xpikselLeft2 = (xleft2/700)-(320/700);
% ypikselLeft2 = ((480-yleft2)/700)-(240/700);
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% xpikselRight2 = (xright2/700)-(320/700);
% ypikselRight2 = ((480-yright2)/700)-(240/700);

% Ray Vectors on the 3D map from stereo pair

pointLeft3d1 = [xpikselLeft 1 ypikselLeft];
pointRight3d1 = [xpikselRight 1 ypikselRight];

% pointLeft3d2 = [xpikselLeft2 1 ypikselLeft2]'
% pointRight3d2 = [xpikselRight2 1 ypikselRight2]'

iLeft = 1;
showIntersections = 1;

% gCamLeftStereoPosesT = [leftCenter-xcam/2; 0; 610-zcam/2];
gCamLeftStereoPosesT = [leftCenter; 0; 610-zcam/2];
gCamLeftStereoPosesR = [0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0];
pos = gCamLeftStereoPosesT(:,iLeft);

posLeftStereo = gCamLeftStereoPosesT(:,iLeft);
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line([posLeftStereo(1); posLeftStereo(1) +
pointLeft3d1(1)*5000], ...
[posLeftStereo(2); posLeftStereo(2) + pointLeft3d1(2)*5000],
...
[posLeftStereo(3); posLeftStereo(3) + pointLeft3d1(3)*5000],
'Color', 'b');

% line([posLeftStereo(1); posLeftStereo(1) +
pointLeft3d2(1)*7000], ...
%

[posLeftStereo(2); posLeftStereo(2) +

pointLeft3d2(2)*7000], ...
%

[posLeftStereo(3); posLeftStereo(3) +

pointLeft3d2(3)*7000], 'Color', 'g');

iRight = 1;
showIntersections = 1;

% gCamRightStereoPosesT = [rightCenter-xcam/2; 0; 610-zcam/2];
gCamRightStereoPosesT = [rightCenter; 0; 610-zcam/2];
gCamRightStereoPosesR = [0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0];
pos = gCamRightStereoPosesT(:,iRight);

posRightStereo = gCamRightStereoPosesT(:,iRight);
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line([posRightStereo(1); posRightStereo(1) +
pointRight3d1(1)*5000], ...
[posRightStereo(2); posRightStereo(2) +
pointRight3d1(2)*5000], ...
[posRightStereo(3); posRightStereo(3) +
pointRight3d1(3)*5000], 'Color', 'c');

% line([posRightStereo(1); posRightStereo(1) +
pointRight3d2(1)*7000], ...
%

[posRightStereo(2); posRightStereo(2) +

pointRight3d2(2)*7000], ...
%

[posRightStereo(3); posRightStereo(3) +

pointRight3d2(3)*7000], 'Color', 'm');

% Ray vectors Intersection from stereo pair
A1=[posLeftStereo(1) posLeftStereo(2) posLeftStereo(3)];
A2=[posLeftStereo(1)+pointLeft3d1(1)*10000
posLeftStereo(2)+pointLeft3d1(2)*10000
posLeftStereo(3)+pointLeft3d1(3)*10000];

B1=[posRightStereo(1) posRightStereo(2) posRightStereo(3)];
B2=[posRightStereo(1)+pointRight3d1(1)*10000
posRightStereo(2)+pointRight3d1(2)*10000
posRightStereo(3)+pointRight3d1(3)*10000];
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nA = dot(cross(B2-B1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
nB = dot(cross(A2-A1,A1-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
d1 = dot(cross(A2-A1,B2-B1),cross(A2-A1,B2-B1));
A0 = A1 + (nA/d1)*(A2-A1);
B0 = B1 + (nB/d1)*(B2-B1);
v2 = A0'/norm(A0');

% A cube at the Intersection point of two ray vectors

xobj = 60;

%Stereo Camera intersection

object xcam ,ycam ,zcam
yobj = 60;
zobj = 60;

cube_plot(A0,xobj,yobj,zobj,'b');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
cube_plot(B0,xobj,yobj,zobj,'c');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% average coordinates of the all 3D reconstructed point
coordinates
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% the total is calculated here..the average is calculated after
the loop
A0total = A0total + A0;
B0total = B0total + B0;
A0number = A0number+1;
% A0average = A0total / maxPlnum;

xc = 238;
yc = 327;
%p = [265; 17];
% p = [targetcenterO(1,1); targetcenterO(2)];

%first center

point from omnidirectional image
% p2 = [centermassO(1); centermassO(2)];
p = [targetcenterO(1,1); targetcenterO(1,2)];
p2 = [centermassO(1,1); centermassO(1,2)];
% p2 = [279; 16]; %second center point from omnidirectional
image

% Mirror coordinates of a pixel on the OD image
% p = [213; 19];
point3d1 = cam2world(p, xc, yc);
point3d1(2) = -point3d1(2);
% p2 = [279; 16];
point3d2 = cam2world(p2, xc, yc);
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point3d2(2) = -point3d2(2);

i = 1;
i1 = 1;
showIntersections = 1;

gCamPosesT = [0; 0; 400];
gCamPosesT(3) = 400+838.2;

%Omidirectional Camera height

plus 33" on top of cart
gCamPosesR = [0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0];
pos = gCamPosesT(:,i1);

figure(300), hold on;

line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d1(1)*5000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d1(2)*5000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d1(3)*5000], 'Color', 'r');

line([pos(1); pos(1) + point3d2(1)*5000], ...
[pos(2); pos(2) + point3d2(2)*5000], ...
[pos(3); pos(3) + point3d2(3)*5000], 'Color', 'g');

% color1 = 'r';
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% color2 = 'g';

ucNokta1 = pos+point3d1*5000-75;
ucNokta2 = pos+point3d2*5000-75;

% end
end
%the end of for loop of the matched feature points
end

xobj = 60;

%Stereo Camera intersection object

xcam ,ycam ,zcam
yobj = 60;
zobj = 60;

% The calculation of the average 3D reconstructed stereo
coordinates
A0average = A0total / A0number;
A2 = A0average;
if isnan(A2)
targetX = 0;
targetY = 0;
return;
else
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cube_plot(A2,xobj+20,yobj+20,zobj+150,'m');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
end
% B0average = B0total / A0number;
% B2 = B0average;
% cube_plot(A2,xobj+20,yobj+20,zobj+150,'m');

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% Multisensor O-D and Average stereo intersection

OD1=[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)];
OD2=[pos(1)+ucNokta1(1)*10000 pos(2)+ucNokta1(2)*10000
pos(3)+ucNokta1(3)*10000];

nA = dot(cross(OD2-OD1,A1-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
nOD = dot(cross(A2-A1,A1-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
d1 = dot(cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
A0 = A1 + (nA/d1)*(A2-A1);
OD0 = OD1 + (nOD/d1)*(OD2-OD1);
% v2 = A0'/norm(A0');

cube_plot(OD0,xobj+20,yobj+20,zobj+20,'r');
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
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%

% text(OD0(1)+18,OD0(2)+18,OD0(3)+18,'TARGET 1');

%Target

1 label

% distance only intersection by using "y coordinates" (in 2D)

OD1=[pos(1) pos(2) 0];
OD2=[pos(1)+ucNokta1(1)*10000 pos(2)+ucNokta1(2)*10000 0];

A2(3) = 0;

nA = dot(cross(OD2-OD1,A1-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
nOD = dot(cross(A2-A1,A1-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
d1 = dot(cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1),cross(A2-A1,OD2-OD1));
A0 = A1 + (nA/d1)*(A2-A1);
OD0 = OD1 + (nOD/d1)*(OD2-OD1);
% v2 = A0'/norm(A0');

xobj = 120;

%Stereo Camera intersection object

xcam ,ycam ,zcam
yobj = 240;
zobj = 240;

cube_plot(OD0,xobj+20,yobj+20,zobj+20,'g');
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
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%

% PlotTarget(OD0,'r');
% OD0

%Target location

% text(OD0(1)+18,OD0(2)+18,OD0(3)+18,'TARGET 1');

%Target

1 label

%%% Output value assignment %%%
targetX = OD0(1);
targetY = OD0(2);

% end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2D (image point) to 3D (mirror point)
projection %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function M=cam2world(p, yc, xc)

n_points = size(p,2);
%
% ss = ocam_model.ss;
ss = [88.169687149954540;0;0.002374742209651;6.665382064117142e-07;5.111915582235141e-09];
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% % xc = ocam_model.xc;
% xc = 2.559971942400000e+02;
% % yc = ocam_model.yc;
% yc = 3.158606643200000e+02;
%
% %%%%%%%%%% Duruma gore bu merkez koordinatlar da
kullanilabilir
% % cy = 480/2 + 20;
% % cx = 640/2 + 2;
% % %
% yc = 480/2 + 20;
% xc = 640/2 + 2;
% width = ocam_model.width;
width = 640;
% height = ocam_model.height;
height = 480;
% c = ocam_model.c;
% d = ocam_model.d;
% e = ocam_model.e;
%
%

calib_data.ocam_model.c=1;

%

calib_data.ocam_model.d=0;

%

calib_data.ocam_model.e=0;
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c = 1;
d = 0;
e = 0;

A = [c,d;
e,1];
T = [xc;yc]*ones(1,n_points);

p = A^-1*(p-T);
M = getpoint(ss,p);
M = normc(M); %normalizes coordinates so that they have unit
length (projection onto the unit sphere)

end

function w=getpoint(ss,p)

% Given an image point it returns the 3D coordinates of its
correspondent optical
% ray

w = [p(1,:) ; p(2,:) ; polyval(ss(end:1:1),sqrt(p(1,:).^2+p(2,:).^2)) ];
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end

function cube_plot(origin,X,Y,Z,color)
% CUBE_PLOT plots a cube with dimension of X, Y, Z.
%
% INPUTS:
% origin = set origin point for the cube in the form of [x,y,z].
% X

= cube length along x direction.

% Y

= cube length along y direction.

% Z

= cube length along z direction.

% color

= STRING, the color patched for the cube.

%

List of colors

%

b blue

%

g green

%

r red

%

c cyan

%

m magenta

%

y yellow

%

k black

%

w white

% OUPUTS:
% Plot a figure in the form of cubics.
%
% EXAMPLES
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% cube_plot(2,3,4,'red')
%
% ------------------------------Code Starts Here----------------------------- %
% Define the vertexes of the unit cubic
ver = [1 1 0;
0 1 0;
0 1 1;
1 1 1;
0 0 1;
1 0 1;
1 0 0;
0 0 0];

% RotStereo = -pi/4;
% R = [cos(RotStereo),sin(RotStereo),0; sin(RotStereo),cos(RotStereo),0; 0,0,1];
% ver = ver*R;

%

Define the faces of the unit cubic

fac = [1 2 3 4;
4 3 5 6;
6 7 8 5;
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1 2 8 7;
6 7 1 4;
2 3 5 8];
cube =
[ver(:,1)*X+origin(1),ver(:,2)*Y+origin(2),ver(:,3)*Z+origin(3)]
;
patch('Faces',fac,'Vertices',cube,'FaceColor',color);
end

function [target] = PlotTarget(origin,color)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% TARGET POSES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
targetLoc = [origin(1) origin(2) origin(3)];
targetColor = color;

% left legs
X = 100;
Y = 100;
Z = 600;

target(1) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% right legs
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%

targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 150;
target(2) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')

% left arms
X = 70;
Y = 70;
Z = 400;

targetLoc(3) = targetLoc(3) + 600;
targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 150;
target(3) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);
% CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) - 600;

% targetColor

position

% targetColor

position

% right arms
targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 150;

target(4) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% body
X = 300;
Y = 300;
Z = 400;
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%

targetLoc(2) = targetLoc(2) - 150;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 120;

% targetColor

position

target(5) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% head
X = 120;
Y = 120;
Z = 120;

targetLoc(3) = targetLoc(3) + 500;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(2) = targetLoc(2) + 150;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 100;

% targetColor

position

target(6) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
% shoulder
X = 520;
Y = 200;
Z = 100;

targetLoc(3) = targetLoc(3) - 180;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(2) = targetLoc(2) - 100;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) - 220;

% targetColor

position

target(7) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);
CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
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%

% neck
X = 80;
Y = 80;
Z = 200;

targetLoc(2) = targetLoc(2) + 110;

% targetColor

position

targetLoc(1) = targetLoc(1) + 240;

% targetColor

position

target(8) = cube_plot(targetLoc,X,Y,Z,targetColor);

%

CubePlot([1,1,1],1,1,1,'r')
drawnow;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ XRobotEnd, YRobotEnd, ThetaRobotEnd ] =
moveRobotFocusOnTarget2( TargetMatrix, TargetNumber, XRobot,
YRobot )

% turns robot to a decided target static!!!
%
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% Targetmatrix = m-by-2 Matrix (m is for the amount of targets
(rows),
%

coordinates should be the center

of target
%

1. coloum x-coordinate of the

target
%

2. coloum y-coordinate of the

target)
% TargetNumber = says which Target should be focused on (row)
% XRobot

= start X-coordinate of the robot

% YRobot

= start Y-coordinate of the robot

% ThetaRobotStarted =

start Theta-angle (deg -180 to 180) of

the robot
%

robot angle: center 0°, right

-90°,

left 90°
% XRobotEnd

= end X-coordinate of the robot

% YRobotEend

= end X-coordinate of the robot

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPORTANT %%%%%%%%%%%
% Press control-c to end this script. Call arrobot_stop to stop
the robot, call arrobot_disconnect to disconnect from the robot
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMPORTANT %%%%%%%%%%%
% for the robot is +x forward and +y is going left
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%

angleThresh = 0.5;

% deg;

[x, y, theta] = arrobot_getpose;

xTarget = TargetMatrix(TargetNumber, 1);

% X-coordinate

of the target
yTarget = TargetMatrix(TargetNumber, 2);

% Y-coordinate

of the target
thetaTarget = atan2d ((yTarget-YRobot-y),(xTarget-XRobotx));
thetaturn =

thetaTarget - theta;

thetaturn = mod((thetaturn +180), 360) -180; % restrict to
(-180,180)

arrobot_stop
pause(0.1)
thetaturn = double(thetaturn);
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%double typecast

arrobot_setdeltaheading(thetaturn)

% changes robots Theta

around needetThetar
counter = 0;
while abs(thetaTarget - theta) > angleThresh && counter < 15
% sometimes angle isn't completly correct
pause (0.1)

% time that robot can focus

[~, ~, theta] = arrobot_getpose;
counter = counter +1;
end
[x, y, ~] = arrobot_getpose;

distance = sqrt( (xTarget-XRobot-x)^2 + (yTarget-YRobot-y)^2
);

wantedDistance = 1000;

% mm

if xTarget == XRobot && yTarget == YRobot

% Robot should

move to home position

while

distance > wantedDistance * 0.1

bigger than 10 cm
[x, y, ~] = arrobot_getpose;
speed = double(distance * 0.3);
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% distance

arrobot_setvel (speed) % distance - mid * speed
distance = sqrt( (xTarget-XRobot-x)^2 + (yTargetYRobot-y)^2 );

end
arrobot_stop
[~, ~, theta] = arrobot_getpose;
arrobot_setdeltaheading(-theta)

else
while distance < wantedDistance *0.9 || distance >
wantedDistance * 1.1

% distance not between 90 cm and 110 cm

[x, y, ~] = arrobot_getpose;
speed = double(distance - wantedDistance) * 0.5;
if speed < 0

%increase negative speed

speed = -300;
end
arrobot_setvel (speed) % distance - mid * speed
distance = sqrt( (xTarget-XRobot-x)^2 + (yTargetYRobot-y)^2 );

end
arrobot_stop
end
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[x, y, theta] = arrobot_getpose; % robot calculated data

XRobotEnd = x + XRobot;
YRobotEnd = y + YRobot;
ThetaRobotEnd = theta ;

end
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